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Promotions and Appointments
By SEAN GALLAGHER, The Daily Transcript
Wednesday , August2,2006
Tim O'Malley has joined the University of San Diego a.s vice president of university relations .
Charlotte Russe Holding Inc . promoted Patti Shields to general merchandise manager
and Ed Wong to chief supply chain officer .

••••
University of San Diego president Mary E. Lyons
announced Wednesay Tim O'Malley has joined the
university as vice president of university relations.
In his role, O'Malley will lead USD's institutional
advancement, development, marketing and
creative services, and public relations departments.
In making the announcement, President Lyons
stated , "Dr. O'Malley brings to USO a record of
extensive leadership and success in all aspects of
higher education advancement. He has spent over
30 years in education as instructor, administrator
and advocate. As the newest member of my
Executive Council , Dr. O'Malley provides our
university the breadth of his professional
experience and the opportunity to advance further
and faster our strategic goals."
Previous vice president for mission and university
relations Monsignor Daniel Dillabough will return
full-time to lead the university mission and ministry
division.
Tim O'Malley

"It is a privilege to join President Lyons and the
University of San Diego team ," O'Malley said . "This is a remarkable university whose
faculty, staff, students , alumni , and volunteers have attained an outstanding record of
achievement. I look forward to sustaining and advancing the excellence which characterizes
USO ."
Previously , O'Malley served for nine years as the vice president of university relations at
Pacific University in Forest Grove, Oregon , where he was responsible for directing and
evaluating university-wide operations in fund raising , alumni relations, public
affairs/publications, and university conferences/events. He provided leadership in all
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aspects of institutional advancement, including design and implementation of Pacific's $50
million "Heart of Oak Campaign" (1999-2005), with particular emphasis on major gift
cultivation , solicitation , and stewardship.
Prior to his term at Pacific University, O'Malley held posts at Washington State University
where he was vice president, WSU Foundation , director of gift planning , and director of
college relations. He began his career in higher education at the University of Portland in
1983 as associate director of development, corporate and foundation relations; he later
became UP's director of development.
He has served on numerous boards and committees in the non-profit sector, including those
for the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), CASE District VIII,
Forest Grove (OR) Chamber of Commerce, Washington County Hospice Foundation , and
the WSU Foundation .
O'Malley earned his Bachelor's degree in English from the University of Portland , a Master
of Arts degree in English from California State University East Bay (Hayward}, and a Ph.D.
in Educational Policy and Management from the University of Oregon.
****

Charlotte Russe Holding Inc. announced it has promoted Patti Shields to general
merchandise manager and Ed Wong to chief supply chain officer.
Shields joined the company as a senior vice president in August 2005 responsible for
apparel merchandising for the Charlotte Russe stores. In her new capacity as general
merchandising manager and executive vice president, her role is expanded to include the
accessories b usiness and the direct import function .
Wong, most recently serving as a senior vice president, joined the company in December
2003 and oversees the information technology organ iz.ation, planning and allocation
functions and merchandise supply chain . In his new capacity as chief supply chain officer
and executive vice president, his role will evolve with an even greater focus on the strategic
implications of emerging technologies and their utilization in our business to improve
customer service, operational efficiencies and improved inventory turnover.
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washingtonpost.com

Reading Jefferson in Tehran
One member of President Bush's "axis of evil" has a
surprising democratic heritage.

I work for
Verizon Wireless.

Rev iewed by Shaul Bakhash
Sunday, August 13, 2006; BW06

Verizon Wireless
works for me.

DEMOCRACY IN IRAN
Histo ry and the Quest for Liberty
By Ali Gheissari and Vali Nasr
Oxford Univ. 214 pp. $29.95

Few Americans will be surprised to hear that Iran has a well-established autocratic tradition. Shapur II,
the 4th-century ruler of the Sasanian Empire, spoke of himself as "king of kings, partner with the stars,
brother of the sun and moon." In the 20th century, the two Pahlavi monarchs, both modernizing
autocrats, had little patience for political critics or real parliaments. In the 21st, the current Islamic
Republic created by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini gives vast, virtually unchecked powers to the faqih ,
the Islamic jurist who is the theocracy's supreme leader, a post currently held by the hard-line Ali
Khamenei .
But as Ali Gheissari and Vali Nasr remind us, Iran also has a democratic tradition -- or, at least, a
tradition of aspiring toward democracy. The 1906 Constitutional Revolution wrested power away from
the ruling Qajar dynasty and vested it in the peon
he few years immediately following World War II
witnessed a brief interregnum of genuine par ·
politics. And even the Islamic Revolution of
1979 resulted in part from a demand for
government and democratic rights and a loathing
for the shah's autocracy. In the late 12
perienced c\ remarkable , albeit ultimately unsuccessful,
democracy movement led by the c
forrnist former president, Mohammad Khatami.
Gheissari, a pniversity of San Diego historian, and Nasr, a Middle East specialist at the Naval
Postgraduate School and author of the recent The Shia Revival , argue quite rightly that the aspiration for
democracy in Iran has always been intertwined with the aspiration for a strong state. The
constitutionalists of 1906 wanted to curb the powers of the monarchy both for the sake of democracy
and because inept, corrupt rule had left Iran open to imperialist domination and denied it the benefits of
modernity. In the 1960s and '70s, a host of talented economists, planners, engineers and technocrats
willingly, if uneasily, served Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. The shah was no democrat, but he created
conditions that allowed his brain trust to build telecommunications networks, petrochemical plants and
steel mills, grow the economy and expand the middle class. In addition, the shah spectacularly increased
the country's oil revenues and transformed Iran into a regional powerhouse. "Democracy and
development came to be viewed as mutually exclusive goals," the authors write in one of their many
incisive observations.
The same tension, they show, characterizes the Islamic Republic . Former president Ali Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani gave primacy to economic development but cared little for civil society -- the possibility for
political parties, professional associations and an independent press to fill the space between the
individual and the state and to create the rules of the political game that let a democracy endure. His
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successor -- the reformist Khatami, who wanted to build up civil-society institutions so long as they
were Islamic -- tried to make Iran more democratic "while keeping the state in control of the process of
change."
Iran's struggle with democracy, the authors sensibly argue, has to be understood in the context of its
history and culture. We also must consider how Iran's political activists and intelligentsia framed debates
over ruling the country. In the 1990s, Gheissari and Nasr point out, Iranian intellectuals embraced the
idea of civil society because they had learned from hard experience that the Marxist or Islamist
ideologies they formerly espoused led to untrammeled state power. The mullahs, the authors note, shut
down newspapers and jail writers, but their regime now holds elections as an institutionalized part of the
political process. That can be a mixed blessing, of course; Iranian voters have recently picked both the
liberalizing Khatami and his fire-breathing, Holocaust-denying replacement, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
"We did not have a revolution in order to have democracy," Ahmadinejad sneered on the campaign trail.
But as the authors note, "to be president, he had to win the election."
Gheissari and Nasr provide us with a clear and readable account of politics in the Islamic Republic but
not -- as they set out to do -- an analytic framework for understanding the tension in Iran between a more
effective government and a more democratic one. They also shed little light on the meaning of the
Iranian legacy for the larger Muslim world, which is also grappling with how to provide more open
systems of government. The book also says surprisingly little about how Islam has influenced the ways
in which Iran's elites and other social classes have understood the proper role of government or the
meaning of individual rights; not enough on the competition of ideas -- democratic, theocratic, autocratic
-- that shape Iran's politics today; and not nearly enough on the reasons for the continued strength of the
country's autocratic tradition and the relative weakness of its civil society.
It is possible that in Iran, as elsewhere in the Middle East, politics has remained too much the domain of
political and intellectual elites that failed to build durable civil institutions such as parties, unions and
independent newspapers; that the general public has only sporadically entered the political arena; and
that these difficulties are themselves the products of a culture, history and social structure that will not
be easily changed. Democracy in Iran encourages readers to think hard about these intriguing questions,
but it does not answer them. ·

Shaul Bakhash is Clarence Robinson Professor of History at George Mason University.
© 2006 The Washington Post Company
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From the Baltimore Sun

The road to Haditha: changing face of war
By George J. Bryjak
August 22, 2006
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SAN DIEGO -- On Nov. 19, 2005, a unit of Marines arrived at the Iraqi village of
Haditha to remove the bodies of civilians reportedly killed by a roadside blast. What
they found were infants, women and children shot in the face and chest and the body of a wheelchairbound elderly man riddled with bullets.

A group of Marines are under criminal investigation that could lead to murder charges in the slayings of
24 civilians in the western Iraqi village. Like Abu Ghraib, Haditha has become synonymous with war
atrocities, in this case an alleged act of retribution for the roadside bombing death of a fellow Marine. If
the Marines are charged, it will be for a military court to determine their guilt or innocence. But some
already have sought to explain what can never be condoned.
"Our troops overreacted because of the pressure on them, and they killed innocent civilians in cold
blood," Rep. John P. Murtha, a Pennsylvania Democrat and former Marine Corps officer, contended
based on his discussions with military officials.
While stress may have been a factor in that particular incident, the changing nature of war and the
American military's response to those changes provide a history and context for the challenges
confronting U.S. servicemen and women in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere today.
In the midst of World War II, U.S . Army Col. S.L.A. Marshall was given the task of determining
whether battlefield soldiers were performing their primary duty: killing enemy combatants. He
conducted individual and group interviews with more than 400 military companies fighting in Europe
and the Pacific. To his surprise - and the horror of Pentagon officials - on average, only 15 percent of
soldiers fired their weapons during the course of a battle, even when their lives were threatened.
As a consequence of revised boot camp training, Colonel Marshall later discovered that 50 percent of
Korean War soldiers attempted to kill the enemy. That number increased to more than 90 percent by the
Vietnam War. Convincing young recruits they must kill without hesitation has become an integral
component of basic training.

http ://www.baltimoresun.com/news/opinion/oped/bal-op.haditha22aug22, 1, 1050071 ,print. .. . 8/23/2006
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Killing is made easier when the enemy is dehumanized, a psychological tactic virtually all armies use.
Undeserving of moral consideration, one's opponent no longer merits humane treatment and can be
killed without remorse. Capt. Jason Kostal, a former .commander at Fort Benning's sniper school, stated:
"We don't talk about 'Engage this person,' 'Engage that guy.' It's always 'Engage that target' ... You're not
thinking, I wonder if that guy has three kids."
Dehumanization is easier when the enemy is of a different racial, ethnic, religious or cultural group. In
Iraq, as was the case in Vietnam, our opponent differs on all of these counts.
Combat is stressful. However, in conventional conflicts such as World War II, the tension, anxiety, and
mental fatigue of war are lessened somewhat between battle~ and by movement to relatively safe
"behind-the-lines" zones. In Vietnam- and Iraq-type hostilities there are fewer safe zones. Enemy
soldiers and combatants are elusive and often pose as civilians.
Military sociologist Charles Moskos notes that when insurgents are supported by the local populace,
innocent civilians are likely to be viewed as the bad guys. "In these situations of extreme stress," he
notes, "one can lose one's moral balance."
This is especially so when the next attack is unpredictable. And the prevalence of roadside bombs in the
Iraq theater has enhanced the fight's unpredicatability.
The Marines charged in the Haditha killings have maintained that their actions fell within the rules of
engagement. At one point, when the Marines believed they were under attack, they tossed grenades into
a house and then entered firing, as they had been trained to do. That procedure makes sense in clearing
bunkers on a traditional battlefield. But it's a highly questionable tactic if you're clearing houses in a
village. Gen. Jack Keane, the former Army chief of staff, noted that although the United States fights
"big wars" better than anyone, "we have no skills in counterinsurgency."
This lack of counterinsurgency prowess, coupled with a kind of on-the-job training needed to fight in
Iraq, puts additional pressure on troops, increasing the likelihood of Haditha-type incidents.
For some, what occurred in Haditha was a tragic yet unavoidable consequence of the "fog of war." To a
certain extent, this may be true. B
·vidual responsibility for these deaths cannot be dismissed.

civilians can never be jusf
behavior is to take the fi

bjective, how chaotic the field of battle, the wholesale killing of
xcused. To absolve military personnel of any responsibility for their
oward condoning war crimes.

George J Bryjak, a fo
Marine, is a research associate in the department ofsociology at the
Vniversity of San Diego. flis e-mail is bryjak@verizon.net.
Copyright © 2006, The Baltimore Sun I Get Sun home delivery
> Get news on your mobile device at www.baltimoresun.com
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Mexico edges closer to presidential ruling
The electoral court rejected charges of massive fraud, making it likely Felipe Caldero n will be
declared winner.
By Sara Miller Liana I Staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor
MEXICO CITY
In the days following Mexico's July 2 presidential election , Mexicans of all political parties marveled at the
democracy on display, including mass demonstrations calling for a recount of the still-disputed race , the closest in
the nation's history.
But now that Mexico's top electoral court rejected allegations of massive fraud by leftist leader Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador - and Mr. Obrador has refused to accept the ruling that will probably hand conservative Felipe
Calderon the presidency - many say they are concerned about the. dispute's impact on democratic dialogue in a
country that emerged from one-party authoritarian rule just six years ago.
Obrador, who has said the election was stolen , has compared a Calderon victory to a "coup d'etat," and has
called for a national convention Sept. 16, Mexico's Independence Day. He says on that day , he will ask
supporters whether he should be declared the "alternative" president-elect of the country.
"Never more will we accept that an illegal and illegitimate government is installed in our country," he told
thousands gathered Monday in the Zocalo, Mexico City's main square.
It is worrisome rhetoric, say some. "We don't have trust in our system as Americans do," says Rafael Fernandez
de Castro, chairman of the international studies program at the Autonomous Technological Institute of Mexico
(ITAM) . "Mexicans have been following an institutional process. Now we are starting to step into new territory ...
with an opposition that is moving outside of the institutional process."
"A lot of people don't feel like they belong in the system ," he adds.
Obrador, who championed the country's poor and lost by 0.6 percent, alleged irregularities at more than half the
country's polling stations. He demanded a vote-by-vote recount of 41 million ballots that were cast July 2. The
electoral court rejected that request earlier this month, ordering a review of just 9 percent of polling places.

Cutting Calderon's lead,
In addition to rejecting Obrador's claims of widespread fraud , the court announced that its recount cut Calderon's
240,000-vote lead by some 4,000 votes. But the justices finished without formally certifying Calderon, of
President Vicente Fox's National Action Party (PAN), as the winner. They must declare a president-elect by Sept.
6.

"I don't think Lopez Obrador has a chance in a thousand that the electoral court will certify him as winner or annul
the election," says Todd Eisenstadt, an expert on Mexico's electoral court at American University in Washington.
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"The door seems to be closing on [any chance] that he'll be declared president in 2006."
The 2006 election revealed class and geographic divisions in Mexico. The PAN and Obrador's Democratic
Revolution Party (PRO) split the nation's 31 states and one federal district in half. Calderon, a free-trade advocate
who has said he would remain a strong US ally, got more support in the industrial north, while Obrador won
Mexico City and the rural states in the south .
"We are sure that the only thing that will come out of these legal challenges is that Felipe Calderon won the
presidency legitimately," said a Calderon top aide, Juan Camilo Mourino.
The new president is to take office Dec. 1. But Obrador and his supporters continue to fight. That reflects the
distrust many harbor from 1988, when a leftist candidate lost the presidential bid to the long-ruling Institutional
Revolutionary Party (PRI) amid widespread fraud allegations. Today, Obrador's supporters claim the work of the
electoral court has been equally unfair.
Some criticize the court's findings as too narrow. "They are refusing to see the whole election perspective, to take
a broader view. They are only looking at the bark of the tree ... like a criminal proceeding," says John Ackerman,
an expert at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. "What they should be looking at, and what the law
provides, is whether with absolute certainty [Calderon] received more votes .. .. They should [be seeking] high
standards of certainty and transparency instead of a very restricted reading of the law."
The court defended its work Monday. "We can tell people that today, their votes w
they are definitive," said Judge Fernando Ojesto.
Obrador has threatened to set up a permanent civil-resistance campaign .
protest that has shut down parts of Mexico City and created gridlock here

something and that

e has staged a month-long

David Shirk, director of the Trans-border Institute at University of San Diego, says that Obrador is justified in his
demands for a full recount. But, he adds, he has lost public support by going too far. "If there is an established
process, and the rules of the game are clear," he says, "it is incumbent on everyone playing the game to accept
the outcome, even when it is not favorable."
Economics trumps politics
Andrew Selee, director of the Woodrow Wilson Center's Mexico Institute, downplays the risks to democracy. He
says many Obrador followers, while suspicious, are moved more qy economics than politics . "There is a sector of
Mexican society that feels strongly that they have not benefited significantly, that the economic conditions lag
behind the political conditions," he says. "They are willing to go very far to defend the candidate who they think is
looking out for their interests."
Many say Mexico's institutional infrastructure can withstand protests and the creation of an "alternative"
government. Although Obrador's intentions for such a government remain unclear, shadow governments can be
productive, says Mr. Shirk.
Some believe the protests could strengthen Mexico's emerging democracy. "We have democratized access to
power, but not the way in which power is managed ," says Professor Ackerman . The protests could help push
needed state reforms, he says.
Adds Mr. Selee: " My sense is he is not determined to block the government - he is determined to be a thorn in
their side."
l=ull HTML version of this story which may include photos, graphics , and related links
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SAN DIEGO -- Border Patrol arrest statistics suggest that the number of immigrants illegally jumping the
California-Mexico border appears to be increasing as enforcement gets tougher in Arizona.
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Controversial Billboard Aims To 'Stop Invasion'
Immigrants Crawl Through Storm Drains
Vista Demostration Turns Unruly
Protesters Block Border

It's known as the water-balloon effect: squeeze one spot and illegal immigration will bulge elsewhere along the
almost 2,000-mile frontier.
While overall arrests have fallen a modest 3 percent since October, they are up sharply in some places,
including the San Diego area . The recent arrest spike in and around San Diego comes as the Border Patrol
grows from 11 ,800 today to 18,000 by the end of 2008 . That force will be supported by up to 6,000 National
Guard troops.
Border Patrol Chief David Aguilar said last month that San Diego is "very well prepared ."
Skeptics say that no matter how many agents there are or where they are positione
crossers will continue as long as jobs are easy to get.
"You can put a million agents along the U.S.-Mexican border and that alone i
ing to stop the pressure
and flow of migrants," said David Shirk, director of the University of San Diego s rans-Border Institute.
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As Border Patrol shifts resources, migrants

return to California
ELLIOT SPAGAT
Associated Press
TECATE, Calif. - The number of immigrants illegally jumping the California-Mexico border appears to be
increasing as enforcement gets tougher in Arizona, Border Patrol arrest statistics suggest.
It's known as the water-balloon effect: Squeeze one spot and illegal immigration will bulge elsewhere along
the 1 ,952-mile frontier.
While overall arrests have fallen a modest 3 percent since October, they are up sharply in some places,
including the San Diego area. Thanks to a surge in hiring new agents, the Border Patrol says it's ready for a
shift in traffic. Skeptics aren't so sure.
In the early 1990s, San Diego was overrun by border crossers. Hundreds at a time stormed the world's
busiest border crossing, paralyzing motorists on Interstate 5. Migrants waltzed freely over to vendors who
catered to them in nearby canyons.
A crackdown launched in 1994 and modeled on a similar effort in El Paso, Texas, pushed many migrants
away from the border's two largest cities and into Arizona's mountains and deserts. Total arrests ebbed and
flowed over the last decade but changed little: 1.3 million in 1995 versus 1.2 million in 2005.
Arrests in the Border Patrol's sector around Tucson, Ariz. , are down 9 percent to 345,973 since October
compared to the previous year, though it is still the busiest corridor. Meanwhile, arrests rose 19 percent to
175,324 between the two sectors that span all but a few miles of California's border with Mexico.
The recent arrest spike in and around San Diego comes as the Border Patrol grows from 11,800 agents
today to 18,000 by the end of 2008. That force will be supported by up to 6,000 National Guard troops .
Border Patrol Chief David Aguilar said last month that San Diego is "very well prepare
Skeptics say that no matter how many agents there are or where they are positio
crossers would continue as long as jobs were easy to get.
"You can put a million agents along the U.S.-Mexican border and that alone
and flow of migrants," said David Shirk, director of the l lpjyernibt at Sao pjepQ's Trans-Border Institute.
The spike in traffic is invisible to most San Diego residents because migrants cross in rugged terrain east of
the seaside city of 1.3 million people.
The mountains and canyons are scorching in summer and freezing in winter. Unlike Arizona , tall trees and
dense chaparral offer shade and hiding places. It is not an easy place to patrol.
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At midnight one muggy July night, Nicholas Coates and other Border Patrol agents converged on an area
where sensors suggested a group of about 10 migrants was walking. He tracked fresh footprints and broken
twigs on a dirt path , then wrestled thick brush.
"They could be right here," he said around 2:30 a.m., shortly before giving up. "If they get in the brush , it's
very hard to see them ."
As an early sun burned , he captured three migrants in another large group after a two-hour chase , mostly on
foot and with an assist from a helicopter and other agents.
The mountains surround California's Tecate, about 35 miles east of San Diego, which is home to little more
than a small strip mall.
Mexico's Tecate is a pleasant town of about 60,000 people with a shaded central square, a spa that draws
American tourists and a hulking brewery that bears its name. It doesn't look like a pit stop for border
crossers.
A migrant shelter will grow from 20 beds to 200 when it moves to a new building in a few months, but the
bus station is tiny and quiet, and there are few boarding houses. Unlike other border towns, few men with
backpacks mill around.
Border crossers hop off a bus or taxi somewhere outside the city on a short trip from Tijuana, a city of 1.2
million people whose airport and bus station teem with smugglers looking for business.
Many migrants rest at Tijuana's red-light district hotels before the trek, which lasts at least two days. Drivers
wait for them on the U.S. side to take them to a safe house.
"People come here when they tried elsewhere and failed ," said Daniel Rivera, 63, who works for smugglers
looking for customers near the 'Aqui Te Espero' {'I'll Wait for You Here') cafe in Tijuana's red-light district.
He said it costs $1,600 to be guided through the mountains near Tecate, typically in groups of four or five
men, up from about $300 in the early 1990s. That inflation reflects how much harder it has become since the
U.S. government tightened the noose in urban areas.
Word that hundreds of migrants have died crossing Arizona's unforgiving deserts may also contribute to the
shift to California, said Wayne Cornelius, a political scientist at the University of California , San Diego. His
interviews this year with 724 people in the Mexican state of Yucatan found San Diego was by far the favored
crossing area.
Jose Reyes, 32, had enough of Arizona after he and 16 others were picked up by the Border Patrol three
months ago . After crossing near Douglas, they walked five days and drank water from cattle tanks.
'We turned ourselves in {to the Border Patrol); they were our salvation ," said Reyes, who spoke at a Tijuana
migrant shelter. He planned to attempt another crossing , this time near Tecate, on his way to a dishwasher
job in San Francisco.
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Mexican cartel's leader is seized off Baja coast
U.S. Coast Guard intercepts Arellano Felix near La Paz; court hearing is set in 5.D.
By Onell R. Soto and Anna Cearley
STAFF WRITERS

and Otto Kreisher
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

August 17, 2006

A kingpin in the notorious Arellano Felix drug cartel was arrested Monday on a fishing boat off the coast of
Baja California and was on his way to San Diego yesterday to face racketeering and conspiracy charges.
Francisco Javier Arellano Felix - the leader of a Mexican
cartel that smuggled tons of cocaine and marijuana, built
sophisticated drug tunnels and killed rivals and police was among eight men and three boys detained aboard a
deep-sea fishing boat intercepted by a San Diego-based
Coast Guard vessel in international waters, officials said.
Those taken into custody 15 nautical miles from La Paz,
Mexico, included two men identified by U.S. officials as
assassins for the cartel, Arturo Villareal Heredia and
Marco F emandez.
Arellano and others arrested with him are due in federal
court in San Diego today or tomorrow .

CHARLIE NEUMAN / Union-Tribu ne
Signs posted at th e otay Mesa Port of Entry detailed
tile $5 million reward for information leading to
Francisco Javier Arellano Felix. Motorists passed
through the busy internationa l border crossing last
night.

He faces life in prison if convicted of the charges in a 2003 indictment, but prosecutors are likely to reevaluate the evidence and could add charges that could bring the death penalty if he is convicted.
Regarded as a playboy with a vicious streak, Arellano, 37, took over the Tijuana cartel in 2002 after one
of his older brothers, Ramon, was killed and another, Benjamin, was arrested, officials said.
"We've taken the head off the snake," said Michael Braun, chief of operations for the Drug Enforcem
ent
Administration, during a news conference in Washington.
Experts said it's unclear whether someone new would step up to lead the crime organization or whether
it would disintegrate under pressure from rival cartels and law enforcement.
But they said the arrests will not stem for long the flow of
drugs through Tijuana and San Diego on their way to an
insatiable U.S. market.
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They said that although the Tijuana cartel's reach was
diminished from its pre-eminence in the 1990s, it was
powerful enough to dig a half-mile tunnel from Tijuana to
an Otay Mesa warehouse. The tunnel was discovered in
January.
Adm . Thad Allen, Coast Guard commandant, said the 43foot Dock Holiday was boarded about 9 a.m. Monday by a
detachment from the Monsoon, a San Diego-based Navy
coastal patrol craft on lease to the Coast Guard.
Arellano at first tried to use a false identity, but later
admitted who he really was Deputy Attorney General Paul
'
McNulty said.

NICK WASS/ Associated Press
Michael Braun { left) , chief of operations for tl1e Drug
Enforcement Adm inistration, ann ounced the arrest of
drug lord Francisco Javier Arellano Feli x yesterday.
Deputy Attorney Genera l Pau l McNu lt y ( right) said
Are lla no aUi rst t ri_ed to use a fa lse ide nti t y, but later
admitted his tru e 1d ent1ty.

The arrests were the result of a tip on the location of the fishing boat, which authorities had linked to the
Arellano Felix organization, McNulty said.
·
The three youths found aboard the boat will be returned to Mexico, a prosecutor said.
McNulty would not say who was behind the tip, but said the interception of the boat was the result of
"extraordinary coordination and cooperation" between Mexican and U.S. officials.
U.S . officials have offered a $5 million reward for information leading to Arellano. Known by his
middle name, Javier, as well as the nickname "El Tigrillo," or "little tiger," Arellano was one of seven
leaders of the organization named in the indictment unsealed in San Diego in 2003.
He also has been linked to several police shootings in Baja California, though never formally charged.
He has escaped capture in Mexico several times in recent years, according to the Tijuana newsweekly
Zeta, which follows drug-trafficking trends closely.
"Though I didn't know him personally, he was seen as being imprudent and violent," said Victor Clark,
a Tijuana-based human rights activist and an expert on drug-trafficking issues.
The 2003 indictment charged Javier Arellano and others with racketeering, conspiracy to import tons of
marijuana and cocaine, and conspiracy to launder money. It asks a judge to order the cartel leaders to
forfeit nearly $300 million in drug proceeds.
Prosecutors described Arellano at the time as head of the cartel's Tijuana and Mexicali operations.
They linked him and other cartel leaders to 20 killings in the United States and Mexico, the smuggling
of massive amounts of drugs, the laundering of millions of dollars and the bribing of Mexican military
and police officials.
The cartel's operations included using backpackers to bring marijuana through the desert, buying
hundreds of guns and bulletproof vests in the United States for use in Mexico, wiretapping rival drug
traffickers and Mexican police, and using specially armored vehicles equipped with guns and smoke
dispensers.
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It also made deals with Colombian cartels for the transportation of tons of cocaine into the United
States, prosecutors said.

In Mexico, authorities have linked the cartel to the killings of Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas Ocampo of
Guadalajara in 1993 and Tijuana city police chief Federico Benitez in 1994.
In 1997, a crew of Arellano Felix gunmen killed 19 members of three families - including five women
and seven children - near Ensenada. Authorities described the massacre as retaliation for an unpaid debt.
Jesus Blancornelas, then editor of Zeta, survived an ambush .in which he was shot four times by a
suspected cartel hit squad led by a San Diego gang member.
Drug-trafficking experts said that although the arrest is significant, it doesn't signal the end of the
Arellano cartel and could even lead to more violence.
"This is a major step forward, and it will bring some serious consequences as other drug-trafficking
organizations now maneuver or take advantage of the weakness of the cartel," said David Shirk, director
of the University of San Diego's Trans-Border Institute.
The cartel managed to continue
CEO, Benjamin, and after his hr
Benjamin Arellano is in Mexican cu
far unsuccessfully. In prison interview

ning in 2002 after Mexican authorities arrested its suspected
m6n, known as the top enforcer, died in a shootout with police .
.S. officials have been seeking to extradite him for years, so
.S. journalists, he has maintained his innocence.

In 2003 , U.S. and Mexican sources told Th e San Diego Union-Tribune that the cartel had lost its grip on
the eastern part of the Baja California border to rival groups.
Cartels led by Ismael "El Mayo" Zambada and Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman have increased their reach,
experts said. The Arellanos, however, appeared to maintain their sway along the key transit point of
Tijuana.
With Javier's arrest, a U.S. law enforcement official said Eduardo Arellano is likely to have a more
active role in the cartel's operations, along with Gustavo Rivera Martinez, a California native who
reportedly is in charge of day-to-day operations.
The official spoke anonymously because the investigation is sensitive and investigators aren't supposed
to talk about it.
Rivera, 45, is described by law enforcement as a confidant and adviser to Javier Arellano. In 2003,
Rivera was indicted in federal court in San Diego on charges of conspiracy to import and conspiracy to
distribute controlled substances.
"The machine will continue functioning," said Clark, the human rights activist. "I don't doubt that their
enemies will take advantage of the situation . .. and it could get more violent."
Defense lawyer John Kirby, who worked on the Arellano case before leaving the U.S . Attorney's Office
last year, also predicted chaos.
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He disagreed with those who feel Eduardo Arellano would play a larger role, saying that brother hasn't
been active for years.
"I don't think there's anybody left who will get the same kind of loyalty out of the rest of the
organization," Kirby said.
But Blancomelas, the newspaper editor, said Eduardo and an Arellano sister who hasn't been named in
any U.S . indictment have been important decision-makers in the cartel.
He downplayed Javier's day-to-day involvement.
"He didn't play a key role in the cartel. ... His was the role of a playboy, going to the discos, and when
someone annoyed him, he would have them killed," said Blancomelas, who stepped down from the
paper this year.
However, he said Villareal, who reportedly was arrested with Arellano this week, was suspected of
coordinating the cartel's violent enforcement operations and its transport of drugs through Tijuana.
A top Mexican federal prosecutor told the Committee to Protect Journalists last year that Villareal was
one of the masterminds behind the 2004 killing of Zeta newspaper editor Francisco Ortiz Franco.
By arresting Javier Arellano themselves, U.S. officials can be sure they can get him to answer to charges
quickly.
"The fact he's coming straight to San Diego is huge," said Kirby, the former federal prosecutor. "It's
probably going to be the biggest drug case the city's seen."
Union-Tribune staff writer Greg Gross, Copley News Service reporter S. Lynne Walker and The
Associated Press contributed to this report.

•Onell Soto: (619) 293-1280; onell.soto@uniontrib.com
»Next Story»

Find this article at:
http ://www.signonsandiego.com/uniontrib/20060817/news_ 1n1 ?arellano.html
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REPERTORY FORMAT ENERGIZES SAN DIEGO'S POPULAR SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
BYLINE: BY EVAN HENERSON Staff Writer
BODY:

SAN DIEGO -- "The man's a doofus!"
The comment came from the row directly behind me just as the lights came up to signal intermission at
"Othello."
Not entirely clear was whether the patron attending a production of one of William Shakespeare's
greatest tragedies was referring to Iago, the satanic right hand played by Karl Kenzler, or to Jonathan
Peck, whose gullible Moor of Venice -- Othello -- Iago brings down with such gleeful ease.
Not that it much matters. The plays of Shakespeare have set San Diego audiences to talking for more
than 71 years. That is especially true now, as the Old Globe Theatre's three-play Summer Shakespeare
Festival gives theatergoers the chance to experience two of the Bard's best-known plays and a lesserknown gem, all in the space of a few days.
From mid-June through the first of October, Shakespeare positively takes over the Globe. Which is
fitting since the San Diego institution takes its very name from the London playhouse where the Bard's
works were originally performed.
Performing in repertory and rarely repeating the same play on consecutive evenings, a company of 26
actors alternates this summer between ' ' Othello," the fairy strewn romantic comedy ' ' A Midsummer
Night's Dream," and "Titus Andronicus," Shakespeare's earliest tragedy -- and certainly one of his
bloodiest.
The stage is the Globe's Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, a 620-seat outdoor venue in Balboa Park that
is only in use during the summer and never in the daytime. Overhead flight noise from planes arriving
at the nearby San Diego International Airport is a fact of life here. Ditto the occasional exotic comment
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-- often well timed -- from a denizen of the San Diego Zoo, which abuts the back of the theater.
"The raven himself is hoarse that croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan under my battlements," Lady
Macbeth declared during last summer's production of the Scottish play. And at the production I
attended, a zoo sea lion took that precise opportunity to bark his opinion of murder, the Scottish throne
and ravens hoarse and otherwise.
With the zoo, some 15 centrally located museums, a couple of strategic restaurants and any number of
cultural offerings, one could easily spend an entire week in San Diego without ever leaving Balboa
Park. And the Globe has become the park's crown jewel.
The birthplace of Broadway musicals "The Full Monty," "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" and "How the
Grinch Stole Christmas," the Globe won the Tony award for the top regional theater in 1984.
A tour of the theater's backstage facilities, scene and costume shop -- conducted at 10:30 a.m. on
Saturday and Sunday, and by appointment -- is well worth it for those who want a peek behind the
scenes.
But for all the Globe's recent Broadway transfers and success in musicals and new plays, it is
Shakespeare that built this theater and Shakespeare that remains its calling card.
"Everybody seems to be going to see Shakespeare," marveled one of the employees at the Britt Scripps
Inn, the Balboa Park-adjacent hotel where I spent three nights during my theater-going stay.
Indeed they are, and for good reason. With the return of the three-play repertory format in 2004, the
Bard really is back.
Not that he was ever too much absent. The Globe began producing 50-minute versions of Shakespeare's
plays in 1935. The stage went dark during World War II, when the park was used by the U.S . Navy, but
the first season of what was then called the San Diego National Shakespeare Festival was held in 1949.
By 1954, the three-play summer repertory festival was in full swing, with an occasional nonShakespeare play joining the summer lineup.
That's still the case. Theatergoers not interested in the Bard this summer can catch Wendy Wasserstein's
"The Sisters Rosensweig" (Globe mainstage) and John Strand's " Lincolnesque" (Cassius Carter Center
Stage). A true theater junkie willing to attend weekend matinees could even catch all five plays over
three days.
Performers who have waxed iambic in the works of Shakespeare over the years at the Globe include
Marsha Mason, Christopher Reeve, Kelsey Grammer, Marcia Cross, Jon Voight, John Goodman, Dana
Delany, JoBeth Williams, Hal Holbrook and Victor Garber.
Starting in 1984, high production costs forced the Globe to scale back its Shakespeare offerings to two
plays per season, one at the beginning of the summer, one at the end. During the summer of 1994, the
theater produced but a single Shakespeare play, "Twelfth Night," on the indoor Globe stage.
In 2004, the Globe brain trust took a gamble, returning to the three-play repertory format. Appointed to
oversee the venture as artistic director was Darko Tresnjak, who in 2002 had directed a well-received
version of Shakespeare's "Pericles" at the Globe (the first time in the theater's history that play had
been staged).
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In his maiden season, Tresnjak directed " Antony and Cleopatra" and "The Two Noble Kinsmen" and
rounded out the repertory with the comedy "As You Like It." Not only did the crowds come, they
clamored for more.
"I don't want to sound arrogant, but if the formula hadn't hit that first year, we wouldn't be doing it
again," said Tresnjak, who this year is directing "Midsummer" and "Titus Andronicus."
''The first year, when we did 'Two Noble Kinsmen,' I noticed that the house started smaller, and by the
end, the show was selling out. We generated our own interest. People told me they appreciated seeing
something they hadn't seen at the Globe before."
The 2007 summer lineup -- "Measure for Measure," " Two Gentlemen of Verona" and "Hamlet" -hopes to capitalize on an influx of visitors to the park for the Natural History Museum's hosting of the
Dead Sea Scrolls, beginning next June. It will be the theater's first " Hamlet" since Campbell Scott
played the role in the summer of 1990. Tresnjak will direct.
But don't expect a celebrated name to be taking the role of the melancholy Prince of Denmark. Globe
Shakespeare has never been about star casting. An actor who commits to the nearly fourmonth repertory schedule (not including rehearsals) sacrifices the far more lucrative income that a
television pilot or a movie would bring.
On the other hand, how richly paid is the performer who gets to play jealous Othello one night and
"Midsummer's" hammy weaver Nick Bottom the next (as Peck does)? And Michael Drummond, 12,
who plays young Lucius Andronicus in "Titus" and fairy trickster Puck in "Midsummer," figures to
have quite a tale to relate to his classmates on how he spent his summer vacation.
The repertory benefits to the audience are considerable as well. The actors are on the younger side -many culled from the Globe's partnership with the University of San Diego's Professional Actor
Training Program -- meaning the works feel fresher.
And try to find another theater company that's going to bloody its ha
features every manner of death and dismemberment. ' 'Titus Andronic
production -- set in contemporary times -- is hilarious and inventive, th

iterally -- with a play that
bit gross, but Tresnjak's
· ht of the festival.

I caught the three plays over three consecutive midweek nights -- an exper
highly recommend -and wrapped visits to favorite Balboa Park museums and exhibitions aroun
day . The crowds both
in the park and at the theater are somewhat more manageable midweek -- though, this being summer,
don't expect solitude.
The Globe also offers a series of free, pre-show "Shakespeare in the Garden" discussions over the
summer.
There are, in short, considerably worse ways to get in a little summer culture.
evan.henerson@dailynews.com
(818) 713-3651

\

NOTES: Great Escapes Related stories : Creature comfort gets free rein at these lodgings Sidebar: (1)
Dream a little 'Dream' at Old Globe (2) Moor better blues in this "Othello' (3) It wouldn't be 'Titus'
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Backing up the Border Patrol
By John Sime r man
CO NTRA COS TA TI MES

EL CENTRO - Along the dry, scrappy landscape of California's largely open southern border, the thermal imag ing
systems in Army tanks could come in handy to spot and track smugglers and illegal crossers.

But there are no tanks here, and Command Sgt. Maj. Scott Waterhouse, a Concord real estate agent who leads a
National Guard armor battalion based near Monterey, can only smile at the thought.
It's the kind of image that Gov . Arnold Schwarzenegger and other political leaders have strained to avoid as they meet
President Bush's call for up to 6,000 Guard troops at the southwest border.
"We don't want to give it a total military presence, like the military is taking over the border," said Waterhouse, 53 , who
oversees the Guard's mission across a hot, 75-mile stretch that runs nearly to the Arizona line.
"Our mission is to get (Border Patrol) badges back to the border, and a support function is the majority of what we do,"
he said . "I don't have my tanks, but that's OK ."
Bush , responding to heightened political pressure over the flow of illegal immigrants, called on May 15 for the Guard
troops to support the federal Border Patrol for two years, as the administration seeks to boost the number of border
agents by some 6,000 in two years .
Under the plan , the troops rema in under state command, and Schwarzenegger opted for voluntary deployments. He also
pledged to pull the Guard from the border by the end of 2008, regardless of whether the federal agency meets its hiring
goals .
Guard officials in California say they have deployed more than 1,200 soldiers and airmt!n Who have volunteered for
border duty. And, so far, their jobs have placed few of them with in shouting range of illegal crossers .
Guard pilots are flying a few surveillance helicopters to deter crossers. Some troops are doing road and drainage work,
moving earth with heavy machinery along fenced areas of the border near Tijuana, as they have for years . And some
man the Border Patrol's green and white vehicles in remote outposts, looking for crossers, then calling in Border Patrol
agents to make arrests .
But hundreds of other Guard tasks keep them far from the border, in offices, maintenance yards, firing ranges and at
inland checkpoints . Military camouflage rema ins largely absent along the rusty fence line that for years has served more
as a boundary marker than a barrier.
"Gingerly" is the way one top Guard official described how the state military was approaching a politically charged
mission , as it places troops in jobs that range from filing to weld ing fences and barriers ; roadwork to remote mountain
surveillance; fixing Border Patrol vehicles to exercising its horses.
Few of the troops so far have been armed, and the Guard forbids its soldiers from crossing the border on free time, said
Command Sgt. Maj. Jose Gomez Jr., the top enlisted man for the operation in California .
"We just want to protect our sold iers," Gomez said .
Guard officials plan for perhaps half of the soldiers to serve as "eyes and ears" for the Border Patrol , watching video
monitors or searching for illegal immigrants and smugglers through binoculars or wide, night-vision scopes mounted in
the beds of pickups .
Behind the steering wheel , soldiers on those "entry identification teams" pan their scopes across the terrain, view a
green computer screen and try not to go bug-eyed over an 8-hour shift, said Sgt. Zola Legler of Chula Vista .
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"It's very surprising to see how many people cross every day," said Legler, 23 . "They hide really well. You'll be looking at
something and all of a sudden it's completely gone, and you think maybe you've been up too long."
Legler is assigned to the 66-mile-long San Diego sector, where the National Guard assisted in spotting 114 crossers in a
week and a half, she said.
That's the closest the Guard soldiers come to law enforcement at the border, officials say. The goal of the mission is to
free up more federal agents to man the border and make arrests .
About two-thirds of the Guard troops have served in Iraq or Afghanistan, some more than once, officials say . The
"hands-off" mission -- serving in secondary Border Patrol functions -- is not what Spc. Jeremy Elrod of Pleasant Hill had
in mind after serving four months each in Iraq and Afghanistan as an Army Ranger.
"Honestly, I do believe it is frustrating," Elrod said . "We'll see how it goes."
Still, the 24-year-old political science student signed on voluntarily and said he supports the mission.
"To me it's a human rights issue," he said. "You can see the heat out here, sir. You can imagine trying to cross that
desert as a woman or a child. It's unsafe . I think it's irresponsible for the United States to let people be able to do that ."
other Guard soldiers here said they see it as a homeland security issue -- not just to prevent illegal immigrants from
jumping the border for work, but to stop terrorists and drug smugglers from crossing over.
Many others said it was simply another chance to serve the nation and state, or to make good money with health
benefits for their families while on active duty. The pay varies based on rank and years in service . Many soldiers said
they make more in the military than in their civilian jobs, and, without food or housing expenses, it adds up quickly .
A few thought serving the border mission would spare them a trip to Iraq . A half-dozen Guard soldiers have found out
differently in the month since the mission started. Although the Bush administration called for the beefed up border
presence, the mission remains under state command, and soldiers can still be deployed overseas under federal orders .
"You have some people who think it'll keep them out of the big sandbox," Waterhouse said . "But it's not. "
Staff Sgt. William Galarza, a Pittsburg truck driver who was sweating in a repair shop as he helped fix a Border Patrol
truck, said about 20 soldiers from the 870th Military Police Company out of Pittsburg volunteered for the mission .
"My best friends said, 'Let's go.' It's a camaraderie thing. It's a friendship thing," said Galarza, 41. "Money, benefits and
serving our country."
Like many others, Galarza has pledged to extend past an initial commitment to Sept. 30. Guard officials say about 80
percent of the soldiers said they plan to extend, some of them through the end of 2008 . That's when Schwarzenegger
has said the mission will end .
Whether the Guard mission is succeeding, or will succeed, in stanching the flow of immigrants remains an open question .
From Oct. 1, 2005, through Aug. 8, the 124,362 apprehensions along the California - Mexico border marked an 18 percent
rise from the same period a year earlier, and a slight increase from the same span two years ago. Yet, since early April,
apprehensions have dropped from the prior two years, and were down 11 percent from last year, according to Border
Patrol figures.
The recent record - breaking heat wave that lifted temperatures above 110 degrees along the border may account for
some of that drop. The widespread publicity over the National Guard mission may have played a bigger role, immigration
experts say.
"It's difficult to attribute any one fact to it," said Supervisory Border Patrol Agent Richard Kite of the San Diego sector.
The broader increase from last year likely reflects upped enforcement along the Arizona border, where illegal jumping is
down. Smugglers and crossers have shifted tactics, moving west, Kite said.
"Smugglers and other illegal people are looking for an alternative route," he said. "They're innovative. They're creative .
They're constantly looking at ways to defeat what we have in place . They have their own intelligence network."
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In the San Diego sector, where about 1,600 Border Patrol agents work, the Guard troops have helped free up fewer than
100 agents so far to return to the border, Kite said. Perhaps their biggest success so far is in getting Border Patrol
vehicles fixed and back on the road .
Some immigration experts are skeptical , seeing the Guard presence as another incremental, short-term measure to plug
holes while the government lags on workplace enforcement to cut down on the incentives for illegal immigration.

"It's all good if they can get all of their vehicles fixed up, their radios working better. That's all he
of smoke and mirrors," he said .
"I suppose in the long run the myth is going to go away, once the alien smugglers and illegal immigrant
really aren't a lot of them, or they're not really doing any (enforcement), and it's just like the good old da
we'll see if that happens."

Reach John Simerman at 925-943-8072 or jsim erma n @cctim es.com.
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SAN DIEGO -- From magazines to movies, it is said we
live in a society that glorifies youth.
With cosmetic medical procedures on the rise, teenagers
are starting that quest for eternal youth before they even
enter college, television station KGTV reported.
Last year alone, nearly 3 million women and men used
Botox to smooth out or prevent wrinkles, the station said.
And young women are trying to hold on to that youth with
an ever-tightening grip.

Video: More Teens Turning To Botox

"I'm 23 years old and started when I was 19," said
Christine Dawn.
Dawn is among a growing number of young women buying into Botox the moment they graduate from
high school.
"Toward the end of senior year in high school, some friends talked about Botox, getting breasts done,
fillers for lips . It definitely started in high school and definitely started that young," said Dawn.
Dr. Susan Stuart readily admits sh ' a proponent of Botox . She calls it a safe and effective way to
paralyze facial muscles that caus
les .
Stuart first noticed patients i
"This is kind of the new g
think about it, it's a goo
procedures in the futu

te teens asking for Botox five years ago .
n of people trying to maintain their youthful appearance. When you
. They are going to look better longer, and when they decide to do
oing to be more limited, with a quicker recovery," said Stuart.

.Vnjyeriity of San Dieg~

sociologist Michelle Camacho Walker is not surprised by teens turning to Botox.
She said she believes our society has a long obsession with self-improvement, and there is an
undeniable link between beauty and success.

"What is sad about that is (that) rather than focusing outwardly as a society on what we can contribute,
we are so focused on the individual and, 'What can I do for myself?" said Walker.
Walker is concerned Botox is becoming so common, it is viewed by some on par with a manicure . On
this, Walker and Dawn agree.
"I feel like its something I'm giving myself, like when you get your nails done, hair done or go
shopping," said Dawn .
Dawn asked for Botox after she saw her mother and aunts using it. It is a choice she does not regret.
"I think I'm just trying to halt that whole aging process . I hope to stay young forever," added Dawn.
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Stuart said the first studies on Botox 15 years ago were actually on children who suffered from tics.
Botox was approved for cosmetic uses by the Food and Drug Administration 10 years ago, with patients
at least 18 years old able to use it.
Injections of Botox average $300 each and typically last about four months.
Stuart said teenagers set aside money from part-time jobs, and some even get help paying for Botox
from their parents .
Distributed by Internet Broadcasting. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed.
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DeMarco announces City Council bid
Local touts her investment past
By James Steinberg
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

August 4, 2006

DEL MAR- Laura DeMarco has announced she will run for City Council in the Nov. 7 election. Incumbents
Crystal Crawford and Jerry Finnell have already announced they will seek re-election.
Councilmen Henry Abarbanel, Dave Druker and Carl Hilliard each have two years remaining in their fouryear terms.
"I have a lot of respect for Crystal and Jerry, but I'm offering the people of Del Mar a way to plan fo~ the
future," DeMarco said. "Business as usual and how we now manage the city no longer suffices."
Del Mar is struggling to maintain its quality of life despite stagnant tax revenues and a backlog of capital
improvement projects totaling $175 million, DeMarco said.
·
"I come from an investment background. Pay as you go just doesn't work. I'm proposing to do some longterm strategic planning in order to cut costs and finance capital improvements," she said.
DeMarco, 45, has a degree in political science from the ,University of San Diego, A native of Monterrey, she
has lived in Del Mar for 19 years with her husband, Ralph. They have five c ·
n, ages 5 to 17.
DeMarco is the chairwoman of the Del Mar Foundation's investment adviso
the organization's Friends of Del Mar Parks.
She is also on the board of the San Diego County YMCA, where she serves as the vi
investment committee, and sits on the advisory board of the USD School of Leadersh
Science.
The filing deadline for the November election is Aug.

11.

•James Steinberg: (619) 542-4569;.iim.steinberg@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsand iego .com/news/northcou nty/20060804-9999-1 mc4demarco.html

D Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article .
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harter alumnus
graduates
with honors
Brendan Ready, an Escondido Charter High School
alumnus, recently graduated
summa cum laude from the
Universi of San ·
Constance Ready, he earn
bachelor's degree in intema
tional relations and a minor in
speech communications.
As a USD student, he received numerous scholarships.
He received first honors all
eight semesters and was recognized by the Political Science Department during the
honors convocation for his
outstanding work.
He completed a major research thesis that analyzed
the British experience in Iraq
after World War I and the historical parallels with the current mission in Iraq.
He is a member of Pi Sigma Alpha, Kappa Gamma Pi
and the National Society of
Collegiate Scholars.
He was actively involved in
USDTY, USD's campus television station, and directed a
cooking show called "Good to •
Go."
Recently, he served as regional political director for
the re-election of San Diego
City Councilman Kevin
Faulco.
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Science, human
By Marc Lampe

s Jame s Baldwin put it,
"no man is a villain in his
own eyes." What perso n
believes he or she is unethical? Even after a criminal conviction,
many people continue to announce
that they have done nothing wrong.
Jeffrey Skilling and the late Kenneth Lay of Enro n fame followed
that form, repeatedly insisting that
at worst they were guilty of bad judgment , even after their convictions
on multiple counts. Cyclist Floyd
Landis says he didn' t do anyth ing
wrong, notwithstanding stron g evidence to the contrary.
Thes e individuals may very well
believe in their own innocence. Why
is this so? When it come s to determining the merit s of one's own behavior, huma n being s are subje ct
to various form s of self-deception
inclu ding denial. This aspec t of
huma n natur e has beco me a terrible problem for advanced society
wher e the actions of one or a few can
have a devastating effect. Enron and
- ~ Sept. 11, 2001, attac ks are two
~ amRles.

A

Two famous expe rimen ts demonstr ate how, unde r certa in circumstances, the average person can become an "evil-doer." When Stanley
Milgram's resea rch team asked volontee rs to admi niste r increasingly
painful electric shock s to confederate huma n subjects many complied.
Philip Zimbardo and his
resea rcher s organized
a role play in a Stanford University basement that divided
stude nt volun teers
into "guar ds" and
"pris oners ."· The
expe rimen t came
to a prem ature .fin.
ish becau se of brutality by the mock
guard s.A parallel has
been drawn by some
between the behavior
of Ame rican military
personnel at Abu Ghra ib
prison and the students
Stanford.

Whe re to turn to improve
ethics? Science - evolutionary biology, anthropology, psychology and neuro scien ce in par. ticular, .....: increasingly has valuable
insights to offer.
Ther e is evidence that to survive,
huma ns have evolved with abilities
to lie, cheat and steal. Furth ermo re,
these abilities are coupled with the
clever capacity for self-deception as
to the propriety of one's own conduct. In his book, "Why We lie,"
Lampe is professor of business law and
social responsibility at the University of
San Diego.

David Livingstone Smith documents
the evolutionary roots and pervasive natur e of such deception from
the animal kingdom to humankind.
Thro ugh rationalizations, faulty reasoning, hidden bias and denial, we
trick ourselves into believing there is
nothing wrong with our own unethical behavior. Evolutionary psychologists including Smith argue this ploy
evolved to help us bette r fool other s
for the benefit of genetic survival.
In addition to evolu tiona ry advantages, deceiving one's self abou t
doing the wron g thing has the
psychological benefit of avoiding
unco mfor table emotional feelings
that migh t other wise arise. One can
there by get the "goodies" without
paying a psychic price. As Harv ard
psychologist David Gilbe rt put it,
when it come s to self-interest and
ethics, 'The brain cann ot see itself
fooling itself. " Inher ent huma n bias
is reflected in studi es that show that
the avera ge perso n believes he or
she is less biased and more ethical
than other s (in addition to being
smar ter and thinn er). That is, we
tend to see ourselves as ethical and
unbia sed, but believe that not so
much to be the case for others.
Base d upon resea rch findings
acros s several scientific disciplines,
social psychologist Jonat han Haidt
offers a "social intuitionist" model
of moral judgm ent. Acco rding to
this model, rathe r than using moral
reaso ning, we often make moral decisions automatically throu gh intuition. We then justify our action. As
Haidt puts it, "One beco mes a lawyer tryin g to build a case rathe r than
a judge searc hing for the truth ."

tJ

"°

The track record of humankind
indicates that traditional values and
ethical rules-based training has not
been enough to cut through the subterfuge. Science can help us better
understand how and when we are
most prone to faulty moral decisionmaking. We should use that knowledge to develop methods that teach
people to maximize their ability to
avoid moral lapses.
Just as "12 Step" and other treatment programs have aided addicts
with their denial, science points to
the possibility of parallels in ethics training that may help humans
better understand their unethical
propensities and how to cope with
them. Ethics education needs to
stress awareness and mindfulness
and train people not to always trust
themselves when it comes to making ethical decisions. All of us need
to seek out reliable associates we
can depend upon for accurate feedback on the appropriateness of a
proposed action.
Recent research by Joshua Greene
and his colleagues (magnetic imaging of the brain while considering
ethical dilemmas), V.S. Ramachandran (UCSD) and fellow researchers
(the function of mirror neurons in
the brain) and others demonstrates
the potential of human empathy to
increase the likelihood' of an ethical
decision. When closely exposed to
the suffering or potential suffering

Inherent human bias is reflected in studies
that show that the average person believes
they are less biased and more ethical than
others {in addition to being smarter and
thinner). That is, we tend to see ourselves as
ethical and unbiased, but believe that not so
much to be the case for others.
of another, we are less
likely to commit the
unethical act · that
would do harm.
Ethical decisionmakers should
learn how their
plans might negatively impact stakeholders through
prior contact with
them. Getting close
to those who may be
detrimentally affected
by our actions is a way
to make the Golden Rule
more effective than it is as
simply a slogan.
As two-time Pulitzer Prizewinning biologist Edward 0 .
Wilson stated, "... it is an astonishing circumstance that the
study of ethics has advanced so
little since the 19th century. As a
result the most distinguishing and
vital qualities of the human species
remain a blank space on the scientific map." He concludes that "In no
other domain of humanities ~than
ethics] is a union with the natural
sciences more urgently needed."
If human ethics is to improve beyond its current state, we must seize
upon what science has to say about
human nature and ethical behavior
and develop more effective methods of ethics education.
lustration bv Tohn Krause
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Mr. Smith Goes to Market
County Assessor/Recorder/Clerk Greg Smith has many titles as an elected official.
He's also taken on another charge: urging you to buy a home.
By KELLY BENNETT Voice Staff Writer
Monday, Aug. 7, 2006 I He raises his voice, gestures energetically and fires out statistics to convey
his message: Now's the time to buy a home in San Diego.

"It's a buyer's market," says Greg Smith, "period."
This real estate booster isn't an agent or an analyst. He's Greg Smith, perhaps San Diego's most
obscure politician. But that doesn't mean he's quiet.
The emphatic Smith has undertaken a "no-bubble" campaign to tout what he sees as a vibrant
housing market at a time of great uncertainty in the industry. He speaks two to three times a week to
community groups, such as Rotary clubs, and real estate industry groups. The message he proclaims:
now is a good time to buy in San Diego.
"I think the fundamentals are strong," he said. "We don't have a recession, we have job growth -- I
don't see the dark clouds out there, I really don't."
Smith has undertaken his campaign with the help of the local real estate industry, who pass his
advice to prospective buyers and the media. First American Title Company, a property title firm,
frequently disseminates an article written about Smith's opinion entitled, "Why the real estate bubble
isn't real."
Smith's official duties at the county administration building are vast and likely unknown to the
average San Diegan. They include assessing properties, performing civil marriage ceremonies and
maintaining official records for taxes, births, marriages and deaths. And some people think his public
duties should stop there.
But with 23 years under his belt in the assessor's office, Smith said his experience watching the
market's ups and downs authorize him to make an educated statement about the state of the market.
Smith also has a stake in how the real estate market fares . As county assessor, Smith monitors the
intake of property taxes, which constitute the largest share of revenue for the county. More than onethird of the contributors to his most recent reelection campaign had ties to the real estate industry.
And, closest to home, Smith's wife, Arlette, is a Realtor with Prudential California and has been a
licensed real estate broker in California for more than 30 years.
So Smith is no stranger to the real estate scene. And professionals in the industry know it. The article
written last year about Smith's "no-bubble" opinion was so popular that Kathy Jacobus, a sales
representative for First American Title, hopes to release an updated version soon that would
broadcast Smith's most recent stance.
"A lot of the agents ask, 'Hey, do you have any updated information from Greg Smith?"' said Leah
Williamson, Jacobus' assistant. The agents often disperse Smith's opinion to their clients, she said.
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Jacobus attributes the popularity of Smith's opinion to the fact that he holds a public office. She said
his word alone is often enough to make people think, "Maybe there is some good to this market."
"He has a name, he's well-recognized," Jacobus said. "You have to have a name for people to listen
to."
And when that name is attached to the person responsible for monitoring the property values across
the entire county, that lends even more legitimacy to his opinion, Jacobus said.
"He's got a lot of figures at his fingertips," she said. "He's got a good eye on what's happening in the
market."
Alan Nevin, director of economic research for San Diego-based MarketPointe Realty Advisors, has
spoken on panels with Smith about these issues. He said he and Smith "travel in the same camp"
when it comes to expressing a positive outlook on the market.
"He is definitely an optimist," Nevin said. "There are a lot of pessimists around, but Greg and I are
not two of them."
But at a time when real estate appreciation isn't the s
uncertainty of the housing market has many in a
some to simply toe the line for the real estate ·

was a few years ago and the
culation, Smith's opinions seem to

"He's a person who people might look to bec-.:.::.,;..,/1... is office," said Marc Lampe, professor of
business ethics at the Universi~ of San Diego. t appears that it is inappropriate that he's
advocating on behalf of the rea estate industry on something so speculative. No one has a crystal
ball."
Smith is sure to emphasize that if interest rates skyrocket, "all bets are off." Historically low interest
rates are a large part of the foundation for Smith's argument. And he admits, not everyone agrees
with his opinion, anyway.
"There's some Realtors, some people in the industry, who don't agree with me," he said. "And I tend
to be an optimistic person. I don't tend to be a doom-and-gloomer."
County assessors for other counties said they often give speeches about the state of the housing
market, too.
Rick Auerbach is the county assessor for Los Angeles County, and he said the major groups he speaks
to are Realtors, though he generally stops short of advising residents to buy or sell like Smith does.
"I would give them my opinion on what the market is doing, and then they could draw their own
conclusions from that," he said.
Auerbach also said campaign contributions to a good county assessor are to be expected from the
real estate sector.
''You're going to get campaign contributions from people who are interested in a good property tax
system, one that's fair," Auerbach said. "If there's a problem with the property taxes, the realtors are
the ones who get called."
·
But Bruce Dear, county assessor for Placer County in Northern California, said the assessor's duties
clearly stop at measuring and assessing the market's activity. He said that holding or expressing
opinions is separate from any official part of the job.
"That's certainly not part of the job to be in any kind of an advocacy there," Dear said. "We serve as a
recorder of what others are proving to be the factual events in the marketplace."
Smith said he has no ulterior motives in expressing his opinion about the real estate market.
"Obviously I'm kind of a spokesperson ... and I believe this, you know?" he said. "If I didn't feel it was
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a good time, I wouldn't be telling people about it."
Smith said the biggest caveat to his sweeping "buy now" endorsements is that people should make
sure to "buy affordably." That might mean looking to buy in•neighborhoods like City Heights or
Golden Hill.
"I'm not telling them to buy million-dollar condos, am I?" he said. "Real estate has always come
back."
Smith blames the media for much of the negativity that exists surrounding these issues.
"People start reading [negative reports] and think, 'Oh, maybe I'll wait,"' he said.
And so the vigorous Smith sets out to convince people otherwise, one speech at a time.
He certainly has won the affections of San Diego real estate agents for putting forth a sunny outlook
on a housing market that appears to be getting overcast.
"He gets really involved in the real estate community, and we love him," Jacobus said.

Please contact Kelly Bennett directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to th e editor .

Greg Smith, county assessor/recorder/clerk, is
delivering a clear message: Now is the time to buy
a home in San Diego. Photo: Dan Strumpf
Close Window
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The economy's growth has never before been so driven by real estate. Now that engine is sputtering
BODY:

Jiany Massad isn't quite ready to throw in the towel on his fledgling career as a Miami real-estate
tycoon. But if the local housing market continues to head south, the 30-year-old real-estate broker is
already making alternate plans. "I might restart my old business," he says of a home decorating
company that specialized in high-end window treatments. "At least it's real-estate-related."
With home sales down by nearly a third in Florida last quarter, thousands of those who hoped to cash in
on the real-estate gold rush are now facing the cold reality of working in one of the country's most
cyclical businesses. "Everyone's getting out," Massad says of colleagues who have already traded in
their real-estate licenses for jobs in the jewelry trade and Internet sales.
Until recently, the housing industry was the biggest engine of job growth in the country, accounting for
more than a third of all new jobs added to the economy since the boom began earlier in the decade.
Housing-related employment now accounts for about 1 in every 10 jobs, a record, according to Moody's
Economy.com. "We're more dependent on housing than at any time in the last 30 years," says chief
economist Mark Zandi, "which could be a problem if the downturn becomes more pronounced."
Price slide. The latest housing industry numbers suggest that's exactly what's happening. Both existinghome sales and housing starts slowed sharply last month, especially in formerly hot areas like Florida
and California. Meanwhile, more than two dozen metro areas reported outright price declines. In
Boston, nearly half of all homes on the market had been reduced in price at least once, and more than a
third have been marked down in San Diego and Phoenix, according to figures from ZipRealty.com.

Housing economists say the depth of the real-estate slump in markets around the country will depend,
in part, on the local employment picture. "If job growth remains strong, that means people are going tn
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keep moving in and buying houses," says housing analyst John Tuccillo.
Trouble is, many areas that have enjoyed the biggest run-ups in real-estate values have also seen
corresponding increases in housing-related jobs, leaving them especially vulnerable. That could create a
vicious cycle as job losses in the housing sector begin to undermine the overall economy, leading to an
even deeper downturn in housing. "There's somewhat of a time lag here, but everyone's eventually
going to feel it," says Jay Butler, director of the Arizona Real Estate Center near Phoenix, where
housing-related commerce accounts for about a third of the local economy.
In Florida, where in some coastal areas housing now accounts for as many as 1 in 5 jobs, the number of
real-estate agents alone has increased by more than 40 percent since 2001, to 305,000. Brokers' ranks
have also surged in California, to more than half a million-about one for every home the California
Association of Realtors expects to be sold this year. "The numbers just don't add up," says Vince Malta,
CAR's president, who predicts a coming shakeout as less experienced agents find they can't earn
enough to stay in the business.
Tightening. That process is already underway in other housing-related jobs, such as mortgage lending,
title services, and appraisals. With the refinancing boom played out and mortgage applications near a
four-year low, lenders like Washington Mutual have recently laid off thousands of workers, while some
smaller operations have shut down completely. "It was quick, easy money, but then rates go up and it's
over," says mortgage trainer Christopher Cruise, who recently visited one mortgage lending operation
in Rockville, Md., that let all 71 of its loan officers go. "At the peak, all you needed was a voice and a
telephone, and you were pretty much guaranteed six figures. But now you've got to suck it up, and
some folks would rather just go lay on the beach and wait around for the next refi boom."
That's certainly not the case with workers at Bruce Williams Homes in Bradenton, Fla., which recently
downsized its ranks by 25 workers, about a quarter of the total staff. "We helped find jobs for everyone
ith
we let go," construction vice president Tom Mc Tigue says of the workers he steered into jo
other builders. "It's not like everything has suddenly come to a grinding halt."
At least so far, the downturn has forced more of a belt tightening than a full-blown bu
"We've cleaned out our backlog, and we're still building," he says, "just not like we
Others note that with commercial construction still booming in places like San Di
transferable skills are having little trouble finding work. "We've had a big slowdo
development but a huge increase in hotel construction," notes.University of San Dieg~,economist Alan
Gin. "So far, the two are canceling each other out, but it's hard to say how long that will last."
For his part, Massad is trying to adjust his clientele, too. The founder of FloridaRealtyFinder.com had
specialized in helping investors buy preconstruction condos. But with investors all but vanished from
the Miami condo market, he has recently taken to walking his neighborhood to drum up residential
sales. "A lot of other agents don't want to work that hard," he says. "But in six or nine months, they'll be
out of business, and that'll just be less competition for me."
GRAPHIC: Chart, Vulnerable?, Labor Department, Moody's Economy.com
Picture, BUILD-OUT. About 1 in 10 U.S. jobs is related to the housing industry, more than ever
before., JAE C. HONG-AP
LOAD-DATE: August 21, 2006
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KPBS News

Effects of global warming legisl
Ed Joyce
KPBS SAN DIEGO (2006-08-31
utility costs in the San
Diego region . But any eff

obal warming legislation could impact jobs and
years away. KPBS Reporter Ed Joyce has details.

Setting limits for green
as emissions may not have an immediate impact on the region.
University of San Dieg<t.Economics Professor Alan Gin.
Gin: We'll be less affected than other regions in the state of California in the sense that we
don't have a lot of heavy manufacturing type of industries that would be subject to big
cutbacks in terms of their emissions.
Gin says residents will feel a ripple effect from the rules .
Gin: We've got firms here that supply products to other firms that are outside of the region and
to the extent that there would be cutbacks in terms of these other firms than San Diego
companies could be affected.
Gin thinks any negative effects may be offset by new businesses that spring up to develop
alternative energy solutions. But the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce believes the
global warming rules could cost the state new jobs. Chamber spokesman Scott Alevy :
Alevy: The excellent efforts that have been made in the state to try to attract alternative
energy sources to our state, I'm hoping that that industry doesn't look at legislation like this
and say wait a minute, I'm going to do that in Nevada, I'm going to do that in Arizona or
someplace else because it'll cost that so much more money to do it here.
Sempra Energy spokesman Art Larson says it's too soon to know whether the rules will have
any affect on the price we pay for electricity. Sempra is the parent company of San Diego Gas
and Electric. The rules don't kick in for at least two years, when the state Air Resources Board
will require the reporting of greenhouse gas emissions by the biggest polluters. Ed Joyce,
KPBS News.

© Copyright 2006, KPBS
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Catching up with inflation
Cost of living still higher in San Diego, but rest of nation closing the price gap
By Dean Calbreath
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

August17,2006

For consumers in San Diego County, the good news is that the
yearly rise in prices at the local supermarket, gas pump and rental
office no longer outpaces increases in the rest of the nation.
The bad news is that the reason for the parity is not that local
inflation has slowed down. Instead, national inflation has sped up .
And since San Diego prices were already well ahead of the rest of
the nation, the total price tag continues to be much higher here.
Consumer prices in San Diego and the U.S. urban average both rose
by 3.8 percent between June 2005 and June 2006, according to the
U.S . Bureau of Labor Statistics. Core inflation, which doesn't
include food and energy, ran at 3 percent in San Diego and 2. 7
percent nationally.
Unlike the national inflation figures released yesterday, these figures
reflect economic activity through June - not July - as part of a
twice-yearly report on inflation in U.S. urban areas .
Although the increase nationally in consumer prices moderated
slightly last month, both the national and local figures remain well
above the 2 percent level that Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bemanke says is the upper end of his target range for core inflation.
Esmael Adi bi, director of the Anderson Center for Economic
Research at Chapman University in Orange, sees further price rises
in the near future.
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"The prices of housing, medical care, gasoline and transportation are still going up," he said. "And
except for a possible softening in gas prices, I don't see any relief anytime soon."
On the other hand, Marney Cox, economist at the San Diego Association of Governments, saw a silver
lining to the statistics.
"Nobody likes to see inflation rising at nearly 4 percent," he said. "But anytime the San Diego consumer
price index rises only at the national level, we should probably celebrate. We have had a history of
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outpacing the national index."
Economists say the chief reason for the parity between the local
HALF-YEAR CONSUMER PRICES
and national figures is that San Diego experienced price jumps FOR
LOCAL REGIONS
in housing and gasoline before the rest of the nation, which is
Annual percenraqfl ch,m9e tor f,rs t six monrns
now catching up.
4.5%
Despite the current parity, however, San Diego remains much
more expensive than the average U.S. city.

4.0%

+3.80/o

+3 .80/o

3.5%

+3.8%
I

3.0%

In June, it cost San Diegans $226.70 to buy a basket of goods
and services that would have cost $100 during the benchmark
years of 1982 to 1984. In comparison, a similar $100
benchmark basket of goods now averages $202.90 nationwide.

2.5%
2.0%
1.5%

1.0%

Over the past year, the biggest price increases came in energy.
Energy costs rose 19 .9 percent in the past year in San Diego,
with a 23 percent jump in gasoline, a 17 percent rise in natural
gas and a 9. 7 percent rise in electricity.

0.5%
0

'03
'06 '03
'06 '03
'06
U.S. city
West
San Diego
average
SOURCE: U.S. sure.iu of l .ibor Statistic s
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can push core inflation higher in a v
"You'd expect to see a rise in prices fo
cost of shipping goods is also going up.
absorbing those costs, eventually they will

ts where oil is an input, such as plastics," Gin said. "The
though a lot of transportation companies have been
don to the consumer."

Rising energy and fuel costs now rank as the sin
reatest issue affecting small businesses, said a
survey released yesterday by International Profit Associates, -a business consulting firm in Chicago. The
survey indicated that the vast majority of businesses are passing on the additional costs to consumers,
but still feel under pressure from the price increases.
Leaving out food and energy prices, local prices rose at an uncomfortably high 2.9 percent, driven by a
7.4 percent jump in medical bills, 3 .6 percent rise in rents and 4. 7 percent increase in miscellaneous
goods and services.
Cox, the SANDAG economist, said the rise in health care costs, which reflects national trends, is
womsome.
"Health care for many employers has been escalating rapidly," he said. "In some previous years, it has
approached double-digit rates. And I don't think health care will smooth out anytime on the horizon."
Adibi, the Anderson Center director, took little comfort in the rise in rents. Throughout Southern
California, he noted, rents rose by 5.8 percent over the past year. He said that the reason rents have been
spiking is that houses have grown too expensive, pushing potential home buyers into the rental market.
He believes rents will continue to rise over the next couple of years.
The only category that declined over the past year was durable goods - including refrigerators, washing
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machines and other major appliances - which slipped 1.1 percent. "A lot of durable goods have been
pushed down by competitive price pressures," said Richard Holden, regional commissioner of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

•Dean Cal breath: (619) 293-1891; dean.calbreath@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/business/20060817-9999-1 b1 ?inflate.html
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Real Estate Psych Spike
It's all in the heads of many buyers and sellers in the housing market,for whom
psychological influences may play a larger role in deciding when to buy or sell
than neatly charted economic trends.
By KELLY BENNETT Vo ice Staff Writ er
Wednesday, Aug. 23, 2006 I There are neat charts of data. There are colorful 3-D trend graphs.
There are historic accounts and industry predictions. And then there's emotion.

That psychology is what many real estate analysts consider the "x-factor" -- the part of the market
that can't be logically graphed and analyzed. It's hard to predict what people will do -- buyers and
sellers alike -- especially in a market that finds itself in unparalleled uncertainty.
James Hugh es, dean of the Edward J. Blaustein School of Planning and Public Policy at Rutgers
University, said the psychological and emotional factors involved in real estate have gone in cycles,
depending on whether the market was up or down. But the psychology is always there -- for richer,
for poorer.
"We used to call recessions 'panics,"' he said. "We didn't have a fancy word to describe them. The
switch goes from greed to fear to greed to fear."
And, with as much media focus on the real estate market as ever, experts say psychology will
continue to play a role going forward.
·
"It feels like a bigger thing than it really is," said local real estate analyst Gary London. "Now the
question is, 'How long and how deep?' We're no longer asking ourselves, 'Is the market down?', we're
now asking ourselves, 'How down, and for how long?"'

But it takes more than one person getting greedy o
even when rooted in economic reality, forms the
Hughes said the near-20-percent annual ap
beginning of the decade was a huge motiv
thought, 'If I don't board the housing tr ·

to turn the entire market. Herd mentality,
n for most dramatic market shifts.

in home values in some places at the
ing people in the market. "There was the
'm going to be left behind,"' he said.

And now, homebuyers are a lot more ca
us about getting on the train, said Alan Gin, professor of
economics at the University of San Diegg;
"It could conceivably work in the other direction," he said. "Buyers keep hearing this talk about a
bubble, about housing prices slowing. Buyers might just decide that they're going to wait, possibly
make lowball offers."

Most people love to hate the media. And while the housing market isn't exactly a celebrity just trying
to take a well-deserved break in Cabo San Lucas away from the watchful eye of paparazzi, there are
many analysts who say the media have chased tidbits of housing market news so hard that the
coverage has actually influenced market activity.
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"Ten years ago, no one had ever heard of the housing bubble," said Karl Case, professor of economics
at Wellesley College in Massachusetts. "But when the covers of The New Yorker, The Economist and
Barron's are talking about the housing market, you know that's affecting people."
A recent cover of The Economist that showed a brick stamped with the phrase "House Prices" falling
from the sky.
That media coverage isn't entirely to blame for the frenzy surrounding housing prices, said Hughes of
Rutgers University.
"There's a tendency right now to blame the messenger," Hughes said. "The media by itself is not the
instigator."
But London said with the absence of external shocks like widespread unemployment, a weak
economy or a terrorist attack, the market's current ups-and-downs are due almost entirely -- 90
percent, he estimates -- to psychology.
"There's not as much real, substantive factors to stand on, so it's mostly about psychology right now,"
he said. "But that could change."
He attributes those psychological influences to a couple of different sources -- the media and local
chatter.
"The media's ongoing assault on the residential real estate market ultimately creates a psychological
effect," he said.
London pointed specifically to the recent coverage of San Diego County's first year-on-year drop in
median home sale prices in 10 years. He admits that occurrence is important, but wishes more
emphasis had been placed on the fact that the drop was only about 1 percent.
"The numbers are the numbers," he said. "Last year, we didn't have numbers, we had speculation.
This year, we have numbers, but they're very slight."
London said that while everybody talks about real estate, only about 8 percent of properties are
actually engaged in real estate activity at any time. That doesn't stop people from talking, he said.
"People are swapping worst-case scenarios at cocktail parties," London said. "That's bound to add to
the psychological cloud."

If the grass is always greener on the other side of the fence, the adage is exponentially truer for home
sellers in a cooling housing market.
"People saw what their neighbors sold their houses for last year," Gin said. "The thought of selling for
less than that may be enough to keep them there."
Norm Bour has been in real estate for 25 years and hosts a real estate finance radio show that airs in
Southern California. He said he hears from sellers all the time who can't seem to sell their homes.
"I tell them, 'It doesn't matter how much you paid for it, you just need to take a loss, lick your
wounds and move on with your life,"' he said.
He said it's often hard for people to.separate themselves from walls once decorated with a four year
old's purple crayon or from a tree that once held a tire swing.
"People have a skewed perception of their own home," Bour said. "Their house is always the best in
the street, best in the neighborhood because of all of the things they've done to fix it up," he said.
"They need to realize that their house is not going to sell for more than the most recent comparable
sale."
Hughes, from Rutgers, said sellers need to get past their gre_ed. He gave an example of a common
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temptation: If someone bought a condo unit 15 years ago for $200,000 and saw it peak at $600,000,
that person is often reluctant to sell in a cooling market, even for $500,000 .
"It depends on when they bought," he said. "The seller's got to realize after a while, 'I still made
$300,000.' They'll gradually accept it."
Case has researched how buyers behave in boom and post-boom markets in the last two decades. He
said buyers and sellers both crave some sort of crystal ball.
"You're buying in the future," Case said. "Real estate exists in the future, not in the past.''
Hamilton agreed it's all about forecasting.
"When you buy a home, a big factor is forecasting how much you expect to be able to sell it for," he
said. "You have to act on the basis of some kind of expectation of what it might be.''
London said people use the wealth of information available to help them avoid making a real estate
mistake, especially as the market is hard to predict.
"Homo-sapiens are habitually risk-averse; it's all about minimizing your risk," he said. "There's no
hidden information, so you can find out how much your neighbor sold his house for."
Many of these experts agree that buyers' motivations are an important factor to consider.
They say homebuyers need to think differently about the current housing trends than they might
think about stock market fluctuations.
"Ultimately, it is an asset, and if you're living in it yourself, you're getting out of the need to pay rent,"
said James Hamilton, economics professor at the University of California, San Diego.
Case agrees. "To think of it not as an investment, that's crazy," he said. "But to think of it only as an
investment, that's crazy, too."

Please contact Kelly Bennett directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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Airport Supporters Take Aim at 'That Budding
Rockstar'
A dissenting economist finds himself caught in the gears of the Miramar airport
debate.
By ROB DAVIS Voice Staff Writer
Thursday, Aug. 24, 2006 I His bearded face pops up as soon as you log on to an anti-Miramar
airport's website. In an internal e-mail, a member of that same anti-airport group, Taxpayers for
Responsible Planning, called him "that budding rock star." They also list him as an (unpaid) advisory
member.
There he is on television. There he is quoted in local newspapers. There he is speaking at airport
town halls.
Richard Carson hasn't gone away.
The University of California, San Diego economics professor first popped up in the airport debate in
the spring, when he challenged the airport authority's forecasting of the impacts of keeping the
region's international airport at Lindbergh Field. Doing so, the authority said, would cost the region
as much as $130 billion in lost revenue by 2030.
Carson said the region wouldn't lose a cent.
Carson presented his findings to the authority's board. The authority hired a consultant to rebut him.
The consultant signed a $49,000 contract. For a few weeks, Carson was hot news. He was something
of a media sweetheart: A talkative economist who took the time to explain his reasoning.
Then he faded from the airport debate.
The airport authority has since decided that Lindbergh Field should be closed, that the region's
international airport should be at Marine Corps Air Station Miramar. And as the politics of the
airport's future begin to heat up -- voters decide Nov. 7 whether Miramar is best -- Carson has
returned to the public spotlight. He continues to offer one of the most searing critiques of the
authority's justification for closing Lindbergh Field -- that $130 billion figure.
He says the authority overestimated passenger demand. He says it underestimated the cost of
building a Miramar airport. And he says it failed to look at more practical solutions.
Miramar opponents have seized on Carson's name and reputation. As they have, Miramar
proponents have dug into Carson's past, looking for something to explain away his motives.
What they've found: Two papers on growth controls that Carson co-authored with former UCSD
economics professor Peter Navarro, known for his failed political campaigns in the early 1990s that
employed the slow-growth slogan "PLAN: Prevent Los Angelization Now."
John Chalker, a steering committee member of the Coalition to Preserve the Economy, a proMiramar group, says Carson has supported Navarro's slow- or no-growth policies. He questions why
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Carson only came forward with his findings late in the three-year airport site search, and says the
professor believes a constrained airport will help restrict growth.
"I'm not aware that he's regarded as an expert on aviation matters outside of San Diego," Chalker
says. "And his comments have been refuted by several other recognized aviation experts in detail. His
approach only looks at one aspect of the problem and not the entire picture."
Carson says he has taken positions calling for growth to support itself. And while he lives in Scripps
Ranch-- a neighborhood northeast of Miramar -- he says his home (four miles away) wouldn't be
affected by a commercial airport.
"It does strike me as odd that someone thinks that I can somehow be easily discredited," he says.
"Chairman of one of the country's top economics departments and president of the Association of
Environmental and Resource Economists? I teach grad courses on this. I'm not some idle person that
they pulled out of the woodwork."
Does the Navarro association discredit Carson? Does it reveal an ulterior motive? Or is it an ad
hominem attack that peels back the curtain on the costs of being involved in San Diego politics?
Steve Erie, a UCSD political science professor who supports moving the region's international airport
to Miramar, compares criticism of Carson to the attacks on pension whistleblower Diann Shipione.
''This is classic San Diego character assassination. It's B.S.," Erie says. "Richard Carson is one of the
nation's top environmental economists. The fact that he co-authored a couple of pieces with Peter
Navarro in the Pleistocene Age doesn't make any difference .... My advice to the airport supporters is
cool your jets, literally and figuratively on this."
Carson's accessibility has made him a favorite of Miramar opponents. Taxpayers for Responsible
Planning, an anti-Miramar political action committee, lists Carson as an advisory member. T.J. Zane,
the group's campaign manager says Carson's credibility has given them a boost.
Zane explains the criticism of Carson this way: ''The fallback for the other side has to be to attack the
messenger. It's certainly easier to do that than to get into the specifics of the argument."
Since disagreeing with the authority's $130 billion forecast, Carson has expanded his criticisms. He
acknowledges that the region needs to do something to accommodate increasing air travel.
But he says the authority predestined the outcome of its extensive three-year airport search by
coming up with Miramar-specific specifications. The search has been based on the assumption that
the region needs two 12,000-foot runways separated by 4,300 feet.
The authority has said the lengthy runways will accommodate the types of aircraft -- Boeing ms for
example -- that can't take off fully loaded from Lindbergh Field's shorter runway. But just seven daily
flights to Asia and Europe are forecasted in 2
While one 12,000-foot runway could ben
helpful. That additional requirement c
"It was a nice requirement," Carso
get out of L.A. and Denver and D
configuration."

egion, Carson says, that doesn't mean two will be
precluded other potential sites, he says.
would have been a nice thing to happen. But once you
O'Hare, we're not looking at many airports that have this

Alan Gin, ll University of San Uiego1 economics professor, says Lindbergh Field's lone runway-which is projected to reach its capacity by 2022 -- will have some impact. But it won't be as extreme
as Carson and the airport authority predict, Gin says.
That doesn't mean that Carson is playing politics by studying the issue and participating in the
debate, Gin says.
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''The question that needs to be asked is: Is it OK for academic economists to take stands on issues?"
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Gin said. "I think it's legitimate to take a stand and I think it's legitimate for people to question you.
You don't want your view to skew your work. You don't want to manipulate data. But if you have a
point of view and you do some analysis that supports that point of view, I wouldn't call that playing
politics."
Carson, a 51-year-old native of Jackson, Miss., will soon be ducking back out of the debate. He's
leaving in early September on a 27-country tour during a year-long sabbatical. He'll be gone during
the heat of election season. That's fine with him, he says.

"If I hadn't felt so professionally offended by what they're doing, I don't know that I would have
gotten involved," he says. "I didn't need to take this on. I didn't have any agenda. I would have been
happy to have said they were right."

Please contact Rob Davis directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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Forward Management Names New Executive
SAN FRANCISCO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Aug . 16, 2006--Forward Management, the San Franciscobased investment management firm , today announced that Jim O'Donnell, CFA(a), has been
appointed chief administrative officer, a new position at the fast-growing firm .
"A seasoned professional with an outstanding background in_investment management, Jim will help us
facilitate the next level of the firm's growth," said Alan
id, president of Forward Management.
Prior to joining Forward , O'Donnell was an analys
enbach Capital Management, involved with
numerous aspects of their hedge fund including
and stock selection as well as operations,
trading and risk control reporting . Previously,
I was with Nicholas-Applegate Capital
Management for eight years, where he was
10 manager for the company's Large Cap, Mid
Cap and Small Cap Wrap portfolios . O'Do
an his career as an institutional options trader.
O'Donnell graduated from Cornell Unive
1th a Bachelor of Science in 1981 and received his MBA
in Finance from University of San Diego 1994. He was awarded his Charter to become a Chartered
Financial Analyst from the Association of Investment Management and Research in 1994.
About Forward Management, LLC
Forward Management, LLC, based in San Francisco, is the investment advisor to the Forward Funds,
a family of twelve mutual funds including the Sierra Club Mutual Funds . In addition, the firm offers a
range of separately managed accounts including Large Cap, REIT, Equity Income and Micro Cap.
Forward Management developed ReFlow, an innovative liquidity tool for portfolio managers which
provides enhanced performance and tax efficiency, which is used by the Forward Funds and Sierra
Club Mutual Funds, as well as other leading mutual fund managers.
Forward offers institutional money managers, financial advisors and individual investors access to
industry leading investment managers, investment products and services . The firm specializes in
identifying sub-advisors who have long track records of managing assets in specific investment
disciplines and asset classes .
More information on Forward Management and the Forward Funds can be found at
www.forwardfu nds.com .
You should consider the investment objectives, risks , charges and expenses carefully before
investing . A prospectus with this and other information may be obtained by calling (800)-999-6809 or
by downloading one from www.fowardfunds.com . It should be read carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing , including loss of principal. Past performance does not
guarantee future results .
(a) Jim O'Donnell has earned the right to use the Chartered Financial Analyst designation .
Forward Funds and Sierra Club Mutual Funds are distributed by ALPS Distributors, Inc.
Co n t a ct s

Peppercorn
Ellen Snook, 415-438-9821
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WEDNESDAYS, SEPT. 6-27

BURNHAM-MOORES COURSE
Learn about title insurance issues for real estate
investors and professionals by attending 'Title
Insurance," offered by the University of San Diego's
Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate.
• 6to9p.m.
Executive Conference C
in San Diego
• Cost: $425
• Call (619) 260-4231 or visit
www.usdrealestate.com
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WEDNESDAYS, SEPT. 6-27
BURNHAM-MOORES TITLE COURSE
Learn about the variety of title insurance issues
for real estate investors and professionals by
attending 'Title Insurance, none of the elective
courses offered by the University of San Diego's
Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate.
• 6to9p.m.
• Universi of San Diego, Manchester
Executive on erenc
5998 Alcala
Park, in San Diego
• Cost:$425
• Call (619) 260-4231 or visit
www.usdrealestate.com
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WEDNESDAYS, SEPT. 6-27
BURNHAM-MOORES COURSE .
Leam about the variety of title insurance i
for real estate investors and professi
tending 'Tttfe Insurance,• an e ·
by the Burnham-Moores C
• 6to9p.m.
• University of San Diego,
ester Executive
Conference Center, S998 Akal~ Park, In
San Diego

• Cost$42S
• Cal(619)260.4231 orvisitwww.usdrealestate.com

J
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ORANGE COUNTY/SAN DIEGO
WEDNEC.DAYS, SEPT. 6-27
BURNHAM-MOORES COURSE
Learn about title insurance issues at ''Title
Insurance," offered by the University of San Diego's
Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate.
• 6to 9 p.m.
• niversi fif San Die o Manchester Executive
onference Center, 5 98 Alcala Park, in
San Diego
• Cost: $425
• Call (619) 260.4231 or
www.usdrealestate.co
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Leading economic .indicators
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The monthly changes in leading indicators (initial claim
ployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook for
economy, consumer confidence, building permits an
Gin, an
a'dvertising) of the San Diego economy as tracked b
highDiego.,The
urban ec~nomics professor. at the Unjversity of San
2004.
est monthly rate is 143.5 in December
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Leading economic indicators
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Source: University of San Diego

The monthly changes in leading indicators (initial claims for unemployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook for the national
economy, consumer confidence, building permits and help wanted
advertising) of the San Diego economy as tracked by Alan Gin, an
urban economics professor at the University of San Djegg The highest monthly rate is 143.5 in D.ecember 2004.
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Leading economic indicators
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Source: University of San Diego

The monthly changes in leading indicators (initiaJ claims for unemployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook for the national
economy, consumer confidence, building permits and help wanted
advertising) of the San Diego economy as tracked by Alan Gin, an
urban economics professor at the Universit of San Die o. The highest monthly rate is 143.5 in December 2004.
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Institute for Peace & Justice

SAN DIEGO CU PP IN G
SD Reader

AUG 3 1 2006
"Ira n Aw a ke ni ng: Hum
an
Rig hts, Wo men , and Islam
" is
topic when 2003 Nobel Peace
Laureate, Iranian lawyer, and hum
an
rights activist Shirin Ebadi spea
ks
on Thu rsda y, Sept emb er 7, 7
p.m. ,
in Jenny Craig Pavi lion at Univ
ersity of San Die go ( 599
c
Park). Free event e~pected to
"
out, so pick up tic kets earl
619-260-7550. (LINDA VISTA)
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Wom en, and Islam " is
topic when 2003 Nobel Peace Laureate, Irani an lawyer, and hum an
rights activist Shirin Ebadi speaks
on Thursday, Sept embe r 7, 7 p.m.
,
in Jenny Crai g Pavilion a
·
sjty of San Pissi. (599 8
Park). Free event expected t
out, so pick up ticke ts ea
619-260-7550 . (LINDA VISTA)
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Santosh Shah, a youth activist

•--1111, will present uean
Nepalis Build a Peaceful

Democracy? A YoungJoumalist's

Penpective"from 12:30to 1:45
p.m. Tuesday in Conference
· RoomAattheJoanB.Kroc
Institute.for Peace &. Justice,.
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San Diego Clipping
SD City Beat

AUG - 2 2006
NBPALIS BUILD A PBACBPUL
lmllOCRACY at the Joan B. Kroc Institute. at
Linda Vista, 619-260-7509. From 12:30
.m. Tu-J. Aue, a. Santosh
· ist and journalist, will present
sis and discuss the role of
shaping the budding
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Supreme Court ~ustice Scalia to visi

t
U.S. Supre me Cour t Justic e Anto nin Scalia is
comi ng to town
Wednesday to speak at t U iversi of San Die o
School of Law.
The event, which begins at 6 p.m. at The Shiley
will mark the
opening of the school's new Cente r for the Stu
titutio nal
Originalism.
Justic e Scalia will discuss his views on constitutio n
addressing a crowd of more than 650 stude nts, facult
y, alu
Diego-area attorneys.
"Justice Scalia is the perfe ct perso n to kick off our
new center,
USD School of Law dean Kevin Cole. '" He is a lively
and, obviou y,
influential propo nent of one version of originalist
interp retati on, and
his rema rks will be a woriderful way to inaug urate
a cente r focused on
exam ining the argum ents for and again st originalism
, and the vario us
forms it takes."
Appo inted in 1986, Justic e Scalia is the second most
senior associate
justic e of the U.S. Supre me Court. A prom inent
originali t, J ustice
Scalia's evening lectu re will focus on "textualism" in
statut ory interp retation and original· mean ing in "Constitutional Inter
pretation."
"Originalism" describes theor ies of. interp reting the
const itutio n that
give a centr al place to its historical under stand ing.
The cente r plans to
host conferences examining originalist theories and
exploring the historical mean ing of various constitutional provisions.
The evening lecture is part of Justic e Sc~ia's visit to
the USD School
of Law as distinguished jurist-in7residence. This
progr am gives USD
School of Law stude nts several exclusive oppo rtunit
ies to interact with
. Justic e Scalia in both a lecture and question-and-ans
we_r forma t.
For more details or to reque st attend ance, conta ct
Ashley Wood by
callin g (619) 260- 4097 or e-ma iling ashle ywoo
d @san diego .ed
Source Code:
2006os25tlb
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LINDA VISTA

Scalia talks at USD ·
·about Constitution
U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia spoke to about
6.50 people at the Unive ·ty of
,San Diego Schoo o
rught in a iecture focu
· his view of how the Co
tion should be interpre
Scalia is a prominent p
'nent of a school of interpr
tion known as "originalism
'That approach involves focu
ing on the historical meaning
of the text and its terms.
.
His lecture inaugurated the
law school's new Center for
the Study of Constitutional
Originalism.
Scalia is visiting the school
as.a jurist-in-residence.
He was appointed to the
court in 1986 and is now the
· second-longest -serving justice. He is aligned with the
court's conservative bloc and
is known for his pointed questioning in oral arguments and
,written opinions often spiced'
with acerbic and cutting remarks.
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It was the most productive $8 John Roseberry has ever spent. Roseberry visited a Subway
sandwich shop in North Park near his home with a newspaper coupon entitling him to a second
sub free with the purchase of one sub and a soda.

"I usually don't buy the fountain drinks," said Roseberry, 44.
When he picked up his order, the manager encouraged him to peel the sticker off his soda cup to
see if he had won a prize.
He had - a free round trip for two to New York City to see tonight's MTV Video Music Awards and attend the
glitzy pre-party.
"It was like a dream come true," said Roseberry, a part-time caregiver for a disabled man, whom he is taking
with him on the excursion.

This will be Roseberry's first visit to New York City.
"I've never won anything like this before," he said on the eve of his departure.

From glad to sad . ..
Meanwhile, San Diegan Paul Walton took his 87-year-old father, Sidney, to the Emmy Awards on
Sunday in Los Angeles. As they got out of their limousine at the Shrine Auditorium and headed up the
red carpet, the elder Walton failed to notice that the carpet wrapped over a curb. He tripped and broke an
arm. Paramedics were there quickly. Some stars, including Julia Louis-Dreyfus and Joan Collins, even
sauntered by during the commotion.
"That's as close as my dad got to the Emmys," said a disappointed Paul Walton.
Adding to his father's misfortune was the loss of his best suit, which paramedics had to cut apart to treat
his injury.
Nevertheless, Walton remains optimistic: "I look forward to taking my dad next year when he's 88." ...
A little piece of San Diego made it into gift bags earmarked for the Emmy Awards presenters. Each bag
included a gift certificate valued at $2,500 for a two-night stay at the U.S. Grant Hotel, plus dinner and
spa treatments. Recipients won't be trading them in for a while, though. The hotel has been closed for
extensive renovation and is scheduled to reopen in October.

Around town
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Guess who's coming to lunch? Not the president, as some building tenants wondered, considering the
elaborate security measures taken Monday at Bertrand at Mister A's restaurant near Balboa Park. The
guest was Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, who is a jurist-in-residence this week at the University
of San Die o School of Law ... . Meanwhile, comedian Bill Murray showed up the other night at Mille
Fleurs restaurant in
ho Santa Fe . ...
pianist Robert Lanuza
wasn't the weather fore

d at Po Pazzo in Little Italy on Thursday with his wife, Jane, and friends,
ed into one of his tunes, "Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head. " Luckily, it

On the move
Nathan Christian, regional president of Wells Fargo's border banking division here, is being traasferred
to Denver to head the bank's Colorado operations. Christian is the outgoing chairman of the United Way
board of directors. Fellow board member Karl Higgins hosted a going-away luncheon for Christian and
his wife, Margy, at which the couple learned that Aug. 25 was being declared Nathan Christian Day in
both the city and county by San Diego Mayor Jerry Sanders and county Supervisor Bill Hom,
respectively . ...
After 10 years with the Better Business Bureau, Susan Day is leaving to become president of CHAD, an
affiliate of United Way. Not much will change in the commute from her Solana Beach home to work,
though. She moves from 5050 Murphy Canyon Road down the street to 4699 Murphy Canyon Road.
Ode to Pluto
Local writer/songwriter Jamie Reno and his 6½-year-old daughter, Mandy, co-wrote a song honoring
Pluto last weekend after its demotion as a planet. They called it "I Still Love You, Pluto."
Reno laments that they haven't had time to record the tune, but he's convinced it could be "an
astronomical success."
By the way, Reno stresses that there's no truth to the rumor that Pluto, the Disney dog, has been stripped
of his dog status, demoted to dwarf dog and sent to live with Grumpy, Sneezy and Doc.
•Diane Bell's column appears Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. Fax items to (619) 260-5009; call
(619) 293-1518; e-mail to diane.bell@uniontrib.com; or mail to The San Diego Union-Tribune, P.O.
Box 120191, San Diego, CA 92112-0191.

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego .com/news/metro/bell/20060831-9999-7m31 bell. html

D

Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Criticize wiretap judge on merits
GOP should treat Taylor the same as Roberts, Alito
Yale Kamisar

When John Roberts Jr. and Samuel Alita were nominated to the U.S. Supreme Court, many Republicans maintained
that it would be unfair to oppose them on the ground that they had advocated certain causes when they were young
Justice Department lawyers, such as the overruling of Roe v. Wade.
Republicans who supported Roberts and Alita insisted (and I agreed with them) that we should not presume to predict
what kind of a judge nominees will turn out to be based on positions they took as paid advocates or organizations they
worked fo r in their pre-judicial days.
It is difficult to reconcile the position the Republicans took then with the criticism they have showered on Anna Diggs
Taylor, the Detroit federal district judge who recently struck down the National Security Agency's warrantless wiretapping
program.

GOP applies 'liberal' tag
Some Republicans have tried to discredit her on the ground that she is a "liberal" advancing a "partisan agenda."
Other Republicans have emphasized that before becoming a judge, she was involved in many liberal causes (often
overlooking the fact that she is a former state and federal prosecuting attorney).
The Republican National Committee tried to make light of Judge Taylor's ruling on the ground that she is a
"Democratic-appointed judge." Similarly, a White House official pointed out that she was appointed to the federal bench
by Jimmy Carter (evidently a reason for not taking her ruling seriously) .
Yes, Taylor was appointed to the federal bench by Carter -- 27 years ago. Isn't that long enough to make this fact
irrelevant? Ten years after Earl Warren became chief justice of the United States, would anyone try to dismiss, or
disparage, one of his decisions on the ground that he was a "Republican-appointed justice"? Twenty years after Harry
Blackman was appointed to the high court, would anyone try to repudiate one of his decisions on the ground that he had
been appointed by Richard Nixon?
Only two months ago, Justice John Paul Stevens wrote the opinion of the court in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, holding that
President George W. Bush lacked the authority to convene military tribunals to try Guantanamo Bay detainees. No
Republican (nor any Democrat, for that matter) called Stevens a "Republican-appointed justice" or mentioned that he
was appointed by Gerald Ford.

Phantom conflict complaint
The assault on Taylor's objectivity is continuing. Judicial Watch , a conservative group, disclosed what it considered a
potential conflict of interest for Taylor:
She is a trustee and officer of an organization that gave small grants to one of the plaintiffs in her surveillance case,
the Michigan chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union. However, the grants were for work on racial profiling , gay
rights and other matters unrelated to national security or warrantless wiretapping .
I share the view of professor Stephen Gillers, one of the nation's leading legal ethicists, that "the fact that [Judge
Taylor] sits on the board of a group that gives money to the plaintiffs for an otherwise unrelated endeavor would not in
my mind raise reasonable questions about her partiality on the issue of warranties
· etapping ."

Attack reasoning instead
Moreover, judges often work for nonprofit groups -- including many organ·
t may finance or have ties to
parties that come before them in court -- without recusing themselves for
Of course , people are free to attack the reasoning in Taylor's 44-pa
. (Some law professors have already
asebook.)
done so, including Orin Kerr, one of the co-authors of my criminal R
But Taylor's integrity and objectivity should not be attacked bas
ich president appointed her, what causes she
advocated or what organizations she represented before becomin
ge or based on phantom conflicts of interest.
Yale Kamisar is a professor of law at the University gf San Dieq~ and a professor emeritus of law at the University of
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Maturity key for
watcrJng siblings
By Jane Clifford
STAF'f' WRITER

The b'agedy gives San Diego
. parents pause. A 5-year-old
Rancho San Diego girl is dead,
and her ll-year-0ld half sister is ·
in Juvenile Hall while investigators determine whether she
beat the younger child to death.
The older girl had been left by
her father to care for her
younger siblings, including a

62

&year-0ld boy.
r The question parents are
asking themselves and asking
each other is, when is it OK to
leav~ children alone, to leave an
older child in charge.
'There's a law that you can't
leave your child alone in a car,"
said Robert Fellmeth, executive
director of the Children's Advocacy Institute, which he founded in 1989 at the
·versi of
San Diego Law School.
'niere IS no state law tha
says "when a child is old
enough to baby-sit or be left

SITTER
CONTINUED f'ROM F.'AGE Bl

Expert advises
short periods of
watching at firstalone," Fellmeth said.
"Whether you leave an 11'<>ld with a 5-year-0ld is the
of judgment call a parent
ake. No one can make
m," Fellmeth said.
-year-olds l would
e of an infant"
, a San Diego
marriage
· therapist,
said she has seen ll-year-0lds
who are so serious they can
handle the job, "and I've seen
l&year-0lds who couldn't care
less about the kids."
"They're busy on the phone,
listening to music," Golden
said. "It really depends not so
much on age but maturity."
Golden and Fellmeth say this
case is an opportunity for parents to reassess when to leave
their children alone.
"I've done it. Everyone's
done it," said Fellmeth, whose
institute advocates for children
in the Legislature and courts.
He said it is important for
parents to factor in any specific
hazard, such as a gun in the
house or a pool in the backyard, the safety of the neighborhood and any special needs of
the children or the child in
charge, before deciding if
they'll be OK on their own,
It also depends on other:
things parents may overlook,
Golden said.
''You have to look at the relationships of the children, meaning, if you have kids who are
hitting each other, you can't
leave them unsupervised.
"You also need to look at the
developmental needs of the
younger children," Golden
said. "It could be too much for '.
the older child to handle. And
wha~ resources do your kids

have? Can they reach you by
phone? Are there neighbors
they can go to if they need
help?"
The other issue is what responsibilities you give the child
in charge, Golden said. And
make sure your child is OK
with being alone, or being in
charge of his or her siblings.
"Will the child have to bathe
younger siblings, cook dinner
for them, get them to bed? It's a
bunch of variables, and you
make a reasonable decision given your family," Golden said.
Golden's advice is to start
with leaving a child alone or in
charge of siblings for a short
period, say a IO-minute trip to
the store, and see how it goes.
She remembers leaving a 14year-0ld daughter in charge of
two younger brothe~. then 7
and 9.
"J left them for about an
hour," Golden said, when her
husband hadn't _gotten home
from work. Her teen had taken
a baby-sitting course and was
already baby-sitting for other
people.
The American Red Cross offers such a course for ages 11
and older.
"I would encourage any person - a child, an older sibling,
or a friend - who's going to
care for children to be trained,"
said Jessica Belcher, program
coordinator for the San Diego/Imperial Counties chapter
of the American Red Cross.
"Our biggest goal is handling
emergency situations," Belcher
said. "Our No. 1 message (m
the course) is being ready to
make the decision of when to
call 911, but we also cover caregiving skills, safe play, leadership."
She said it doesn't hurt to be
overprepared.
"People are always in denial,
that it's not going to happen,"
Belcher said. "And they're not
prepared for the next earthquake, next water emergency
or choking."
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 81

Some still
back members
of City Cou nci I
It is fairly common for council members to continue their
political careers after they leave
the council. In recent years, former members Bob Filner,
Christine Kehoe, Dick Murphy, Ron Roberts and Juan Vargas advanced to higher office.
Robert Fellmeth, executive
director of the Center for Public Interest Law at the University of San Diego, said Kroll's
findings will likely damage the
council members' political careers and give fodder to opposing candidates in future campaigns.
"I think the public perception
is the same as it was before the
report; we do not have strong
leadership " in San Diego, Fellmeth said.
Some of the report's harshest criticism fell on Atkins,
Madaffer, Maiensche in and Peters. The investigation found
they "deliberately concealed"
from the public that the city
was violating state law by overcharging residents for sewer
costs to subsidize large commercial users.
Those same officials, along
with Frye, were also found to
be negligent for not catching
inaccuraci es in bond discler
sures they approved in 2002
and 2003.
One of Kroll's consultants,
former Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman
Arthur Levitt, described that
mistake as "simply due to incompetenc e."
While Kroll acknowledged
that advisers gave council
members bad advice, the finn
also identified a lack of accountability by city officials.
"When problems do pop up,
people tend to point fingers and
no one's pointing the finger at
themselve s .. . No one stood up
and said it was me who missed
the boat here," said Lynn Turner, one of Kroll's consultants.

-·

Atkins, Peters and Madaffer
quickly laid blame on professional staff who, as Madaffer
said, "repeatedly failed us and
the city of San Diego."
Some residents, however,
haven't been swayed by that
defense.
Colley, who lives in Peters'
Disnict 1, said many in her
neighborhood have lost faith in
the council.
Peters "made a nice P.R
speech and didn't really own up
of this,"
to his culpabili ·
ppointshe said. "I

ing read Kroll's report.
"I think lessons were
learned. Nobody is perfect," he
said. "I would never call him
negligent or incompete nt"
Peters, who said his lawyer
advised him to be critical of the
report, said the public is much
more interested in how to fix
the city's financial problems
than placing blame.
"People are really tired of
looking backward and they
really want to see some progress," he said.
·Not everybody is tired of
looking back.
The SEC and the U.S. Attorney's Office began investigating San Diego in February 2004
after city officials acknowledged a rash of errors and
omissions in bond disclosure s
dating to 1996, mostly tied to a
pension deficit of $1.43 billion.
Legal experts say it could be
only a matter of time before
more city officials become targets of the federal probes.
Councilm an Tony Young,
who took office last year and is
not named in the Kroll report,
said he was "very disturbed"
about its description of the
council's decision to overcharge residents for sewer
costs.
If true, he said, it would be
difficult to argue that that
served.the best interests of the
public.
"111 tell you people· here ...
they will only go so far. They
will only take so much before
they respond and respond very
directly," Young said.
Political expert Robert Stem
said that despite "not minding
the store," there's always a
chance for redemptio n for
elected officials.
"People do forget and people
do forgive .... If they do move
the city forward and if they do
reform and the city turns
around, then people probably
will forget this," said Stern,
president of the Center for Governmental Studies in Los Angeles, a nonpartisa n research
organizatio n that studies ethics
and campaign laws.

' president of
s Area Council in
s Disnict 7, said counembers' unwillingness to
accept their role in the city's
fiscal mess has left many disappointed.
"Jimmy does not know how
to accept responsibility .. . It's
going to have a negative impact
on his political aspirations, if he
has any," Pilch said.
In the report, Madaffer is
quoted as saying, "Let 'em sue
us," in response to questions
about whether the city was
breaking state law by overcharging residents for sewer
costs.
Madaffer, who declined to be
interviewed for this story, issued a statement that he disagreed with some of the report's
conclusions. He did not elaborate.
Atkins called the report "sobering" and said she accepts
full responsibility for not applying due diligence in her decisions.
"Ii' was never my intention
not to act in the best interests of
the city," she said.
Others remain steadfast in
their support for the council
members.
Linda Pennington, a longtime City Heights activist, said
she knows her council member, Atkins, would never deliberately deceive the public.
"fm not going to accept this
until someone shows me in
black and white the smoking
·
gun," she said.
Marc Sorensen, president of
the Scripps Ranch Civic Association, said he still supports Cl'a'9 Gustafson: (619) 29 3-1884;
Maienschein despite not hav- craig.gustafson@uniontrib.com
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HEADLINE: Insurance commissioner's proposal to roll back service fee goes to court Wednesday
BYLINE: Emmet Pierce, STAFF WRITER
BODY:

Consumer advocates across the nation will be closely watching this week's tense showdown between
Insurance Commissioner John Garamendi and the title insurance industry.
Charging that title and escrow services are "rife with illegal kickbacks and gratuities," Garamendi will
hear testimony Wednesday on his proposal to roll back service fees to 2000 levels. The rate reduction
could take effect as early as March 1.
The ambitious reform plan pits Garamendi, a candidate for lieutenant governor, against one of the
nation's most powerful lobbying groups.
"There is no doubt that they have political power," Garamendi said. "They have gone to the legislatures
and Congress and simply passed out money .... I don't mind a tough fight if it is the right thing to do to
help consumers, to overturn unnecessarily high rates. I will fight to the finish. I can't be bought, and
we'll win."
Insurers already are rallying to stop the rollback and a planned restructuring of title and escrow fees. If
implemented, Garamendi's plan would trim an estimated $1 billion a year off the title and escrow
industry's $4.5 billion revenues in California.
Analysts say the San Francisco hearing also could add momentum to ongoing studies of title and
escrow prices by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) and by several states. Industry
critics have accused Garamendi of political grandstanding. They also have threatened to take him to
court.
Insurers strongly dispute charges that kickbacks and a lack of competition have inflated their fees . Rate
hikes, while high in recent years, have been justified by rising costs, they hold.
Lawrence Green, executive vice president of The California Land Title Association, contends that
Garamendi lacks the authority to implement his plan. "We have counsel," he said. "We are still looking
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at our legal options."
While fees soared between 2000 and 2005, along with California real estate prices, the slowing pace of
sales "has changed the dynamics" of the title industry in recent months, he maintains.
"I believe the title insurance market is competitive, that title rates have been falling, and that the
commissioner's regulations are actually anti-competitive," Green said.
Studies have shown that only a handful of firms dominate the title insurance industry in California,
Garamendi said. By basing the price of title insurance and escrow fees on the cost of homes, the
industry has created a fee system that is "virtually unrelated to the cost of services provided," he added.
The commissioner was at odds with title and escrow companies long before the hearing was called.
Since mid-2005, he has ordered various title companies to pay nearly $39 million in fines and refunds
to consumers to settle charges that they paid kickbacks to real estate brokers, lenders and builders in
return for referrals.
His office estimates that the proposed rollback of title and escrow fees could lead to a 23 percent
reduction in title insurance rates for home purchases, a 16 percent drop in the cost of title policies for
refinances, and a 27 percent decrease in the cost of services by escrow companies controlled by title
msurers.
On a $500,000 home sale in San Diego County, a title insurance rollback would result in a savings of as
much as $413 for the buyer and seller combined. Stressing that escrow fees vary greatly, the state
Department oflnsurance estimates a savings in escrow fees ranging from $442 to $2,242 on a $500,000
purchase.
A national issue
Insurance regulators have begun questioning title and escrow fees in a number of states, including
Colorado, New York and Texas. Some analysts say California is in a position to lead a national
insurance-reform movement.
"If the commissioner adopts the regulations that have been circulating, I think other states can be
expected to look at that and consider their own," said Michael Strumwasser, outside counsel to
Garamendi. "We have had studies of competition in the title insurance industry for literally a quarter
century, and they all say the same thing literally: There isn't any."
If the rollback plan goes forward, it will be completed by Garamendi's successor, since he plans to
leave office at the end of the year. In 2008, the title and escrow companies would begin filing reports
on their costs and operations, and the commissioner's office would be charged with setting new
maximum rates.
Since the proposed rollback would be administrative, it likely would take a lawsuit or new legislation to
block its implementation, the commissioner said. In Northern California, most escrow operations are
affiliated with title companies. Southern California is dominated by independent escrow firms that are
regulated by the state Department of Corporations, not Garamendi's office.
P.J. Garcia, who chairs the Escrow Institute of California trade group, says the rollback would force
independents to lower their rates to remain competitive. Some would be forced out of business, she
contends.
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Edward Miller, chief counsel and vice president of public policy for the American Land Title
Association, holds that increased scrutiny of his industry here and around the country is the result of the
recent housing-price boom.
"I think there has been focus on the real estate industry in general because it is doing so well," Miller
said. "Prices for homes have gone up. We should not be surprised they (Garamendi and the GAO) are
looking at settlement services as well."
At the request of the House Financial Services Committee, the GAO is studying the title insurance
industry, including pricing, competition, the size of the market, the roles of the various participants in
the market and how the industry is regulated. A report is expected to be ready early next year.
Price of success
Doug Heller, executive director of the Foundation for Taxpayer and Consumer Rights, says sky-high
title and escrow fees, not rising home prices, have fueled interest in insurance reform.
"This problem has been identified all around the country," Heller said. "Nowhere has it been
addressed."
Mike Belote, spokesman for the California Escrow Association, said free enterprise already is doing a
good job of establishing fair prices. The commissioner's "whole proposal is based on a faulty premise
that there is no competition in title and escrow, and, in fact, those are fiercely competitive businesses,"
he said.
Title and escrow services are not well understood by consumers, said Bob Hunter, director of insurance
at the Consumer Federation of America. While people have the right to shop for title insurance on the
open market, most people have their title insurance chosen for them by their real estate agent or
mortgage broker, he said.
The costs of title and escrow services frequently get lost in the paperwork as stressed-out home buyers
struggle to understand their home loans and make preparations to relocate, said Patrick Woodall, a
senior researcher for the consumer federation.
"Consumers don't know they can shop for it," he said. "It appears to be part of the real estate
transaction. If you are buying a house in California, it is a $600,000 event. Title insurance may only be
a few thousand dollars of it. It often is very difficult to assess what you are paying for."
Title insurance protects the lender and the buyer against loss arising from disputes over property
ownership. It is required by lenders to guarantee that there are no conflicting ownership claims, such as
tax liens or utility easements. The rate is generally a percentage of a property's sales price.
An escrow officer is a neutral third party who holds the documents and money involved ·
transaction and ensures that all conditions of the sale are met. Escrow companies "have
the glue that holds things together," said Garcia.
Garamendi says it's time to pull things apart and examine how the pieces fit.
Robert Fellmeth, director of the Center for Public Interest Law at the Upiversity of Sap Diego, ,strongly
1: 11pports Garamendi's efforts. He isn't convinced that the commissioner can succeed, however.
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Consumer activists have been complaining about a lack of competition within the title and escrow
business for decades, Fellmeth said. In a report to Garamendi that drew fire from the industry last year,
Texas economist Birny Birnbaum concluded that there was little price variation among the top six title
companies in California.
"There have been other reports on this subject," Fellmeth said. "It is not as if something has suddenly
been discovered." Insurance companies "are very powerful. We'll see what happens. I wouldn't sell any
stock in the title insurance industry yet."

GRAPHIC: 1 PIC; CAPTIONS: Insurance commissioner John Garamendi faces industry opposition to
his plan to restructure title and escrow fees.; PHOTOBY: Ben Margot I Associated Press
LOAD-DATE: August 28, 2006
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Her passion is;privacy·
Public interest group founder helps consumers deal with information age's dark side

-

► GIVENS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE Cl

By Bruce V. BIQelow,

STAFF WRITER

eth Givens has been called the "Dear Abby of
Privacy," but the title doesn't quite encompass
the totality of her role as a researcher, activist
and consumer advocate.
For the past 14 years, Givens has worked as the
founding director of the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, a San Diego nonprofit group dedicated to
helping consumers deal with the darker disadvantages of the information age.
1be public interest group provides extensive information about privacy issues, primarily through its
Web site, and occasionally intercedes on behalf of
consumers with specific privacy-related complaints.
"She's very passionate about these privacy issues,"
said Mari Frank, a Laguna Niguel lawyer who has
collaborated with Givens. "Privacy is tied closely
to our liberty and our civil rights, but most people
don't get it.
Givens and Frank met a decade ago, after someone had used Frank's confidential credit history and
other personal information to buy a red convertible
Mustang and obtain more than $50,000 by assuming
Frank's identity. Creditors were demanding payment
for purchases Frank never made and until she met
Givens, the lawyer said she could find no information
on what to do about it.
"We were the first nonprofit consumer organization in the country to provide assistance to identity-

B
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theft victims," Givens said.
Now Citibank broadcasts amusing commercials
about its identity theft protection programs, but in
the early 1990s Givens was one of the few people who I
understood the ramifications of such crimes.
"One o{ the more significant things Beth has done . ·
I
was to raise 'identity theft' as an issue to the Ameri'
can public," said Pam Dixon, a former San Diego
journalist who now heads the World Privacy Forum.
"And she did it by showing how people's lives were
affected."
Givens, 55, founded the clearinghouse in 1992 at
Die o Law School, under the
·
·
th
blic Interest Law.
auspices of USD's Cente
duated from the
A few years earlier she
USC Annenberg School f1
she earned a master's degr,
management.
A librarian by training, Givens
creasingly fascinated by the socie
ons
new technologies. Changes in teleco~
were particularly wrenching after the brl9"' of
AT&T, and it was clear the shift from analog to digital-based technologies promised more industry upheavals.
1
Her first job at USD's Center for Public Interest .
Law was developing guides to help consumers with
trouble-shooting their own telephone problems.
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Givens, cs

Beth Givens
A9e:SS
Professional: Director, Privacy
Rights Clearinghouse, which she
founded in 1992 at the University
of San Diego's Center for Public
Interest Law; it moved to the Utility
Consumers' Action Network in
1996. Co-author of "The Privacy
Rights Handbook" with Dale
Fetherling and "Privacy Piracy"
with lawyer Mari Frank. Member
of several public policy task
forces, including electronic court
records, voter privacy, wireless
privacy, criminal identity theft
and California's Office of Privacy
Protection. Member of the American
Library Association for 24 years
Education: Bachelor's in
anthropology and sociology, 1972,
Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.;
master's in library and information
science, 1975, University of
Denver; master's in communications
management, 1987, University of
Southern California
Hobbles: Photography, camping and
.
hiking

Activist hooked.
on privacy after
brief research
"We wanted people to know
that they didn't have to hire the
phone company to fix their
phones anymore," Givens said.
Consumers could try to figure out the ·p roblem and repair
' their phones themselves or
hire an independent contractor
for about half the cost the
phone company might charge.
As state funding for that program was running out, Givens
said attorney Michael Shames
of the Utility Consumers' Action Network-first suggested
that Givens create a public interest group focused on privacv.
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"At first I didn't want to stray
from telecom," said Givens,
who saw herself on a career
track to become a telecommunications policy expert. :'But
within two weeks of beginning
my research on consumer privacy, I was hooked."
At first, the Privacy Rights
Clearingho use provided only
consumer education, she said.
"In November 1992, we
launched a hotline with an 800
number," Givens said. "We
held a press conference , and afterward we ha.d to tum off the
ringers. You just picked up the
phone and there was somebody there. It was amazing."
In the early years, the No. 1
privacy concern was junk mail,
Givens said. Callers also wanted to know what they could do
about harassing telephone calls
and voiced concerns about
eavesdropp ing on calls using
cordless phones.
Since then, the clearinghouse has gained nationwide
, prominenc e and Givens has
emerged as a leading advocate
r on privacy issues in California
, and throughou t the United
States.
'There are a lot of legislators
in Sacrament o who will not vote
on privacy legislation without
her stamp of approval," said
Robert C. Fellmeth, a law professor and executive director of
the Center for Public Interest
Law at USO. "She has an independent perspective, and that's
what the Legislature should be
1
hearing. They get plenty of information from people that
have a profit stake."
Before starting the clearinghouse, Givens had worked for
more than a decade in ~brary
sciences.

ens is known for being a. .• Jng
the first to identify new threats
to privacy. Her latest worries include how employers are using
online data to conduct background checks on job applicants, and cell phone harass- .
ment.
"When she says, Tm fearful
of something coming down the
pike,' it's almost always because of complaints she's b een·
getting from consumers," said
UCAN's Shames:
The clearingho use has
shared office space and some
overhead costs with UCAN at
its Fifth Avenue office since
1996, when funding ran out under Given's initial grant at USO.
UCAN "has been very instrumental in ensuring that we continued to exist," Givens said.
"We came close to shutting our
doors. Since 1996, I've been
rather fortunate in just being
able to piece together funding."
She estimates that it costs
about $250,000 a year to operate the clearingho use, which .
has two full-time and three partPAM DIXON, head ofthe World f!rivacy Forum
time employees .
Givens said she spends
roughly one-third of her time
fi,mdraising.
fan of Givens." He has collabodized the privacy of almost 90
USD's Fellmeth said he rerated with her on consumer edmillion Americans s ince Feb.
Givens' diligence and he
workin
and
spects
campaigns
ucation
15, 2005.
compares her staying power as
shops with the Federal Trade
"I think I have kind of a 'faira privacy rights advocate to
Commissio n.
ness' gene," Givens said. "I just
baseball's hardiest players.
By several accounts, what
feel that it's so important that
Clear"I admire the Stan Musials
Rights
Privacy
the
sets
people have good information
and Tony Gwynns and Cal Ripinghouse apart from similar
at their fingertips."
kens, and not the Reggie Jackpublic interest groups is GivBecause she trained as a lisons," Fellmeth said. "I admire
brarian, Givens also saw the im- ens' front-line work with conturtles of the world and not
the
sumers.
portance of providing consumhares_:_ and she's a turtle.
people
the
many
sure
not
"I'm
information
reliable
ers with
She is steady and consistent
realize how many lives Beth
from trusted sources.
and tenacious. She will run the
has touched through the clearThe clearingho use Web site
marathon with you, and I just
inghouse," Dixon said.
.maintains exte nsive informat
think the world would be a betself-interes
little
very
'There's
medition on financial privacy,
in Beth. She really does want to ter place if those were our hecal records, direct marketing,
make the world a better place." roes and not Paris Hilton."
workplace privacy and other isBecause people call the
sues.
clearingho use every day with
Bruce BhJelow: (619) 293-1314;
At the Electronic Privacy InGiv,
bruce.bigelow@uniontrib.com
complaints
or
questions
Washingin
r
Cente
formation

ton, D.C., executive director
She spe nt much v, that time
Marc Rotenberg said the world
traveling throughou t Montana
being transforme d by inforis
to
how
librarians
showing
and
mation technologi es that pose
access computerized research
abstracts, using a direct-dial ter- enormous risks as well as opportunities.
minal that required placing the
"Identity theft is a direct retelephone handset into the
. flection of the changing economodem's acoustic coupler.
my and the changing nature of
As time went on, she said, "I
Internet commerce ," Rotenjust got bitte n by the informaberg said. "Protecting privacy
tion technology bug."
in the Internet economy is
She says the most popular
equivalent to protecting the enlink now featured at the Clearin an industrial econvironment
www.privasite,
Web
inghouse
cyrights.or g, is a compilation of omy."
Rotenberg said he is a "big
data bre~ches that have jeopar-

"I'm not sure many people realize
how many lives Beth has touched
through the clearinghouse. There's
very little self-interest in Beth.
She really does want to make
the world a better place."
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IN PERSON

Beth Givens, founder of the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, a non-profit group that gained nationwide prominence. Nancee E. Lewis/ Union-Tribune
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Schwarzenegger
signs legislation
on solar panels
Builders will have to offer solar
option for new homes in 2011
DAVE DOWNEY
STAFF W RI T ER

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger signed into law Monday
legisl ation that is expec ted
to boost his plan to place solar panel s on 1 millio n
roofto ps and creat e the
equiv alent of five new modem power plants.
The legisl ation, autho red
by Sen. Kevin Murray, D-Los
Ange les, requi res home builde rs to make rooftop solar panel s an option for buyers of new homes in all housing tracts of at least 50 houses, beginning on Jan. 1, 2011.
"Whe n you go in to buy a
home , you'll pick your carpet, you'll pick your tile and
hopef ully you'll pick what
type of solar roof you want,"
Murray said at a bill-signing
ceremony in Los Angeles.
Build ing indus try repre sentat ives said they suppo rt
the bill and can live with the

2011 requir emen t.
"It make s perfec t sense to
do this in the state of California , espec ially in the
south ," said
Borre Winckel, execu tive
direc tor for
the River side Coun ty
Chap ter of
• .ti ·;
the Build ing
Indus try Associat ion, in
Gov. Arnold
a teleph one
interview. At Schwarzenegger
same
the
time, said Winc kel, the industr y has conce rns about
the cost.
In any event , said Paul
Tryon, chief execu tive officer for the Building Indus try
Assoc iation of San Diego
County, "We stand prepa red,
as requir ed in the law, to provide those oppor tuniti es in
our large projec ts."
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The legisl ation also more
than doubl es the numb er of
electr ic custo mers in San
Diego County who will be allowed to, in effect , sell surplu s
electr icity to utili ties when
their solar panel s generate
more power than their homes
use.
In such cases, custo mers
will get credits toward future
electr ic bills, said Scott Anders, direct or of the Energy
Policy Initiative Center at the
Unive rsity of San Diego
Schoo l of Law. The surpl us
power will be put out on the
electr ic grid for use by other
customers.
The legislation, Senat e Bill
1, also expan ds the state's rebate program for home owners
who instal l panel s on th eir
roofs. The program has been
availa ble only for custo mers
of the state's big three investo r-own ed utiliti es: San
Diego Gas & Elect ric Co.,
which serves San Diego County; Southern Califo rnia Edison, which serve s River side
Coun ty; and Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. Now, customers of
city-o wned utiliti es will be
able to partic ipate, too.
Ande rs said a typica l
house hold 2.5-kilowat t solar
system costs $22,500 to install
on one's roof. But under the
governor's Million Solar Roofs
Plan, homeowne rs can apply
for $6,500 rebat es from the
Califo rnia Energy Comm ission, he said. Combined with a
$2,000 federal tax credit , that
can reduc e the cost to
$14,000.
The law also sets aside
$101 million for subsidies for
installation of solar hot-wa ter
heaters.
Schw arzen egger said he
envisions a Califo rnia a
decad e from now where 1 mil-
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lion homes and businesses
with panels will provide 3,000
megawatts - the equivalent
of five new power plants.
"Every rooftop can become
a clean solar power plant,"
Schwarzenegger said.
In San Diego County, 200
commercial buildings and
3,300 houses h?ve solar panels that collect:Ively generate
21 megawatts, Anders said.
Eddie Van Herik, an SDG&E
spokesman, said the bill could
raise that to 200 to 300
megawatts over the next
decade.
The statewide initiative
comes just a few years after
market manipulation and
tight electric supplies sparked
rolling blackouts throughout
California, and a triggered a
power-plant-building campaign.
Regional electric experts
said that, despite the new

law's incentives, rooftop solar
won't blanket communities
overnight.
"We don't expect to see a
tidal wave," said Tom Geldner,
director of marketing for the
San Diego Regional Energy
Office, which currently cuts
rebate checks for commercial
solar customers.
Opponents of a proposed
$1.3 billion transmission line
SDG&E wants to build across
North San Diego County and
Imperial County seized on the
development to reiterate their
position that the utility
should focus on developing socalled renewable power, such
as solar, within San Diego
County instead. They are
fighting the Sunrise Powerlink line that would run 150
miles from El Centro through
Anza-Borrego Desert State
Park, Ramona and Rancho Penasqui(os to a substation in
Carmel Valley.
"SDG&E's Sunrise Powerlink is the SUV of electricity,"
said Diane Conklin, a Ramona resident and spokeswoman for the Communities
United for Sensible Power, a
coalition of community
groups spread from the ocean
to the desert.
However, Van Herik said
the region needs both new local power sources and transmission lines that bring in
power from outside to meet a
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regional peak demand that
reached 4,502 megawatts during last month's heat wave
and that grows by 100
megawatts annually.
Earlier this summer, Assembly Minority Leader
George Plescia, R-La Jolla,
and Assemblyman Mark
Wyland, R-Escondido, voted
against the legislation.
"The main problem that
we had with the bill is that it
would increase costs to the
ratepayers who are alre.a dy

paying some of the highest
rates in the nation," said Morgan Crinklaw, a spokesman
for Plescia in Sacramento.
''Ratepayers in California pay
some of the highest electricity
rates in the nation and this
would just add to that."
The bill requires the program's cost - $3.4 billion to be borne by California gas
and electric utilities. Van
Herik said it was unclear
whether SDG&E rates would
increase as a result.

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
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Powering Up: The Energy Policy Initiatives Center, a nonprofit academic and
research center at the.University of San 1
Diego School of Law, has launche ·
new Web site at www.sandiego.ed
The site is designed to be a comp
hensive resource for consumers, ener
professionals and public officials lookin
for info and expert analysis of energy
policy issues that impact the San Diego
region and California.
Glad Tidings: Good news for new law
grads, courtesy of NALP - the National Association for Law Placement Inc.
According to its recently released survey, most of the Class of 2005 law school
grads were gainfully employed as of Feb.
15, 2006 - the highest rate measured
since 2001.
More good news: The median
starting salary for full-time jobs was
$60,000, an increase of $5,000 over
what the Gass of 2004 could command.
Contact Pat Broderick at pbroderick@fdbj.
com or call her at (858) 277-6359, ext. 3112.
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State to be sued in fraud case
COURT: A judge says people who lost money in an !~land-based scheme can claim they
weren't protected.
10:00 PM PDT on Sunday, August 20, 2006
By DEVONA WELLS
The Press-Enterprise

Heath timeline
1994: State starts
investigating D.W. Heath
& Associates
1998: State orders Heath
& Associates to stop
taking investments
April 2004: Heath &
Associates shut down
July 2004: Four Heath
principals arrested

November 2005:
Defendant Larre
Schlarmann pleads guilty
December 2005:
Investors are mailed
checks covering 15 .3
percent of losses
A judge has given the green light to an unusual lawsuit that aims to make the state Department of
Corporations pay for failing to protect D.W. Heath & Associates investors who lost millions in a Ponzi
scheme.
The lawsuit hinges on a two-month period in 1998, when the department told Heath & Associates to
stop taking investments but then entered into an agreement with firm president Daniel Heath and his
associate Larre Schlarmann to rescind the order. The department pulled back its own order to "save time
and expenses" although it knew the men were not licensed as required, according to the lawsuit.
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Department of Corporations spokeswoman Susie Wong said Friday she could not comment on ongoing
litigation.
Heath & Associates, with offices in Hemet, Brea and Pasadena, continued to operate through April
2004, when it was shut down by a federal judge. The firm brought in more than $192 million from at
least 1,600 investors in what authorities say was a Ponzi scheme that took money from later investors to
pay earlier ones. Investor losses surpassed $100 million.
Heath, Schlarmann and two other men were jailed in July 2004 on fraud charges in Riverside County.
Schlarmann pleaded guilty in November and was sentenced to 15 years in prison; the three other
defendants have pleaded not guilty and remain in jail, awaiting trial.
San Diego County Superior Court Judge John S. Meyer ruled Aug. 4 the suit could proceed because it
met the legal standard that the Department of Corporations' failure to do its job could have contributed
to investor losses. The attorney general's office, representing the Department of Corporations, declined
to comment.
Holding the Department of Corporations financially responsible for damages suffered by investors is
highly unusual.
A department deputy commissioner, Tim Le Bas, said such suits are rare and that he could locate just
two others filed by investors since he began working for the ~epartment as an attorney in 1990.
Jim Asperger, former head of the major-fraud division of the U.S. Attorney's Los Angeles office, said
Friday that making an agency with limited resources responsible for not adequately tracking fraud is
unprecedented.
"They can't police everything. They have to pick and choose what they have the resources to prosecute,"
he said.
The lawsuit was filed by 44 investors who placed $7 .2 million with Heath & Associates -- some of it
after the state rescinded its order telling Heath to stop selling investments. The plaintiffs' attorney,
Marisa Janine-Page, said the lawsuit will not become a class action.
The Department of Corporations admitted in an Aug. 2005 report on its handling of the Heath &
Associates case that its investigation of the firm stalled for years. The Press-Enterprise found three
months earlier that the department did nothing to enforce its 1998 order while the agency ignored
mounting complaints from investors.

Changes in Law
In making his ruling, Meyer pointed out that changes to state. law in 1998 were intended to better help
the department take action against brokers.
"In other words, the purpose was to protect against the kind ofrisk of injury suffered by the plaintiffs,"
the judge wrote.
Corporate law professor C. Hugh Friedman, who was not familiar with the specifics of the case, said this
week that state agencies typically are allowed wide discretion in deciding who has violated state law and
how violations are enforced.
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"Even if they are mistaken or wrong, in my experience, they wouldn't have that exposure or liability
ordinarily," said Friedman, a professor at the University of San Diego.
A massive audit of the department began in March and should con~ w~ ·n the fall, said state Auditor
Elaine M. Howle.
Marjorie McIntosh, of Hemet, among the investors who filed the laws
nearly $40,000. In December, a company appointed to liquidate Heath
to investors covering about 15 percent of what they lost.

·d she hopes to get back her
ociates assets sent checks

McIntosh also hopes the suit shines light on the Department of Corporatio
year before Heath & Associates was closed to find out if action had ever been taken against the firm .
Department officials told her nothing about the 1998 order or anything else about the firm, she said.
"I believe that they let us down, all of us," McIntosh said.
Another civil lawsuit, filed in 2005, accuses a Denver firm that oversaw Heath and Associates'
retirement accounts of helping to plunder the accounts. That suit cleared a hurdle this month when a
judge allowed allegations including breach of contract and state securities law violations to proceed.
Attorney Lionel Glancy said he'll ask to certify the suit as a class action in the next month. He said a
trial date is set for June 2007.
Online at: http ://www .pe.com/localnews/inland/stories/PE_News_Local_D _heath 21 .35ff1 c1. html
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9th Circuit Paves New Ground for Laptop
Searches
By Pamela A. Maclean
The National Law Journal
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08-11-2006
A federal appeals court has ruled that border guards may
search and seize the contents of laptop computer files without
probable cause, even if the contraband material -- in this case
child pornography -- is contained only in the computer's
temporary cache memory.
The ruling by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals expands the
notion of possession and control of computer material, in a
boon to prosecutorial power to win convictions in cases of
Internet child pornography possession.
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The ruling also means U.S. citizens may face warrantless
searches, without probable cause, at the U.S. border.
Computers automatically keep copies of all Web pages viewed
by users in an "Internet cache," or temporary folder, to prevent
having to download the same material repeatedly . For the first
time, the 9th Circuit has held that child porn contained only in
a temporary cache folder constitutes sufficient access and
control to uphold a conviction for receipt and possession of
child pornography. U.S. v. Romm, No. 04-

"It is one thing to search for
at the border
and another to go throug
r files . That's
incredibly intrusive," sai
Shaun Martin of the
Unjversitv of San Diego Sc
of Law . As for counting cache
files as possession, Ma~in said, "You 're convicting someone for
possession of something they have done everything in their
power to get rid of; that seems fundamentally unfair," he said.
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Only one other circuit, the 10th, has ruled on the same issue, and reached the same conclusion . U.S . v. Tucker II, 305
F.3d 1199 .
"What is significant about this case is [Stuart Romm] had full knowledge the images were saved even though he didn't
download them," said Assistant U.S. Attorney Nancy Kappe, in Las Vegas. "This is the first case in the 9th Circuit that
shows that cache images can be possessed and received knowingly even when they are not downloaded," she said.
Romm, 54, a suspended Brockton, Mass ., lawyer and former administrative law judge, was stopped by Canadian
border authorities in 2004 when he landed in British Columbia on business following a stay in Las Vegas.
When Romm checked through customs Canadian authorities found a 1997 Florida conviction for soliciting sex from an
undercover agent posing as a 14-year-old on the Internet. Romm was sent back to U.S. officials in Seattle who
conducted a search of his computer, finding deleted cache images showing child pornography .
Romm admitted he visited porn sites and looked at the pictures during his stay in Las Vegas but then said he deleted
them from his computer . But computers automatically retain images in a cache folder.
Romm's Las Vegas federal public defender, Jason Carr, was out of town and could not be reached for comment.
"In the electronic context, a person can receive and possess child pornography without downloading it, if he or she
seeks it out and exercises dominion and control over it," wrote Judge Carlos Bea.
Romm exercised dominion and control over the images in the cache file because he had the ability to copy, print oremail them to others, according to Bea .
Koppe said the ruling does not endanger those who accidentally trip over contraband material with no intent to keep
it, even though it is stored in cache files .
·
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San Diego's Pension Crisis

Audit could give a whiff of criminal indictments
Some find clues about focus of investigations
By Kelly Thornton
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

August11,2006

The Kroll report identifies more than three dozen current and former San Diego city officials as
wrongdoers with varying degrees of culpability in the city's pension fund scandal. Only eight of them
have been charged with corruption-related crimes so far. Could the report be a predictor of indictments
to come?
Legal experts said prosecutors - who have been scouring documents for at least two years in their own
investigations - won't rely on the 266-page audit by New York-based Kroll Inc. to make future decisions
on filing charges.
But the document is based on much of the same evidence used by prosecutors and generally reflects
what the government has laid out in state and federal court criminal cases, so it could offer clues to how
investigators might proceed.
"It doesn't take any leap in logic to say that the Kroll report very well could be a harbinger of things to
come," said criminal defense lawyer Geoffrey C. Morrison, ~ho is not involved in the pension case. "If
I were a person identified as culpable in the Kroll report, I would be calling my lawyer."
Some defense lawyers dismissed the report as nothing new and meaningless to the broader criminal and
civil cases. But some said it's just a matter of time before more officials are targeted by the U.S .
Attorney's office and the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The government, lawyers said, has far more power and information than the Kroll consultants. Kroll
consultants did not have subpoena power; 53 of the 122 people they sought to question declined to be
interviewed.
"I expect more indictments, but not all these people that are in the report," said a defense attorney
familiar with the case who asked not to be identified because the matter is sensitive. "I'm pretty sure
there's more coming but nobody's rushing it. It's still under investigation."
The Kroll audit assigns different levels of blame to current and former city officials for their parts in
causing and covering up the city's dire financial problems. The report has allowed the public its first
glimpse of who, besides those already charged, could be considered negligent at best, or at worst,
breaching fiduciary duties and intentionally defrauding.
"The report gives hints about who may be the focus of the inyestigations and on what topics, something
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that hasn't been especially clear to those on the outside," said Shaun Martin, a University of San Diego
law professor.
Whether those pages will translate to criminal charges is unclear. The categories Krol
related to civil, rather than criminal, transgressions. Some lawyers said comparing the r
potential actions of prosecutors is moot because consultants and the government have di
objectives, standards and jargon.
For example, what Kroll considers negligent - usually a civil matter involving carelessness an
more serious intent to defraud - may or may not be construed the same way by prosecutors.
The document calls former Mayor Dick Murphy and the others merely "negligent" for failing to disclose
the extent of the city's problems to bond investors. This could be why Murphy and others on the list are
not currently under indictment, some legal experts said.
Prosecutors might have weighed the evidence and decided not to charge because they could not prove
intent to defraud, Martin said.
"We don't usually put people in jail for not paying attention and that's really what negligence is," Martin
said.
City Attorney Michael Aguirre said the Kroll report had been intentionally ambiguous when talking
about council members and culpability because the council paid the firm and its leader, former SEC
Chairman Arthur Levitt, $20 million to conduct the inquiry.
Council members and others should not consider themselves to be off the prosecutors' hook on the
conclusions of a "beholden" author, Aguirre said.
"It seems to me the evidence is pretty strong even though (the report) characterized it as negligence. It
looked like it was pretty intentional," Aguirre said. "I would say none of them are in the clear."

Aguirre continued: "I'm not saying they would be charged. I'm saying there is a basis to review the
evidence to see if criminal prosecution would be warranted. The facts as they are marshaled in the
document, stripped away of the puffery and the excuse-making, could provide a basis for a criminal
prosecution investigation. That, I think, has to be looked at and a judgment made. Maybe that
judgment's already been made."
There were three FBI agents in the audience at Tuesday's city council meeting when the findings of the
report were discussed by its authors and officials.
Some defense lawyers said some of the report's conclusions could be advantageous for defendants in the
pension prosecutions.
For instance, the finding that Loraine Chapin, former general counsel for the pension system who is
charged with conspiracy and fraud, was negligent, rather than deliberately deceitful, could show that she
had no criminal intent. There is no fraud without criminal intent.
But for some who might face indictment, the "negligent" label is no get-out-of-jail-free card.
"A person's appearance in the merely negligent category is not a reason to breathe a sigh of relief,"
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Morrison, the defense attorney, said. "If your name is in the Kroll report - unless there is an asterisk
with a notation that this person had nothing to do with it - you might want to up your nightly dose of
Ambien."
"The fact that other people haven't been indicted might not be so much a function of whether or not they
did anything wrong," Morrison said, "as much as a function of nobody's decided to flip and start
cooperating yet."
•Kelly Thornton: (619) 542-4571; kelly.thornton@uniontrib.com
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They sought citizenship, got walking papers
Illegal immigrant couple sue consultant, and win
By Jose Luis Jimenez
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

August 21, 2006

VISTA - Although they were in the country illegally for many years, a Mexican couple who had planted roots
in El Cajon sought to become citizens nearly six years ago.

Elias and Martha Ventura's three children were born here.
The couple pay taxes. He has a steady job, she frequently
volunteers at their children's schools. They consider
themselves part of the mainstream.
In December 2000, they met Enrique Escobar, a Los
Angeles man who operated a business that advised
immigrants on how to obtain legal status. At a meeting at a
Fallbrook home, where dozens of others waited to meet
Escobar, the consultant promised to put the couple on the
path to citizenship, Elias Ventura said.
The result was the opposite. They now face deportation.
Unbeknown to them, their case was presented in March
2001 by attorneys hired by Escobar as a request for
political asylum.

NELVI N C. CEPEDA/ Union-Tribune
Elias Ven t ura wou ldn't get t he same pay in Mex ico that
he gets here installing tint ing on car windows. In the
United States since 1989, he considers himself part of
t he mai nstream.

An immigration judge rejected the petition in October 2004. The Venturas were given 60 days to leave
the country. While the decision is being appealed, they are al.lowed to remain here.
Instead of staying in the shadows, the couple sued Escobar in Vista Superior Court for fraud, and last
month won a $415 ,000 judgment.
The verdictcame from a predominantly white jury in an area of the county that elected Brian Bilbray to
Congress on a platform of cracking down on illegal immigration. The Venturas see the judgment as
proof that everyone is equal under the law in this country.
Escobar "did something wrong to us, so we are going to defend ourselves," said Ventura, 40, in an
interview. "Afterward, some of the jurors told us that they hope the verdict will help in the immigration
case."
The Venturas said they also had filed a complaint with the District Attorney's Office. An office
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spokeswoman declined to say this month whether the case was being investigated.
Escobar's attorney, Timothy Noon of San Diego, maintains that his client did nothing wrong. But Noon
is negotiating with the Venturas' attorney, Barbara Strickland, in an effort to reduce the judgment in
return for Escobar's dropping his right to an appeal.
"Mr. Escobar provided nonlegal services to the Venturas in connection with their immigration matter,"
said Noon, whose client testified during the two-week trial. "The evidence presented at trial was
insufficient to support that charge of fraud."
Asylum is one of several scams in which immigrants are promised citizenship for a price but instead run
afoul of immigration law, said Jorge Vargas, a law professor at the yniversity of San Diego.,
"It's very tough right now to get a green card," Vargas said. "The foreigner d
just sees a green card."

ow anything. He

The verdict is bittersweet because if the Venturas are deported- and they hav
being sent back, their attorney said - they worry about their children, ages 12,
Even though they expect eventually to get a sizable judgment, the Venturas say
till would face
challenges in Mexico. Elias Ventura wouldn't get the same pay he gets here inst
window tinting on
cars, he says. Their families in Mexico City and Sinaloa are barely able to support themselves and
probably would ask them for help. Mexico is a foreign country to their children, who have never been
there. Their uncertain future has led to many sleepless nights and strained the marriage - the result, they
say, of trying to do the right thing.
Escobar "destroyed our lives," said Elias Ventura, sitting in the living room of the converted
condominium he purchased with the help of documentation the consultant obtained for him.
"I'm going to lose everything I've worked so hard for in this country," he said. "My children are going to
lose their future here. They don't know Mexico."
Strickland, the Venturas' attorney, said Escobar's methods were common in fraud perpetrated against
immigrants.
The Fallbrook home was used by Escobar as a satellite office, with the owners keeping an appointment
calendar for him, according to trial testimony.
The Venturas trusted Escobar because they filled out official government documents and quickly
received a temporary green card, which is standard in a political asylum application.
But the Venturas were not politically or religiously persecuted in Mexico, Strickland said, and they do
not fear being killed if they return, which are the main grounds for granting asylum.
The immigration lawyer is appealing on the grounds that deporting the Venturas would cause a severe
hardship to their young American children.
Strickland admits it's a long shot - only 4,000 such appeals are granted annually across the country - but
it is the only chance the Venturas have.
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When the couple first met with Escobar in 2000 to legalize their status, there was a good chance they
would have been granted work permits, Strickland said.
The law then allowed employers to solicit green cards for e~ployees in jobs for which there were not
enough Americans to do the work, Strickland said. Congress has since changed the law.
"People who are undocumented are not without rights," Strickland said. "Make sure you are dealing
with an attorney."
Elias Ventura said he sneaked into the United States in 1989 by running through the hills to the east of
the San Ysidro border crossing. Martha Ventura entered the country several years later on a student visa
that since has expired, she said.
They married in 1995 . They have remained law-abiding and said they have tried to give something back
to the country that has given them so much. The Venturas just want an opportunity to become
permanent residents, they say, and continue working toward the American dream.
"I felt like I had a chain around my neck, holding me back," said Elias Ventura, explaining what
inspired him to seek citizenship. "We are just looking for a better life, a better future ."
•Jose Jimenez: (760) 737-7568; _jose._jimenez@uniontrib.com
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Bar Foundation
awards grants
SAN DIEGO - The San
Diego County Bar Foundation
has selected recipients for its
spring 2006 grant cycle. In total. the foundation committed
$67?50~ to the following orgamzanons:
■ Access Inc. - to provide
training and mentorship to 12
law school interns to develop
legal skills and an appreciation for meaningful access to
legal representation for all
people.
■ Center for Community
Solutions - to partially cover
the salary of the CCS North
~ounty attorney who will provide legal advocacy and assistance services to victims of
domestic violence at the
North County Family Violence Prevention Center.
■ Community Resource
Center - to support the Domestic Violence Legal Advocacy program which provides
legal assistance, support and
advocacy for domestic violence victims.
■ Elder Law and Advocacy
- to support training and
professional development for
attorneys to be legal discipline specialists. Areas of interest will include consumer
fraud, probate and bankruptcy.
■ International Rescue
Committee - to maintain
low-fee immigration services
for refugees and those seek
ingasylum.
■ University of San DieW,
Legal Chmcs - to support
the summer clinic in providing specialized training for
law students while expanding
the availability of quality legal services to protect the educational rights of children
with disabilities.
For information about the
San Diego County Bar Foundation, go to www.sdcba.org.
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Half a century removed from his code-breaking assignments of World War II, Phil Jacobsen began to
lend historical perspective to the role of cryptology in military intelligence.
Combining his experience with research, he became a recognized authority on the topic. He shared his
knowledge as a consultant on a "Secrets of War" television documentary and contributed articles to
cryptology and history journals.
Much of his writing countered controversial charges that code-breaking provided U.S. officials with
advance knowledge of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
Mr. Jacobsen was within two chapters of finishing a book on Navy cryptology when he died Aug. 22 at
his home in Otay Mesa. He was 82.
The cause of death was pancreatic cancer, which was diagnosed Aug. 1, his family said.
"Nothing gave him as much pleasure as writing and researching things Navy," his son, Philip Hans
Jacobsen, said.
Most of Mr. Jacobsen's cryptology projects came after he retired in 1992 as chief deputy tax collector
for San Diego County, a post he held for more than a decade.
His research intensified after files on code-breaking in Washington, D.C., were declassified in the mid1990s, his family said.
During 28 years in the Navy, Mr. Jacobsen rose from the enlisted ranks to lieutenant commander. He
joined the Navy after graduating from high school at 17 in June 1941 and subsequently was selected for
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the OP-20-G intelligence group based in Washington, D.C.
Trained in Hawaii in Japanese naval radio communications, Mr. Jacobsen was assigned during the
Battle of Midway to an intelligence monitoring station at Kaneohe Bay on Oahu.
Some of his subsequent writing explained how code-breaking - under the leadership of his superior
officer, Capt. Joseph J. Rochefort - was instrumental in helping the U.S. forces win the pivotal battle.
During the past few years, his articles were published in the journals Cryptologia, Intelligence and
National Security, and Naval History.
Mr. Jacobsen was particularly critical of Robert Stinnett's 1999 book, "Day of Deceit: The Truth About
FDR and Pearl Harbor." He wrote a scathing review on Amazon.com.
In the December 2004 edition oflntelligence and National Security, Mr. Jacobsen continued to hammer
the theme: "These revisionist claims are fraught with a wide range of serious errors that render them
baseless."
The son of Danish immigrants, Philip Howard Jacobsen was born March 15, 1924, in Madera.
Early in his naval career, he volunteered for combat duty and was assigned to Guadalcanal. Attached to
the 1st Marine Division, he did radio intelligence duty at a small intercept, analysis and reporting
station.
In January 1945, while stationed in Imperial Beach, Mr. Jacobsen met Bessie Le Blanc, a Navy WAVE
who had been assigned to the Naval Security Group. They were married six weeks later. It was the
second marriage for Le Blanc, who lost her first husband earlier in the war.
After World War II, Mr. Jacobsen took on a variety of assignments around the world. One involved
serving as an intelligence officer aboard the heavy cruiser Salem, flagship of the 6th Fleet.
His sea duty included one of the first voyages on the nuclear-powered submarine Nautilus.
Mr. Jacobsen furthered his education in the Navy and became proficient in Japanese and Russian.
After leaving active duty in 1969, he finished work on a bachelor's degree in political science at the
University of Nebraska at Omaha.
He went on to earn a law degree at the University of San Diego and embark on a law career, but his
practice was short-lived.
He left San Diego to serve as assistant attorney general in Guam, where he was stationed during the
war. In 2 1/2 years on the island, he became attorney general.
Mr. Jacobsen returned to San Diego to accept a job with the county as a deputy tax collector. He was
promoted to chief deputy tax collector under treasurer-tax collector Paul Boland.
He was active in such organizations as the Naval Intelligence Professionals, Naval Cryptologic
Veterans Association and the Midway Round Table.
Survivors include his wife, Bessie; a daughter, Jeanne Lambdin of Silverdale, Wash.; and a son, Philip
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Hans Jacobsen of San Diego; two grandchildren; and six great-grandchildren.
Services were Tuesday at Humphrey Mortuary in Chula Vista, followed by interment at Greenwood
Memorial Park.
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Schwarzenegger to Name James Rogan to Orange County Bench

By STEVEN CISCHKE, Staff Writer
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger said yesterday he intends to appoint former
Republican Congressman James Rogan to a judgeship in the Orange Superior
Court on Oct. 1.
Rogan, 48, told the MetNews that he thinks he's "more thrilled" about being
appointed to the bench than he was when he was elected to Congress. He said that
he "loved" being on the bench- he was a municipal court judge in Glendale from
1990 to 1994-and "didn't really want to give it up the first time," but was talked
into running in a special election for the State Assembly after then-Assemblyman
Pat Nolan unexpectedly pled guilty to corruption charges.
He defeated Democrat Adam Schiff in the special election.
Rogan said he applied about a year and a half ago, was interviewed by the
governor's office a couple of weeks ago, and was told last Friday that he will be
appointed.
Represented Glendale
Representing Glendale, Burbank, Pasadena and neighboring areas in Congress
from 1996 to 2000, Rogan was one of the House managers in the impeachment
trial of former President Bill Clinton, but lost a heavily contested race in 2000 to
Schiff.
After dropping out of high school, Rogan w·ent on to graduate from UC
Berkeley in 1979, and UCLA Law School in 1983. He specialized in prosecuting
gang murders as a Los Angeles County deputy district attorney from 1985 to 1990
when he was appointed by then-Gov George Deukmejian as California's youngest
judge, at age 33.
He served in the State Assembly from 1994 to 1996.
He also served as undersecretary of commerce and director of the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office from 2001 to 2004.
Rogan, who is currently of-counsel to Preston Gates Ellis in its Irvine office,
will replace retiring Judge Suzanne Shaw, Schwarzenegger said in a statement.
Others Named
Schwarzenegger also named San Diego attorney Carolyn M. Caietti and
Assistant U.S. Attorney Laura H. Parsky to judgeships in the San Diego Superior
Court, tapped Santa Barbara County Senior Deputy District Attorney Edward
Bullard for a judgeship in the Santa Barbara Superior Court, and said he intends to
name Assistant U.S. Attorney Lewis Davis to the Contra Costa Superior Court.
89
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Caietti, 44, who earned her bachelor's and law degrees from the University of
San Diego, was an associate and then partner in Shifflet, Walters, Kane & K
ke
from 198b to 1988 when she became a partner in Walters & Caietti. She wi I
vacancy created by the retirement of Judge David Ryan.
Parsky, 37, graduated from Yale University and Boalt Hall School of Law.
served as counsel to the assistant U.S. attorney general in the criminal division o
the U.S. Department of Justice from 2002 to 2003, and was the director of
international justice and contingency planning with the National Security Council
from 2003 to 2004. Parsky will fill the vacancy created by the retirement of Judge
Terry Scott.
Bullard, 52, who earned his law degree from the Santa Barbara College of Law
and his associate 's degree from Pasadena City College, was a California Highway
Patrol officer from 1977 to 1988 and a deputy public defender in the Ventura
County Public Defender's Office from 1988 to 1989, when he joined the Santa
Barbara District Attorney's Office. He will fill a vacancy created by the retirement
of Judge Zel Canter.
Davis, 57, was executive director of the California Juvenile Court Law Revision
Commission from 1983 to 1984 and a deputy district attorney in Alameda County
from 1984 to 1990, when he joined the U.S. Attorney's Office in Oakland. He
graduated from Clark University and McGeorge School of Law and will fill a
vacancy created by the announced retirement of Judge William O'Malley on Aug.
7,2006.
.
Caietti, Bullard and Davis are Republicans. Parsky is unaffiliated.
Prior to today's announcements, the only time the governor had announced his
intent to appointment someone to the bench prior to the creation of a vacancy was
when he announced in June his intent to re-appoint Los Angeles Superior Court
Judge Dzintra Janovs, who was defeated for re-election by Lynn D. Olson.
Copyright 2006, Metropolitan News Company
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MENLO PA R K

Colorado man enters plea of no contest in bicycle death
A Colorado man who allegedly drove into a Menlo Park teacher riding her bicycle on Woodside Road pleaded no contest

Friday morning to vehicular manslaughter without gross negligence.
Theodore Charles Thornbrough, 69, was visiting the Bay Area in October when his Mercedes drifted into the bike lane,
striking and killing Michelle Mazzei, 34, a fourth -grade teacher at Oak Knoll School in Menlo Park .
Thornbrough told police he had been looking for the on-ramp to Interstate 280 and lost focus . He was not accused of
speeding or alcohol use in the incident.
Thornbrough faces a maximum of one year in county jail. His sentencing will take place Oct. 10.
-- Joyce Chen
S AN M ATEO CO U NTY

Governor appoints judge to bench effective at once

San Mateo County Superior Court Judge-elect Susan Irene Etezadi won't have to w
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger on Friday appointed her to the bench effective imm
Etezadi, a longtime San Mateo County prosecutor, defeated attorney Lisa Ma
created by the retirement of Judge John Schwartz. She was to take office in
The 4 7-year-old Redwood City resident served as a deputy district attor
related to mental health and environmental health. She previously pro
and sex ual assault.

five months before taking office --

e June election for the vacancy

1984, specializing in felony cases
ases involving insurance fraud, homicide

Etezadi, a Democrat, earned a law degree from the University of San Diego and a bachelor of arts degree from the
University of California-Davis.
She will earn $150,696.
-- Edwin Garcia
GI LROY

Woman struck by truck after getting out of car

A 21-year-old Gilroy woman was killed early Friday in the aftermath of a two-vehicle crash on northbound Highway 101
near Leavesley Road.
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REDWOOD CITY
Prosecutor named as judge
- Henry K. Lee
Sunday. August 13,2006

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has named
a veteran San Mateo County prosecutor
to the Superior Court bench.
Susan Etezadi, 47, of Redwood City has
served as a deputy district attorney since 1984. She has handled mental health,
environmental health, insurance fraud, homicide and sexual-assault cases.
Etezadi, a graduate of the Universit of San Die o School of Law, will fill the vacancy
created by the retirement of Judge John Schwartz.
crat who had been elected to the
position in June, Etezadi will earn $150,696 annual
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ChemCon Retains Malone & Bailey, P.C. as Auditor and Carmine Bua Esq. as Securities Counsel

BELLINGHAM, Wash., Aug. 16 /PRNewswire-FirstCall/ -- Chemical
Consortium Holdings, Inc. (ChemCon) (Pink Sheets: CCMH) today announced the
appointment of Malone & Bailey, P.C . as Auditor.
Malone & Bailey is a Houston based accounting firm specializing in
public company audit services . Malone & Bailey's public company audit
services include SEC and NASD regulated annual reporting and un-audited
interim reporting for reporting companies, registration statement, and
assistance with the planning process. With substantial direct partner
involvement in each engagement, Malone & Bailey works to reduce their
clients' regulatory and fees and allow them to focus on the fundamentals of
running their business.
Malone & Bailey is currently ranked #9 in the country of all accounting
firms in number of public company audits . See their partner resumes,
current list of public company clients and other information about them on
their website at http://www.malone-bailey.com
Furthermore, ChemCon retained Mr. Carmine J. Bua Esq . as Securi
Counsel. Mr. Bua has practiced securities law in excess of 25 yea
this period of time Mr. Bua has represented more than 200 compa
respect to becoming publicly traded, mergers and acquisitions
reporting requirements. Mr. Bua will lead the effort to upda
financials and fully reporting status of ChemCon.
Mr . Bua is a graduate of the University Of San Diego Scho<21 Of Law, Cum
Laude . Mr . Bua also holds a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering degree from
the City University of New York, a Master of Science degree in
Metallurgical Engineering and a Master of Business Administration degree
from Stevens Institute of Technology. Mr. Bua has also received extensive
post graduate education in Securities Law, Corporate Law, Business Law,
Corporate Finance and International Business .
Mr. Bua has served as an Arbitrator for the American Arbitration
Association for securities matters, contact disputes, corporate matters and
general business matters. Mr. Bua is a member of the California State Bar
Association and the International Bar Association and was a California
State Registered Professional Engineer and a New York State Professional
Engineer. He also served as a Captain in the U.S. Army Airborne, Combat
Engineers.
About ChemCon :
ChemCon is an alternative fuel manufacturing holding company. ChemCon
has a three part strategy: develop internal projects, invest in outside
projects and consult on projects in the fuel manufacturing market. ChemCon
focuses on Biodiesel, Ethanol, Methanol, Natural Gas to Hydrogen and
Natural Gas to Liquid Natural Gas . ChemCon is currently developing a
Biodiesel production facility in Washington State. The facility is in
engineering and is in the process of Engineering Procurement Contracting
(EPC) . ChemCon's Biodiesel facility will produce some 200,000 tons or 60
million gallons of Biodiesel annually . The facility will require 225,000
tons of feedstock annually .
http : //www.chemconcorp.com
Except for the historical information presented herein, the matters set
forth in this press release are forward looking statements within the
meaning of the "safe-harbor" provision of the Private Securities Litigation
reform Act of 1995. These forward looking statements are subject to risks
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The San Diego County Bar Foundation has selected six organizations to share
$67,500 in grants as part of its spring grant cycle. The recipients: Access Inc.: to
provide training and mentorship to 12 law school interns to develop legal skills
and an appreciation for meaningful access to legal representation; Center for
Community Solutions: funds will partially cover the salary of attorney to provide
legal advocacy to victims of domestic violence; Community Resource Center: to
support the domestic violence legal advocacy program; Elder Law and
Advocacy: to support training and professional development for attorneys to be
legal discipline specialists;

International Rescue Committee: to maintain low-fee immigration services for
refugees and those seeking asylum; USD Le al Clinics: to support the summer
clinic in providing specialized training fi ......,._,,dents.
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Teens are essay contest winners
By Barbara Norton

not dance, she chose to concentrate on
playing the flute. Her flute teacher is
Character matters to two local stu- Jane Masur of Pow
dents who both won second place in
o Youth
their division of the "Character Matrchestra,
ters" essay contest at the University PL
third place in its
San Diego..
competition and won first
Placing secplace in the Music
ond in the high
Teachers Associaschool division
tion of California
was
Anatolia
concerto competiEvarkiou-Kaku,
tion. A a result,
the daughter of
she played a
Nina Evarkiou of
Mozart concerto
Poway, who just
as a featured artist
completed ninth CARAMANTE
with the New City
EVARKIOU-KAKU Symphonia. This
grade at Francis
Parker School.
spring, EvarkiouThe second place winner in the Kaku also garnered a first place in the
middle school division was Elizabeth San Diego Flute Festival Young Artists
Cararnante, the daughter of Patrick Competition in the Bronze Division.
and Valerie Caramante of Rancho Recently, she was also made principal
Bernardo, who just completed seventh flutist in the youth symphony.
grade at Oak Valley Middle School.
''This experience has taught me to
Evarkiou-Kaku 's essay, "A Change persevere and follow my passion in
of Heart," talked about how a ballet life," she wrote in her essay. ''Throughinjury a year ago turned out to be a out the past year, I learned that life has
blessing in disguise. When she could- a way of working itself out."

Caramante wrote about her older
brother Michael, who is autistic.
Despite his disability, he recently
passed the state's high school exit
exam.
She wrote in her essay, "My brother
has the trength to overcome obstacles
in hi life and that' why I'm proud to
say I'm his sister."
Both winners attended an awards
banquet on June 24 and received a $75
prize and a framed certificate.
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RB student wins second place in USO
Character Education essaY. contast
Contest instills citizenship,
values and ethics in youth
Rancho Bernardo student Elizabeth

Caramante, who rece
pleted seventh grade at
Valley Middle School,
ored at an awards luncheon
24. She received a $75 prize
framed certificate.
Caramante wrote about her older
brother Michael who is autistic.
Despite his disability, he recently
passed the state's high school exit
exam. "My brother has the strength
to overcome obstacles in his life
and that's why I'm proud to say I'm
his sister."
The contest, sponsored by the
Character Development Center in
USD's School of Leadership and
Education Sciences, helps instill
values of citizenship, compassion
and rthics in youths by asking them
to write about the ideals and beliefs
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that matter most to them. Some

5,000 students in San Diego
County participated in this year's
contest.
Caramante 's parents are Patrick
and Valerie Cararnante of Rancho
Bernardo. Her teacher Michele
Gallo encouraged students to enter
the contest.
To read the winning essays and
learn about the contest, visit:
charactermatters.sandiego.edu.
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Ramona Student
Wins Stl Character
Education Essay
Contest

PHOTO COURTESY OF LIZ HARMAN

arlee Roberts of
Ramona is the elementary school division
winner of this year's
"Character Matters'
essay contest at the University
of San Diego.
·
Roberts rea
essay aloud d
ceremony on Jun
honored with a $10
and a plaque.
In her essay,"A Chara
amed Cowboy," she talke
about moving to a rural area
the challenges of learning to
ride a hor e . Her hor e inspired
her not to give up.
Roberts is the daughter of
Todd and Chri Roberts.
Her teacher Wendy Karch
encouraged srudents to enter
the contest.
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CAMPUS
TECH
Exploring Electronic Portfolios: An IHE NCATE Assessment
Journey
Exploring Electronic Portfolios: An IHE NCATE Assessment Journey

By Jerome Ammer, Ph.D. University of San Diego (ammer@sandiego.edu
Cheryl Getz, Ed.D. University of San Diego
Lea Hubbard, Ph.D. University of San Diego
With our first NCATE visitation two years away, the University of San Diego was in
search of a viable mechanism for formal and summative assessment. T
key designs to
implementation solutions seemed to create a roadblock. The three-dim
al lynchpin
solution includes a grounded pedagogical frame, an integrated school
model, and a format for gathering and evaluating candidate performance.
faculty from five different programs together to contemplate a major shift
design and a fear of loss of academic freedom seemed insurmountable.
Hiring a statistician to lead the design of a comprehensive assessment system
ur
first moment of genius. The Assessment System provided the foundation for linking
differing accreditation/licensure programs with flexibility for addressing a widely
different set of state and national professional standards.
Pulling all these factors into a system that would be pliable by faculty, students, staff,
administrators and the assessment accountability team seemed insurmountable. The
Department of Leaming and Teaching adapted a rubric based system portfolio system
over a decade ago. However, the paper portfolio rubric evaluation process did not provide
the types of measurable formative and summative accountability performance outcome
required by recent revisions to the National Consortium of Teachers of Education
Accreditation (NCATE) procedures. Converting to a standards grounded electronic
portfolio evaluation system required long hours of discussion, explanation and
convmcmg.
At the same time the university was engaged in a capital plan to enhance the
technological capacity of the university for administrators, faculty and students. Moving
away from a course specific introduction technology literacy model, the Department of
Leaming and Teaching was attempting to infuse technology literacy into all credential
coursework. The Assessment Team brainstormed the idea that an electronic portfolio
assessment model. This would expand upon the existing paper portfolio evaluation
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system and provide incentive to expand the technology literacy of faculty, staff, students
and yes, administrators. Now the challenge was to figure out how to implement an
electronic portfolio through which student performance outcomes could be aligned and
evaluated in terms of standards based accountability and the rigor of NCATE self
assessment to inform program decisions.
Simultaneously, the Dean of the School of Leadership and Education Sciences
(SOLES) established a Building Committee consisting of staff, faculty and a student
from each program of study. The charge was to be creative and envision the design and
resources for a modem era, pedagogy enhanced education facility. Yes! A new, first time
ever building on our campus solely dedicated to education studies. Everyone agreed that
innovative planning for the workforce of the 21st century and nurturing a learning
community of faculty and student scholars. On the recommendation from a potential
interior space designer that committee members visit other innovative technology
integration college sites including Stanford University. Receiving a flyer announcing
the Syllabus Conference in San Jose with a day visit for sessions at the Wallenberg Hall
at Stanford, our Dean instantly funded five faculty and staff to attend the proceedings.
Armed with photos and excitement related to the technology wonderment of Stanford, the
traveling committee also discovered exhibitors who were demonstrating the services and
e-portfolio assessment gathering tools the NCATE committee was looking for in their
accreditation work.
The university faced the challenges encountered by any newbie to electronic portfolios.
What are we looking for? What questions should we ask? Where does a school go to
learn about potential electronic portfolio provider? Would the selected purveyor provide
onsite training and/or 24/7 telephone support?
The decision to go with TaskStream (www.TaskStream.com) seemed to solve one need
area. However, converting assessment practices at the course level and discovering how
time consuming and complex such an undertaking would be is a case study to hear.
Stumbles made, lessons learned and what comes next frames the University of San Diego
faculty participation in the electronic portfolio panel on Wednesday July 27 at the Los
Angeles Syllabus Conference.
The authors are presenters at the upcoming Syllabus Conference in Los Angeles.
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SECTION: FRONT SECTION
LENGTH: 2832 words
HEADLINE: AFTER KA TRINA, THE ROAD HOME An emotional gulf Grim days in New Orleans,
bright lights in Biloxi
BYLINE: BY MARK MINTON ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE
BODY:

A year after Hurricane Katrina lifted the wall of seawater that paved the Mississippi coast down to bare
slabs and unleashed a flood that left New Orleans a vacant city of skeleton houses, the storm has left a
mental imprint as distinct as its wreckage: optimism along the beachfront but a darker mood in New
Orleans.
In Mississippi, the swankiest casino on the strand, Beau Rivage, will reopen today, exactly one year
after Katrina made landfall, behind a marquee that has been flashing the Aug. 29 anniversary date and
the message: "Biloxi Has a Bright Future." In anticipation, construction workers were planting flowers
and patting the last strips of sod into place around the resort's sparkling fountain.
People in vast stretches of New Orleans, meanwhile, are suffering the "day after" syndrome that sets in
when they realize that the streetlights still don't work, the yards have grown into jungles and
uncollected heaps of trash stand at the end of all the driveways. In one desolate neighborhood, city
planners are promising to plant some trees and shrubs along the main thoroughfare - not as final
touches for a grand reopening, but to give a person driving through some reason to believe that the
neighborhood is still alive.
Nearly everyone - whether in New Orleans, Biloxi or little Pass Christian, Miss. - responds the same
when asked what will become of their place: "Oh, it will be back." But in New Orleans, the timetables
extend from five years to 20. In Biloxi, the mayor can hardly believe how far his city has come.
To be sure, New Orleans always was a more complicated equation, with big-city problems foreign to
U.S. 90, Mississippi's mansion- and casinolined beachfront drag where Katrina flattened nearly
everything.
But, in Mississippi, the total destruction ends only a couple of blocks back from the shore where
Katrina's surge came in and then quickly went away. New Orleans stewed for weeks in putrid
,, )dwaters.
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When the 17th Street Canal levee gave way, the deluge ruined Mike Serio's house - and the house that
Serio rents to a cousin and the house that his wife still owns from before they were married and the
houses of uncles, aunts and in-laws, all of them living in the same neighborhood below the nowinfamous levee.
In all, the flood that Hurricane Katrina loosed upon New Orleans deluged two dozen houses that Serio's
close-knit family occupied in Lakeview, one of the city's hardest hit neighborhoods. Some of his
family's older members will never make their way back to the neighborhood, Serio laments.
Serio, 55, owns Mike Serio's Deli on St. Charles Avenue, a restaurant known for po' boys, red beans
and rice and the football helmets that Serio, a 275-pound former offensive guard, collects as tips for the
team meals he serves after games at the Sugar Bowl and LSU's Tiger Stadium. Serio, who evacuated
his house with three LSU shirts and his season football tickets and game-day parking passes, sits at the
table directly below the LSU helmet.
Besides his scattered family and restaurant staff, Serio is also depressed about slack sales, the plodding
pace of recovery, the dearth of tourists in the French Quarter, the re-election of Mayor Ray Nagin, the
stinginess of insurance companies and the slow flow of money from the "Road Home" program that is
supposed to repopulate the city.
"It's overwhelming," Serio says. "I've got a friend of mine who committed suicide. He just couldn't
handle it. I felt that way this morning." So what is to become of New Orleans?
"God knows," Serio says. "It's pretty bleak." Ninety miles east along the hurricane-hammered coast,
headlights crawl along U.S. 90 toward the Grand Casino Biloxi, the site of the latest reawakening on
Casino Row, the glitzy line of casinos stacked like giant safe-deposit boxes along the beach in Biloxi .
Inside the Grand, high rollers and favored guests dine poolside on charcoaled oysters and filet mignon.
A less privileged crowd fills a hallway, awaiting the 9 p.m. reopening. Then, with a puff of red and gold
confetti, everyone surges forward, pushing right past platters piled high with king crab legs to reach the
blackjack tables and slot machines.
Lance Harrington, a retired contractor who lived in one of Biloxi's beachfront mansions until Katrina
flattened it, has been to all the casino reopenings thus far, which makes the Grand his sixth. Today, he
can be expected to go for lucky No. 7 at Beau Rivage.
There will only be more openings to attend in coming months. All the major gambling companies have
been snapping up land since the Mississippi legislature granted casinos, previously restricted to barges,
permission to operate on land within 800 feet of the water. Harrington, who is old enough to remember,
says Biloxi has the feel of Las Vegas right before the boom. Then he hurries off to the roulette wheel.
In New Orleans' Lakeview neighborhood, directly across the street from a house rented by one of
Serio's cousins, Adam Lair, 23, stands behind a chainlink fence and watches a backhoe bite into his
parents' house, which sits snug against the ruptured levee. The teardown is part of the Corps of
Engineers' plan to shore up the levee. The big yellow claw crunches through Lair's upstairs bedroom.
"It's at least beginning to bring closure," says his father, Kevin Lair, who has moved the family to
suburban Metairie.
Ronald Peterson eyes the demolition from under a hard hat. Peterson is just down the chain-link fence
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from the Lairs, but a world apart: He was raised amid the poverty of the city's Ninth Ward. The people
there knew they lived in a "fishbowl" that would prove deadly in a flood. They just didn't have the
means to get out, he says.
Will the Ninth Ward come back?
"From what?" Peterson says. "We weren't never here." Elmeice Rollins can fully appreciate that as she
pokes at a trash bag with the toe of her pink house shoe, rearranging the overflow from the trash bin
next to her Ninth Ward house. Despite her repeated pleas, the city has sent no one to pick up the trash.
Worse, the putrid meat market across the street, which was never cleaned out after Katrina, is a
breeding ground for rats this big, Rollins says, spreading her hands a foot apart.
"They done forgot about us here in the Ninth Ward," she says.
"They're talking about 'come home.' To what? To filth? I done had it up to my neck," says Rollins, who
is living in a Federal Emergency Management Agency travel trailer with her husband and three children
while they renovate.
"You wonder why people are shooting each other, robbing each other, committing suicide? This is
why." In the French Quarter, which was only lightly d
ged by the flooding, there are scenes of
striking normalcy, such as knots of men in red dress
ecatur Street. Buskers play for tips in the
om the terraces.
doorways, tarot readers work Jackson Square, fe
Nine thousand psychologists, in town for a
Orleans a rich backdrop for their session

duled convention, have found post-Katrina New

Lonnie Rowell, a University of San Diego professor, was horrified to learn from Dr. Phil, the celebrity
psychologist who led a session at the convention, that the city has fewer than 50 psychologists left,
down from more than 300 pre-Katrina. But he found a hopeful attitude when he attended a session led
by Marvalene Hughes, president of predominately black Dillard University, who arrived on the campus
only seven weeks before Katrina.
"The mind-set was, a lot of people said she should pack up shop and get out of there. But from her
perspective, there's no question that it has to be rebuilt," the professor said, and then strolled off down
Canal, in search of the perfect hat.
Nearby in the downtown business district, Shell Oil has draped a "Shell is Coming Home" banner
across the parking garage connected to the company's tower. The "Coming" is crossed out - the oil
company has brought back all 1,000 employees who worked there before the storm. Its recently
renewed IO-year-lease on One Shell Square, and the throng of people bustling in the lobby, are sure
signs of corporate optimism.
Or perhaps just deep pockets: In the shadow of the 50-story tower, the proprietor of a bistro offers a
street-level perspective on a sign he has pasted next to the menu on the front glass: "CNA Insurance
Sucks." In hard-hit St. Bernard Parish, Wayne "Pops" Herring leans against a wooden rail on the deck
of the travel trailer parked in front of his house and looks out at the neighborhood around him.
"It don't look like a hell of a lot of people are coming back," he says. Herring, 67, who lives on Jean
Lafitte Parkway in Chalmette, quit counting the orange stickers branding houses for destruction when
he reached 117. For amusement, he retreats to the swimming pool behind the 3,200-squarefoot house he
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is renovating, and dips his fingers into the murky water. The pool teems with schools of saltwater fish
that washed in on Katrina's surge. Most are cocahoe minnows - redfish bait - but some are as big as
saucers. They swarm for stale hamburger buns and for Herring's fingers, waggled under the water.
In New Orleans East, Mayor Nagin, in sport shirt and slacks, sweeps into a church packed with people
to hear about redevelopment plans. Early on, the largely black neighborhood, devastated by the flood,
was held up as a prime candidate to be returned to marshland or, as one councilman put it, given to the
'gators.
New Orleans East still looks like the day after. Piles of debris remain heaped in front of most houses.
Street lights are out, street signs down, storefronts eerily empty. But it is now on the drawing board for
redevelopment. Plans show entertainment districts, upscale restaurants, bike paths, town centers, even a
Gucci store.
Many if not most of those who crowd the church are homeowners, and they include some of the most
affluent blacks in the city. Residents such as Marsha Gonzales, 52, who owns an office-supply
business, are looking at their neighborhood as a blank slate and hoping it can be reborn without the
prostitution, crime and blight that marked its past.
At the front of the room, Nagin hits on that theme.
"This is probably the most empowering time that any city has had in our lifetime," Nagin tells the
crowd. "You have the opportunity to shape - reshape - the type of New Orleans you want to see. The
money's coming down." And the building permits are going out, the mayor adds - seven years worth in
11 months. It remains to be seen how much will actually be rebuilt, however, and how fast.
In Biloxi, the first five casinos that reopened temporary gambling halls in their hotel lobbies or
convention space quickly pulled in nearly as much money as the dozen operating pre-Katrina did, says
Mayor A.J. Holloway. He knows, because the city gets 4 percent of the take.
And the mayor has every reason to believe the city's revenues will continue to rise: Every casino, open
or not, has an adjacent trailer camp full of workers, renovating and expanding.
"The Grand, from what I hear - I don't know how official this is - is going to be $1 billion," David
Dedeaux says as he steers his midnight-blue 1966 Mustang along Casino Row.
Dedeaux, a retired Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College instructor, is driving west down U.S. 90,
following the route of Cruisin' the Coast, an annual October event that brings thousands of vintage cars
and hot rods to the beach. Cruisin' the Coast was canceled last year, but will celebrate its 10th
anniversary this fall, in its 11th year.
Dedeaux passes the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino. "They just put up that guitar," he says of the giant
Fender erected near the entrance.
At a boat harbor hidden behind the Hard Rock, Mai Nguyen, 55, sells the shrimp her husband netted
from their boat Blue Waters. The storm wrecked four of every 10 shrimp boats moored at the harbor,
but the Nguyens hid theirs from Katrina in Biloxi's Back Bay. Now she is getting $2.50 for a pound of
medium shrimp, and making a living.
"Vietnamese work very hard," she says. "We work it." What will become of Biloxi?
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"I think they'll all rebuild bigger and more beautiful," she said. "I know Biloxi be OK." Chien Bui, 54,
lives nearby, in a fishing community well within the footprint of casino expansion. "Somebody told me
they already bought the land over there," he says, pointing down the block. He retrieves a flier that, in
Vietnamese, explains redevelopment plans for east Biloxi.
Will Bui's home become a parking lot?
"That's what I heard." The condo builders, who were moving in even before Katrina, are not far behind
the casinos. As he motors along, Dedeaux points out a hulking condoresort project called the Revelay
that is going up where Katrina tossed the President Casino atop a Holiday Inn.
Steering the Mustang into Gulfport, he passes the two-story house on U.S. 90 under reconstruction
behind a large yard sign that reads "Lee and Chi Chi's Dream Home," a bigger version of the "We're
Home" signs found here and there around New Orleans. Standing among com stalks sprouting in her
front yard, Chi Chi Bryant says her house, the first on her block to come back, will incorporate bricks
from the old one. She and her husband are building the house back the same size, but with a brick
exterior.
"See, they're coming back one at a time," Dedeaux says.
Jim McDaniels says he doesn't plan to rebuild the 100-year-old house that he lost in Pass Christian,
known for a row of large antebellum homes shaded by live oaks. It would cost perhaps $2 million, and
McDaniels is retired. But many of the mansions still standing have scaffolding and workers. City Hall
is still in a trailer, as is the Hancock Bank in Pass Christian. The Wal-Mart is a slab.
The Wal-Mart in neighboring Waveland, however, had its grand reopening three weeks ago. The
retailer was a lifeline in the immediate aftermath of Katrina, a rare source of food and staples that the
company made available in a large tent it erected on the site of the destroyed store. Dedeaux's Mustang
was one of 45 classic cars on display at the parking-lot fair that celebrated the reopening.
"The Isle of Capri is building one over there," Dedeaux says as he drives across the bridge over the Bay
of St. Louis. "Brand new place. Supposed to be a $500 million gambling resort." He passes the house of
a family friend. "The father hung onto that tree for awhile," Dedeaux says. "He was older. And he got
weak." Driving into Bay St. Louis, the last stop on the cruise, Dedeaux points out another sign that
investors believe in the Mississippi Coast: "They just built that Lowe's. Wonder why?" Leo Seal Jr.
looks upon the Gulf Coast from one of the highest occupied points in Gulfport, the seventh floor of the
old Hancock Bank building. He is chairman of the bank, the largest on the coast. His view used to be
better, but the bank had to abandon its adjacent 15-story tower because Katrina ripped the roof off the
elevator shafts and the rain poured in. When the tower reopens after a $35 million renovation, it will be
fortified with 1,000 missile-proof windows, Seal says.
Seal's tellers literally had to launder money after the storm, gathering bills from the muddy flood waters
and running them through a washing machine, then a drier and then spreading them out on an ironing
board and ironing them .
Seal, 81, has seen bad hurricanes, including Audrey in 1957 and Camille in 1969.
"All the other ones put together paled in the face of this one," he says.
But the bank has seen its usual post-hurricane surge in deposits, which climbed $1 .6 billion since the
storm as the federal government pumped in dollars. The bank has yet to see a surge in construction
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loans, but expects to once FEMA and the local governments clarify elevation requirements that will
clear the way for homeowners to join the rebuilding boom.
"I would dare say most of them are optimistic," Seal says, "and most of them think they will put it all
back together." Looking out the window of his boardroom at Gulfport's storm-battered downtown, he
promises, "You come back in five years, and you'll be amazed at what you see." The view from 5 feet
above sea level isn't quite as sanguine. The Pie Lady - "No name, just call me Pie Lady" - is working
Royal Street, in New Orleans' French Quarter, pulling a cart full of meat pies and calling out "Pie
Lady ... Pie Lady ... Pie Lady." The Pie Lady wears a dashiki and a scarf tied as if it were a tignon; her
voice rises sonorously, and her insulated cart holds hot tamale pies and other temptations. "New
Orleans will definitely be rebuilt," she says, stopping at a comer. "There's such a spirit here." But Royal
Street is nearly empty, and she says sales are very slow. The Pie Lady looks first up and then down
Royal for the conventioneers who she has heard have come into the Quarter. There are supposed to be
booksellers this way, she says, gesturing, and truck drivers over that way. But there are none to be
found .
Maybe, she says, it's just the rain.
This article was published 08/29/2006
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Mediation may be key to mend rift
Director hopes to put 'this behind us'
By Preston Turegano
UNION-TRIBUNE ARTS WRITER

August 27, 2006

Rick Hernandez sees better days coming for Centro Cultural de la Raza - the Balboa Park institution he took
over as executive director 10 months ago.
Established 36 years ago and located inside an old park water tank since 1971, the Centro lately has been
troubled. For the past seven years, it has come under fire from some artists, Latino community leaders and
others for "not being open and responsive" to the aspirations of the "Chicano/ a, Mexicano/ a/ indigenous
community."
The Save Our Centro Coalition has led the attack on the Centro, particularly against the Centro's leadership.
It also has spearheaded a boycott of the facility.
Hernandez says an end to the strife may come within a few months.
"Both sides (the Centro and the Save Our Centro Coalition) have agreed to mediation with the help of the
National Center for Conflict Resolution," Hernandez said shortly after the Centro's latest art exhibition "Poetas y Pintores -Artists Conversing With Verse" - opened. "Both sides are committed to mending the rift
and putting this behind us."
Cautiously, Hernandez added: "Some people on one side or the other will probably never be satisfied with
the outcome (of the mediation). We're just hoping to find the very best outcome to serve the largest number
of community members."
Save Our Centro Coalition member Carlos C. de Baca, a longtime Centro supporter, welcomes an
opportunity for dialogue.
"The boycott is still on, but hopefully through the mediation process and with a third party (between the two
sides) we can come to a satisfactory resolution," de Baca said.
Former Centro executive director and now board secretary Nancy Rodriguez said she, too, is optimistic.
"So far, the mediation is going well," she said. "I feel the Save Our Centro representatives are coming to the
table with a strong interest in having the protests end."
Besides achieving peace and harmony, Hernandez is determined to double the Centro's budget to $600,000
during the fiscal year that began June 30. He said the goal is realistic, considering that during his short time
at the Centro, the institution has received first-time grants from the Legler Benbough Foundation, the Parker
Foundation, the San Diego Foundation, Amar Infinity Foundation and Target Stores totaling $152,500.
"We (Hernandez and the Centro board) are confident this support will continue, or that support from other
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foundations will also come forth," Hernandez said.
Government support of the Centro has remained flat, as it has for numerous other arts organizations here.
This year, the City of San Diego (via the Commission for Arts and Culture's administration) is supporting the
Centro with approximately $16,000 in hotel-motel room tax revenue. The county Board of Supervisors - via
Community Enhancement Funds - is giving the Centro $4,000.
The Centro has not received a National Endowment for the Arts grant since 1997. In the wake of that
$45,000 award, the Centro initially failed to come into compliance with the terms of the grant. The
compliance issue was later resolved and the way has now been cleared to apply for a future NEA grant,
Hernandez said.
Before he was hired by the Centro (at $47,000 a year), Hernandez was executive director of the La Jolla
Stage Company. Prior to that,he had been a La Jolla Stage Company actor and singer.
"I will always be a performer at heart," said Hernandez, who came to San Diego from West Covina to earn a
masters in the fine arts and music theater program at San Diego State University.
After SDSU, Hernandez spent four years at the City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture, first as
an intern and ending up as an arts management assistant.
Hernandez came to the Centro's attention when the Centro board was conducting a nationwide search for a
new executive director. Administrators of the University of San Diego's Master of Arts in Leadership Studies
- Nonprofit Specialization program, which Hernandez had completed, told the Centro Hernandez would
make an ideal "E.D."
Hernandez, who so far has just a one-year contract with the Centro, will soon learn if the Centro board wants
to stick with him. His job performance review/ evaluation is due in a few weeks.

•Preston Turegano: (619) 293-1357; preston.turegano@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/features/20060827 -9999-1 a27 centro.html

D

Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Director of Nurse-Midwife Program Honored
The School of Nursing's Lauren P. Hunter was inducted into the Fellowship of the Americian
College of Nurse-Midwives (FACNM) at the group 's 51st annual meeting in May.
Hunter received her nurse-midwifery education at the University of Utah and was awarded a
doctorate in nursing from the University of San Diego ~ She has practiced in numerous clinical
settings and established a service for underserved
en in community clinics. She is
currently the program director for nurse-midwifern...;.v.,,_tion here at the SDSU School of
Nursing.
She was a founding member of the California Nurse-Minui.rav,,._ ussociation, and has been
active in ACNM since 1989 . Hunter received the ACNM R
ward for Excellence in 1994,
and was recently elected to a term on the ACNM Nominati
ittee. She is a peer
reviewer for the Journal of Midwifery & Women's Health and
ublished in numerous
journals; she is the author of "Birthwork," an anthology of poetry written by midwives .
Fellowship in the American College of Nurse-Midwives is an honor bestowed upon those
midwives whose demonstrated leadership, clinical excellence, outstanding scholarship and
professional achievement.
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'Ten Commandments Still On,'
Cardinal Tells University Crowd
By Denis Grasska

ALCALA PARK - Catholic social
teaching can neither be relegated to
the fringes of the Church, nor separa ted from its traditional moral theology, said Cardinal Renato Raffaele
Martino, during an Aug. 21 presentation at th~ Universitv of San Diego.
Cardinal Martino currently se
as president of the Pontifical Cou
for Justice and Peace and the Ponf
cal Council for Migrants and Itinerant Peoples. In 2004, he presented to
Pope John Paul II the Compendium of
the Social Doctrine of the Church, an
official publica tion that presents
centuries of Catholic social teaching
in a single volume.
At USD's Joan B. Kroc Institute for
Peace and Justice, he shared the contents of the new publicatio n in a presentation entitled "Building a
Civilizati on of Love: The Gospel
Message of Jesus as Found in the
Compendiu m of the Social Doctrine of

0
"O

the Church."
Catholic social doctrine applies to
such diverse subject matter as the
political arena, the economy, the natural environm ent and peacemak ing
efforts, he said .
During the question- and-answ er
session that followed his speech,
Cardinal Martino was asked to furer explain the essential unity
een Catholic social teaching and
urch ' s moral theology.
~al Martino admitted tha t
aints would prevent him
into every face t of the
urn's "complex and articulate text." But he said his hope was
"to make a few brief comment s" that
might have "u sefulness and relevance" for his audience.
Since the introducti on of the compendium in October 2004, Cardinal
Martino said, he has made presentations on it to several Local Church
communi ties.

The compendi um has already been
translated into 16 languages . There
have been five separate editions in
English alone. Other translatio ns are
forthcoming, the cardinal said, and
Catholics can also expect to see the
publicatio n of a new "teaching and
study guide," which will serve as a
"compani on" to the compendi um.
During his presentati on, the cardinal noted that many people consider
Catholic social doctrine to be the
Church's "best-kep t secret." He
expressed his hope that the teaching
contained in the compendi um, "little
by little, becomes no secret at all."
He also entrusted his audience
with the responsibility of revealing
this secret to others.
"The compend ium places social
doctrine at the heart of the mission

of the Church," he said. "The Church
- existing in the world and for the
world, although not of the world cannot neglect her mission of breathing Christian life into the world."
One question, which made reference to Pope John Paul II's apostolic
constituti on Ex Corde Ecclesiae, asked
about the need for Catholic universities "to study serious, contempo rary
topics" and have "the courage to
speak uncomfor table truths."
"We must never separate social
doctrine from morality," the cardinal
answered. He listed same-sex marriage and abortion as "uncomfortable truths," but insisted that "social
doctrine is one and [the same] thing
with moral theology. ... The 10 Commandmen ts are still on."
The Southern Cross
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Clad in her traditional black habit, Sister Alicia Sarre seemed to have a magnetic effect on people she
encountered on her daily bus rides.
"In my habit I am everybody's sister," she once said in an interview. "People stop and talk about their
lives. They tell me things they can't tell other people."

When Sister Sarre retired in 1982 after 30 years at the University of San Diego and its predecessor, the
San Diego College for Women, she found a second career in community outreach.
As director of the Office of Hispanic Evangelization for the Catholic Diocese of San Diego, she
encouraged Hispanics who had been isolated from the church to return to their spiritual roots.
She also visited prison inmates in Mexico, inviting them to join her in prayer and encouraging them to
further their education.
"Sister Alicia was characterized by a tenacity that some found to be sheer stubbornness," said Sister
Virginia Rodee of USD. "She refused to let people drive her to appointments because she felt riding the
bus brought her closer to the people she served.
"And she kept wearing her traditional black habit, although others in the order had changed to more
contemporary attire after Vatican II in 1968."
Sister Sarre, who retired from her diocese post in 1998 after suffering a stroke, died Aug. 1 at Oakwood
Convent of the Sacred Heart in Atherton. She was 89. The cause of death was heart failure, said Pamela
Schaeffer, a spokeswoman for the Society of the Sacred Heart.
In February 1952, Sister Sarre joined the founding faculty of the San Diego College for Women in
Linda Vista. She taught Spanish, French and Latin, and helped the college merge in 1972 with the
separate College for Men to create USD.
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"In the classroom, she was known for being strict and demanding in classes but kind and caring," said
Sister Rodee, who was a student in one of Sister Sarre's Spanish classes.
In 1976, Sister Sarre urged Dr. Elizabeth Jones, a pediatric nutritionist, to visit what was then Project
Concern Hospital in Tijuana. "Alicia told Dr. Jones that if she did the work, she (Sister Sarre) would
take care of the Spanish so there would be no language barrier," Sister Rodee said.
"I'm not Catholic, but I didn't know how to say no to a nun," Jones told The San Diego Union-Tribune.
By the 1980s, Jones had joined a Mexican colleague, Dr. Gabriel Chong, in establishing a children's
clinic in Tijuana.
Sister Sarre, the 11th of 12 children in her family, was born to French and Mexican parents in Mexico
City on Oct. 31, 1916.
At 16, she followed an older sister to the United States to study at the Convent of the Sacred Heart in
Lake Forest, Ill. Sister Sarre professed her first vows in the Society of the Sacred Heart in 1937.
She earned a bachelor's degree in French at Barat College in Lake Forest, a master's in French at
Marquette University and a doctorate in romance languages at Stanford University.
During the 1930s and early 1940s, Sister Sarre taught in schools operated by her religious order in Lake
Forest and Omaha, Neb. After earning her doctorate, she taught from 1946 to 1951 at Barat College.
On the 50th anniversary of her vows into the Convent of the Sacred Heart, she was honored at USD .
"Alicia created and fostered the Spanish major here," Sister Sally Furay, former USD provost and vice
president, said at the event. "Her contributions to the university and its students are immeasurable."
Survivors include a sister, Elena de Orvananos of Mexico City.
A memorial Mass will be celebrated at 12:15 p.m. Sept. 15 at Founders Chapel, USD. A funeral Mass
was celebrated Aug. 5 at Oakwood Convent of the Sacred Heart in Atherton.
Donations are suggested to Society of the Sacred Heart, 4389 W. Pine Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63108.
GRAPHIC: 1 PIC; CAPTIONS: Sister Alicia Sarre
LOAD-DATE: August 14, 2006
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lQcal schools slip
in magazine's list
Ttie closely followed and often,.enticized US. News and
World Report college rankings. were released yesterday,
and · local universities have
slip~d slightly from the past
year,
The top slots were largely
unchanged, with Princeton
ranking No. 1, followed by
Harvard and Yale.
Atnong local schools, the
University of California San
Diego tied for 38th with Case
Western Reserve University
and Georgia Institute ofTechnol~. UCSD slid slightly in
the rankings, from 32nd last
year. Among public universities,: UCSD ranked eighth in
the country, down from seventli last year.
Th
·versi of San Die.&2, the private Catho
versity in Linda Vista,
105th with Texas CH
University and Illinois
tute .of Technology in the
tional rankings. USD rank
104th last year.
S;J.n Diego State University
and Alliant International University were once again listed
in what the magazine identified: as "tier four national
schools," a group of about 60
schools rounding out the top
248 :Oational universities. The
schools in this category were
unranked and placed in alphabetical order.
The rankings, which have
been criticized in the past for
not placing enough weight on
the quality of instruction and
learning, are based on peer
assessments, graduation
rates, alumni giving rate and
student selectivity, among
other criteria.
- Eleanor Ya,w Su
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Five Ways to Pick America's
College
By Jay Mathews
Washington Post Staff Writer
Tuesday, August 22, 2006; 10:10 AM

Get out the banners, and the complaints. It is collegeranking week. U.S . News & World Report has put out
its famous list of "America's Best Colleges." The
Newsweek-Kaplan college guide has its "America's
Hottest Colleges." The complaints come because
colleges don't like being sorted by journalists. Their
presidents will fill newspaper op-ed pages with
reasoned explanations why their essences cannot be
reduced to a few numbers.
But in August, magazine editors have trouble finding stuff to fill the empty pages, so I say, rank away.
And for chutzpah, imagination and verve, there is no doubt this year what gets the prize for best college
list. Applause, please, for the Washington Monthly list, which asks not which college is best for you, but
which is best for your country.
The Washington Monthly is a small magazine, founded by a lover of contrarian thought named Charlie
Peters and usually staffed by young writers who only recently, according to one of them, were being
paid anything that approached the minimum wage. The mag<!,zine's editor, Paul Glastris, has tried to
maintain the mischievous quality of the 37-year-old publication, and the college list, in its second year,
is proof that he is succeeding.
Here is how the magazine's editors explained what they were up to in the introduction to the latest list,
also available on their Web site : "What are reasonable indicators of how much a school is benefiting the
country? We came up with three: how well it performs as an engine of social mobility (ideally helping
the poor to get rich rather than the very rich to get very, very rich), how well it does in fostering
scientific and humanistic research, and how well it promotes an ethic of service to country."
The monthly editors have been exceedingly clever in devising ways to measure these elusive qualities,
and at the same time help high school seniors who are as patriotic as any American teens, but just want
to get their parents off their back and find the right college.
It is hard to summarize this list. I had to read the "Note on Methodology" three times before I
understood it. But the accompanying stories are very entertaining and the list itself, if broken down into
its various categories, is irresistible. Here are my five favorite parts, each shining light on well-known
and lesser-known colleges from new directions, and illuminating several hitherto dark comers.

1. Social Mobility in the national universities.
This is probably the most innovative and complex statistic on the list. Almost all colleges and
universities say they want to recruit more low-income students and make sure they graduate, but which
are actually doing it? The colleges do not have to report the graduation rates of their low-income
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students, so the Washington Monthly has invented a system that sees how good their overall graduation
rates actually are compared to what would be expected, given their selectivity and the number of lowincome students they admit. The results are refreshingly weird. The number one ranked school on this
scale is South Carolina State University, followed in order by the University of Bridgeport in
Connecticut, Pennsylvania State University, Ohio University and Widener University in Pennsylvania.

2. Work study funds spent on public service job.
The concept is simple -- do the students who accept federal funds for work-study jobs at your college
choose public service jobs, like soup kitchens and hospitals? The results are, again, surprising. Number
one is the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, which is only 164 on the overall Washington Monthly list.
The second through fifth ranked schools on the public service job list are Alabama A &amp; M
University; University of California, Riverside; Case.Western Reserve University and Iowa State
University.

3. Getting from liberal arts college to a PhD.
Up to now there has never been a member of my branch of the Mathews family who even thought of
getting a doctorate, but my daughter may give it a try, so I was intrigued to see the Washington Monthly
list rank liberal arts colleges on the percentage of their graduates who received PhDs. This produced a
less surprising list, with the order close to what you see in U$. News, with one very interesting
exception. Here are the top five, with their U.S. News 2006 place in parenthesis: Swarthmore (3), Reed
(53), Williams (1), Pomona (7) and Oberlin (22). Notice how low Reed scores on the U.S. News list. Its
president says this is the result of its refusal to give U.S . News its data. Given the Washington Monthly
ranking, I think he has a point.

4. Triumph of the big state schools.
On the Washington Monthly overall national university list, Princeton in number 43, Harvard 28 and
Yale 12. The top five schools on the list are MIT, UC Berkeley, Penn State, UCLA and Texas A &amp;
M. The magazine notes that there are four UC campuses in the top 10, and the rest no lower on the list
than 72 (UC Riverside.) We native Californians say yea.

5. Military service counts.
The Washington Monthly has a liberal orientation, like its founder and the bright young staffe
write for it, so it surprised me to find its list gives major credit to colleges that produce grad
into the military, usually not a popular institution in colleges that produce monthly editors.
served in the Army after I graduated from college and wish more ofmy classmates hadjo' ~•
this item interested me. Here are the top five schools in the category (the national military
emies
were excluded for having too much of an advantage): national universities -- University o an Diegq 1
South Carolina State University, MIT, Widener University, Florida Institute of Technology, and liberal
arts colleges -- Virginia Military Institute, Presbyterian College (in South Carolina), Wofford College
(in South Carolina), Claremont McKenna, and Wheaton College in Illinois.
As a special bonus for those college applicants not thrilled by bayonet practice and rifle drills, here are
the top schools rated by the monthly for graduate participation in the Peace Corps: national universities - Dartmouth, Georgetown, William & Mary, University of Chicago and American; liberal arts colleges - Kalamazoo, Grinnell, Whitman, Bryn Mawr and Beloit.
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And one last note, gender related: The top two liberal arts schools on the Washington Monthly list are
Bryn Mawr and Wellesley, in that order, followed by Wesleyan, Haverford and Amherst. Mount
Holyoke is number six. I have never thought of the women's colleges as hotbeds of Americanism, but
this list overturns a lot of flawed assumptions, which is what a good college list should do. Take a look.
I can't wait to see what they come up with next year.
© 2006 The Washington Post Company
Ads by Google

2005 Colle e Rankin ,li
80,000 students rate college life . Let us help you decide where to go.
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Magazine finds new ways to pick America's best colleges
Jay Mathews/ Washington Post
Get out the banners , and the complaints . It's college-ranking season . U.S. News & World Report has put out its
famous list of "America's Best Colleges." The Newsweek-Kaplan college guide has its "America's Hottest Colleges." The
complaints come because colleges don't like being sorted by journalists. Their presidents will fill newspaper op-ed pages
with reasoned explanations why their essences cannot be reduced to numbers.
But in August, magazine editors have trouble finding stuff to fill the empty pages, so rank away. And for chutzpah,
imagination and verve , there is no doubt this year what gets the prize for best college list. Applause, please, for the
Washington Monthly list, which asks not which college is best for you, but which is best for your country .
The Washington Monthly is a small magazine usually staffed by young writers who work for historically low wages .
The magazine's editor, Paul Glastris, has tried to maintain the mischievous quality of the 37-year-old publication , and
the college list, in its second year, is proof that he is succeeding.
The monthly editors have been exceedingly clever in devising ways to measure these elusive qualities, and at the
same time help high school seniors who are as patriotic as any American teens, but just want to get their parents off their
back and find the right college.
It is hard to summarize this list. But the accompanying stories are very entertaining and the list itself, if broken down
into its various categories, is irresistible. Here are five parts that spotlight well-known and lesser-known colleges from
new directions, and illuminating some dark corners .

Social mobility
This is probably the most innovative and complex statistic on the list. Almost all colleges and universities say they
want to recruit more low-income students and make sure they graduate, but which are actually doing it? The colleges do
not have to report the graduation rates of their low-income students, so the Washington Monthly has invented a system
that sees how good their overall graduation rates actually are compared to what would be expected, given their
selectivity and the number of low-income students they admit. The results are refreshingly weird . The No. 1-ranked
school on this scale is South Carolina State University, followed in order by the University of Bridgeport in Connecticut,
Pennsylvania State University, Ohio University and Widener University in Pennsylvania.

Work study / public service
The concept is simple -- do the students who accept federal funds for work-study jobs choose public service jobs, like
soup kitchens and hospitals? The results are, again, surprising . No. 1 is the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, which is
only 164 on the overall Washington Monthly list. The second through fifth ranked schools on the public service job list are
Alabama A & M University; University of California, Riverside ; Case Western Reserve University; and Iowa State
University.

From liberal arts to a PhD
The Washington Monthly lists rank liberal arts colleges on the percentage of their graduates who received PhDs. This
produced a less surprising list, with the order close to what you see in U.S. News, with one very interesting exception.
Here are the top five, with their U.S. News 2006 place in parenthesis: Swarthmore (3), Reed (53), Williams (1), Pomona
(7) and Oberlin (22). Notice how low Reed scores on the U.S. News list. Its president says this is the result of its refusal
to give U.S. News its data.

Triumph of the state schools
On the Washington Monthly overall national university list, Princeton in number 43 , Harvard 28 and Yale 12. The top
five schools on the list are MIT, UC Berkeley, Penn State, UCLA and Texas A & M. The magazine notes that there are
four UC campuses in the top 10, and the rest no lower on the list than 72 (UC Riverside}.

Military service counts
The Washington Monthly has a liberal orientation, so it surprised me to find its list gives major credit to colleges that
produce graduates who go into the military, usually not a popular institution in colleges that produce monthly editors.
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Here are the top five schools in the category (the national military academies were excluded for having too much of an
advantage). National universities· Unjyersity of San Diego, South Carolina State University, MIT, Widener University,
Florida Institute ofTechnology; liberal arts colleges: Vir ·
ilitary Institute, Presbyterian College (in South Carolina) ,
heaton College in Illinois.
Wofford College (in South Carolina), Claremont McKen
As a special bonus for those college applicants not th
ayonet practice and rifle drills, here are the top schools
ational universities: Dartmouth, Georgetown,
rated by the monthly for graduate participation in the Peac
es: Kalamazoo , Grinnell, Whitman, Bryn Mawr
William & Mary, University of Chicago and American; liberal •
and Beloit.
And one last note, gender related : The top two liberal arts sch
e Washington Monthly list are Bryn Mawr and
Wellesley , in that order, followed by Wesleyan, Haverford and Amh
nt Holyoke is No 6.
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UC Riverside ranks high in monthly university guide
10:00 PM PDT on Thursday, August 10, 2006
The Press-Enterprise

UC Riverside ranked 22nd among 245 national universities in a college guide published this month by
Washington Monthly magazine.
The magazine evaluated 245 national universities and 202 liberal-arts colleges by giving equal weight to
three categories: community service, research and the number of low-income students and graduate rate.
Also ranking high on the list of national universities were UCLA at No. 4; UC San Diego, 6; USC, 33;
UC Irvine, 72;University of San Diego, 97; University of La Verne, 163 ; Biola University, 168; and San
Diego State University, 176.
Among 202 liberal-arts colleges, severa
McKenna College, 10; Pomona College,
College, 134; and San Diego Christian Coll

ont and San Diego schools ranked high: Claremont
ey Mudd College, 17; Pitzer College, 91; Scripps

--Bettye Wells Miller
bmiller@PE. corn

Online at: http://www.pe.com/localnews/in land/stories/PE_News_Local_H_ranked11 .2a30e5b.html
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Uni vers ity of San Dieg o
Enrollm ent: 4,970 undergr aduate, 1,414 graduat e, and 1,164 law - 7 ,
(6 ,787 FTE)
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Setting : Urban. Located in San Diego, Californ ia, a city with a populat ion of 1,26
Topic(s ):
Enviro nmenta l Manage ment: Increas ing enforce ment of laws and policies
Program : Residen ce Assista nts Trainin g
Backgr ound:
positive relation s with
For the most part the Departm ent of Public Safety at the Univers ity of San Diego has enjoyed
the fact that there had
student s. But things started to change in the academ ic year starting in fall 2004 . Despite
relation s seemed less
that
been no particul ar inciden ts involvin g public safety officers and student s, officers noticed
k.com pages, most of
positive . And some student s were posting negative comme nts about the police on their Faceboo
reports of underag e
them revolvin g around alcohol inciden ts where public safety officers respond ed to calls for
alcohol and other
drinkin g in residenc e halls or minors in possess ion on campu s-all violatio ns of USD's campus
suggest ed some student s
drug policy. The serious ness of the situatio n was undersc ored by a Face book posting that
of a "booby trap ."
were plannin g to sabotag e officers respond ing to an alcohol inciden t by setting some sort
Progra m-Resi dent Assista nt Trainin g:
and graduat e student s
USO employs over 60 Residen t Assista nts in nine residenc e halls. RAs are undergr aduate
resourc es and
speciall y selected and trained to serve as facilitat ors of commu nity develop ment and to provide
n Residen ce Hall
referral s to residen ts living in each of their areas. RA respons ibilities include helping to maintai
's benefit and for the
Commu nity Standar ds and USD's Studen t Rules and Regulat ions, which are for the student
are not arbitrar ily
benefit of all residen ts of the USO commu nity. These Standar ds and Rules and Regulat ions
es of all individu als
determi ned; rather they are based on the principl es of conside ration for the rights and privileg
living in a group situatio n.
drug awaren ess training
Each year in the summe r before student s arrive on campus , RAs receive alcohol and other
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in order to serve the needs of the residential community. In addition, USD's Department of Public Safety equips
Resident Assistants with the knowledge and tools they need for conducting their own basic crime prevention
discussions in their residence halls by providing them with specialized security training each fall .
According to Larry Barnett, assistant vice president of finance and administration for public safety at USD, public
safety officers were more frequently being summoned to intervene into minor alcohol violations that could routinely
be handled by RAs. But RAs, along with a range of other campus officials and staff, are considered to be campus
security officials. RAs are trained to report crimes and other violations of campus rules and policies in accord with
established protocols. However, they were increasingly unwilling to intervene in non-emergency alcohol violations,
and instead were calling the public safety.
"Students started seeing our officers as the 'bad guys' out to spoil the party, instead of the folks who are on campus
to protect their health and safety," said Barnett. "We needed to get the message to the RAs, and students as well,
that it is primarily their responsibility to support a campus community that does not condone the illegal and
irresponsible use of alcohol."
So the summer 2005 RA training emphasized that for the non-emergency alcohol violations it is up to the RAs to
intervene in the event to advise students that they were violating the campus alcohol policy and to file reports in
accord with established protocols. To make it easier for RAs to file these reports, the Department of Public Safety
developed a Web-based form.
"We wanted to make it easy for students ·to document incidents. We simplified that process for them by making it an
easy-to-use electronic reporting form," said Barnett. "This system also makes it easier for us to monitor violations
and track how things are going."

Evaluation:
According to Barnett, once the criteria for when RAs should call campus police was spelled out-and the option of
calling the Public Safety Department for the minor violations was taken away-RAs did "step up to the plate" and
take on the responsibility for intervening with alcohol policy violators.
"As a result, calls to public safety decreased for minor violation, as did the negative comments on Facebook," said
Barnett. "The change made a positive difference. Our officers report a reduction in tensions with students ."

Contact:

Larry Barnett
Assistant Vice President of Finance and Administration for Public Safety
University of San Diego
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Young & Sharp - 08/20
12:01 PM PDT on Thursday, August 31, 2006
The Press-Enterprise

Lindsay Ridgeway
Guard against violence
Public schools have few options for preventing the prevalence of piercings, tattoos and excessive
jewelry. Even if one has a negative view of these items, every person has a right to make choices about
his or her body. Private schools have greater recourse when it comes to appearances, as they can accept
or deny students a place in their institutions.
The only line that can be drawn in public schools is a rule instructing students to cover tattoos that could
incite conflict or violence. This would be similar to dress codes rules that make students change if their
clothing reflects any gang affiliation or contains racially or sexually discriminatory language.
The same should go for body art -- if it offends in a derogatory way, it should be covered up.
Lindsay Ridgeway, 21, is a senior at the University of California, Riverside.
Erin Haugh
A void offending others
When it comes to school-age children expressing themselves, there is a place for the
administration to step in if the subject material of tattoos is highly offensive organ
piercings cause a distraction for the rest of the students.

district and
ti, or if body

I recognize that schoolteachers and administrators already have myriad issues
on a daily basis. However, I can also acknowledge the possible need to requir
bodily exposure for the benefit of others in school.
Erin Haugh, 24, of Rancho Mirage, is a graduate of the TJniversity of San piegQ.
Julie Vernon
Dress comfortably
School districts shouldn't deal with jewelry, tattoos and piercings in their dress codes. If some students
feel comfortable looking a certain way, then schools should leave it at that.
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MEMORIAL: Spencer lreidenrich, 14, Joe Rogers, 15, and Dylan McDonald, 15, all of Laguna
Beach, gather to grieve at a memorial on PCH in Laguna Beach where Max Caputo was struck
dead Saturday while riding his bike.
RYAN HODGSON-RIGSBEE, THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER
Monday,August21,200 6

Friends, family mourn tee·n killed in hit-and, run accident
17-year-old Max Caputo was hit Saturday while riding his
bike in Laguna Beach.
By SCOTT MARTINDALE
The Orange County Register
LAGUNA BEACH - Max Caputo's last words to his girlfriend were : "Nothing will happen to me."
With that, he ended his instant-messaging conversation with Kristin Drury at 3 a.m. Saturday
and, against her wishes, went for a bicycle ride down Pacific Coast Highway in Laguna Beach.
"I said, 'Please don't go,'" said Drury, 18. "But he said he was going. When he has lots to think
about, he takes walks or rides his bike. It's unfortunate it was so late at night."
Caputo, a 17-year-old Laguna Beach native, was struck by a motorist early Saturday morning
near PCH and Upland Road, about two blocks from his house. The motorist.fled, and Caputo
was pronounced dead at the scene.
"It was instant - he didn't feel a thing," his 19-year-old sister, Cassi Caputo, said. "One second
he was riding his bike. The next second, he was 'shredding the gnarly' in heaven."
Max Caputo, an affable Laguna Beach High senior who could often be found riding his skim
board off the city's picturesque coastline, used the word "gnarly" every chance he got.
His close-knit group of friends called themselves the "Gnarly Crew," and he even had bumper
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stickers and T-shirts printed with the catchphrase.
"It's just how we liked to chill," said Bryce Fontenot, 16, a Laguna Beach High senior who has
known Caputo since they were eighth-graders. "It was our crew, our friendship."
Just before Caputo went on his nighttime bike ride, he and Drury had decided to try a longdistance relationship after she went off to college, said Drury, who will be attending the
University of San Diego rJext month.
"We were going to st
much," she said .

er and try to make it work because we liked each other too

On Sunday afternoon, dozen
to's skim-boarding friends stopped by the PCH site
where he was struck down to pa~ _,, respects. They added flowers, cards, pictures and
candles to the growing makeshift memorial. Some left behind their skim boards with
handwritten messages of love and remembrance.
They mostly sat on the curb in stunned silence, fighting back tears.
"Max made the best of every situation," 13-year-old Gunnar Burns said. "When you were
having the worst day, he would make you smile."
Caputo loved action sports, including skateboarding, skim-boarding, snowboarding and
rollerblading, his friends said. He spent nearly every day of his summer at the beach.
Caputo's friends on Sunday recalled how, two days earlier, he had been talking to them about
modifications he had made to his skim-board, allowing him to do back-flips as he rode the
waves.
Caputo never got to show them the improved skim-board, his friends said .
After high school, Caputo planned to move to Mammoth and attend community college while
working as a snowboarding instructor, his sister said. ·
Passersby on PCH commented on the tragedy, explaining that it strikes hard in a small
community where everyone knows everyone.
"We live in a very beautiful bubble," said Laguna Beach resident Steve Lewis, a friend of
Caputo's father.
"This keeps us in touch with the reality that tragedies do happen."
Anyone with information about the case is asked to call 949-497-0701 .
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High school's Best Buddies club recognized
By Pat Sherman
UNION-TRIBUNE COMMUNITY NEWS WRITER

August 25, 2006

RANCHO BERNARDO - Whether it's a trip to the movies or a friendly text message during class, Jacquelyn
Derian and her peers are doing their part to assuage the anxiety and apprehension students with special
needs often feel.
Jacquelyn is president of Rancho Bernardo High School's
chapter of Best Buddies International, a nonprofit
organization that works to enhance the lives of people with
mental disabilities by pairing them with student mentors.
Rancho Bernardo High was one of 22 Best Buddies clubs
to receive an Outstanding Chapter Award at the
organization's annual Student Leadership Conference, held
July 21-24 at Indiana University.
Close to 1,300 students, representing 973 programs from
Canada, Colombia, Germany, Iceland, Spain, Saudi Arabia
and other countries, attended the conference.

a,,;:.__.,_ ___.._~
courtesy photo
Rancho Bernardo High School students who manned
the Best Buddies table during Club Rush Week were
(.from left) Jana Drake, Jose Barbara, Jacquelyn Derian,
Jesus Rios, Erin Aeling and Alaura Berry.

"It was really neat to see people from other countries,"
Jacquelyn said. "I asked a lot of people for feedback on
different situations I struggled with (during) the past year. We all have our strengths. Just coming
together really encourages you and gives you good ideas."

The leadership retreat offers students guidance on how to operate a Best Buddies chapter, recruit new
members, plan activities and help engage people with disabilities in their community.
The Best Buddies program pairs special-education students, known as "best buddies," with "peer
buddies" from the general student population. Last year, the Rancho Bernardo chapter had 40 members,
more than enough peer buddies for the 18 special-education students in need of mentors.
"You have to go through an interview process to become a peer buddy," said Jacquelyn, a senior. "I
make the decision, along with the special-education adviser, (as to) who the peer buddies are paired up
with.
"The kids that aren't paired up, it doesn't necessarily mean they're not qualified; it's just that we don't
think they necessarily made a good match."
Chapter members who are not paired serve as associate members, helping run club functions and
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activities.
"We all pretty much have the same part in the chapter, but peer buddies do things with their buddies on
the weekend," Jacquelyn said. "We go out to eat, to the high school football games, the Padres games pretty much anything we would do with our other friends ." ·
Jacquelyn serves as a peer buddy to 15-year-old Kyle Raney.
"He really, really likes to go to the movies, and he's really into sports," Jacquelyn said. "We play
baseball together. He likes to go out to McDonald's; that's his favorite place."
When interviewing an applicant to become a peer buddy, Jacquelyn said she looks for someone with a
"good heart" and "dedication."
"It's a lot of time," she said. "We need to look for a person who we know would be loyal to their buddy
and not let them down."
Peer buddies also must have patience to deal with any emotional or behavioral fluctuations a best buddy
may experience. During the student leadership conference, chapter presidents gain the skills necessary to
help students with disabilities through rough patches, which they then share with chapter members.
"Every student is different in how they handle things, so you just need to know them really well,"
Jacquelyn said.
Jacquelyn's mother, Loretta, said her daughter was able to share with other members some of the
experience she gained interacting with her 19-year-old sister, Claire, who has Down syndrome.
Loretta said she has seen Jacquelyn'
her sophomore year.
"I think it's matured her to lo
weaknesses," she said.
Jacquelyn said she wan
University of San Diego.

mpassion blossom since she joined the Best Buddies chapter in

ee the gifts and abilities that people have and not just focus on their

ursue an education in occupational therapy in college, perhaps at the

Larry Foster, who serves as a faculty adviser to the chapter, said that while special-education students
receive friendship and encouragement from the relationship, both sides get an opportunity to experience
something larger than themselves.
"All of us need to be taken out of our comfort zone (and) exposed to something different in life," Foster
said. "Because of that, very simply, everyone grows."

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/northcounty/20060825-9999-m1 m25tfrbdo.html
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Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Local students score scholarships
Contributed by: Liz Holzemer on 8/13/2006
The 2 nd Annual Michael S. Jacobs Memorial Golf Tournament has made it possible for four local students to defray
college expenses this fall. Thunder Ridge High School graduate, Riley Andrews.is attending the University of Colorado ;
Arvada High School graduate, Andrew Bartlett, is attending the Colorado School of Mines; Regis High School graduate,
Daniel Larson is attending Loyola Marymount University and Grandview High School graduate, Blake Tagmeyer is
attending the niversi of San Die o because each received a $2,000 scholarship during the recently held tournament at
Golden's Fossil Trace Golf Club.
Each student was required to write an
of recommendation and community se

plaining the impact golf or baseball has had on their lives. Academics, letters
also taken into account.

Todd Helton, Joe Sakic and Tiger Woods
possible.

hed memorabilia helped make the silent auction scholarship fund

Slammers Baseball , Meningioma Mommas, lz
hole sponsors during the event.

ehama , and the Ed Berman Family were a few of the proud repeat

The Michael S. Jacobs Foundation was established in early 2005 after the unexpected death of Slammers Baseball coowner, Mike Jacobs.
Everyone who knew "Jake" as he was often called , used to describe him as "bigger than life," says foundation executive
director, Mark Holzemer. "Everything about his presence was BIG-his personality, his generosity, his grand entrance into
rooms, his embracing bear hugs and his contagious laughter."
To honor Mike's life, Holzemer and Mike's family established the Michael S. Jacobs Foundation to provide collegiate
scholarships to high school area baseball and golf athletes with a strong academic background.
To make a donation and learn more about the Michael S. Jacobs Foundation, visit www.ms jfoundation.org
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September 14
CITIZEN'S ACADEMY
This is a 10-week course designed
to engage diverse members of the San
Diego community in participation,
communication, and mutual learning
and understanding of the criminal justice system. We are bringing together
a diverse group of speakers from the
District Attorney's office, judiciary, law
enforcement, defense bar, and media.
Our class memebers are community
leaders and individuals with a strong
sense of community and commitment
to building bridges between criminal
justice system and the citizens of the
San Diego region. Sept. 14 through
Nov. 16. From 6 to 8:30 p.m. at Joan
B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice,
•
·
·D"
998 Alcala
Park. San Diego CA
Look up
www.sdcda.org.
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Daily Business Report
August 17, 2006

San Diego's annual conference on green design, building and decision making on
Sept. 13-15 is expected to draw more than 3 50 professionals from throughout the
West. The conference, to be staged at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and
Justice at USD is resented jointly by the local chapters of the U.S. Green
Building Coun &DIN.Ile American Institute of Architects. The event will
present green des- •- Dlll~ rs and policymakers with the challenges faced by
the building industry.
Keynote speakers will include unter Lovins, a speaker and Time Magazine's
2000 "Hero of the Planet" ; Alan Durning, founder and executive director of the
Sightline Institute, a sustainability organization based in the Pacific Northwest;
and Steven Badanes, a professor of architecture at the University of Washington
who has lectured on sustainable building practices at over I 00 universities
throughout North America and Europe. For additional information, visit
sandiegogreen.org.
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10-week Citizen's Academy
classes to start on Sept. 14
SAN DIEGO, Calif. -The of- tion, communication, and mutufice of the District Attorney an- al learning and understanding
nou nced that classes for a 10- of the criminal justice system.
week course called 'Citizen's
The office of the District
'Academy' will start on Septem- Attorney will bring together a diber 14, 2006.
verse group of speakers from the
Citize.n 's Academy is a 10- judiciary, law enforcement, deweek course designed to engage fense bar and media to talk.durdiverse members of the San ing . the classes. The 10-week
Diego community in participa- classes will meet Thursday

evenings beginning September
14 through November 16, 2006,
from 6:00 to 8:30 PM. The two
and a half hours weekly classes
will be held at the J oan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Ju stice,
University of San\Diego, 5998
Alcala P ark, San Die 92110.
Class par ticipants sh o
community leaders a nd indi
uals with a str ong sense of com
munity a nd commitment to
building bridges between t he

criminal ju stice syst em and the
citizens of the San Diego region.
Citizen's Academy is sponsored by the District Attorney's
office in partn ership with the
San Diego Sheriff's Department
at no cost to participants. The
deadline for submitting applications is September l. For more
· nformation , ple a se contact
·.dge Costanza, Citizen's AcaCoordin a tor at (619) 531o r email h e r at
tanza@sdcda.org.
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Th e Fro nt Por ch
NEWS AND NOTES ABOUT REAL ESTATE AND OUR BUILT ENVIRONMENT

San Diego Green conference opens Sept. 13 at USD
ours, technical work hops and inspirational speakers will highlight
the third annual San Diego Green
conference Sept. 13-15 at the
of San Diego'sJoan B. Kroc Institut
Peace & Justice.
The event is sponsored by the local
chapters of the U.S. Green Building Coun
cil and the American In titute of Architects.
The first day will include technical
workshops on green-building standard
for new construction and commercial
interiors.
The second day is organized around
three tracks with panel di cussions and
industry leaders. There al o will be a
showcase of green-building product .
Speakers on Sept. 14 include Alan
Durning, executive director of the Seattle-based Sightline Institute, formerly the
Northwest Environment Watch group,
who will talk on "From Single Building to Strong Communitie " - how

T

scattered green-building efforts can be
linked to develop environmentally su tainable place .
Also, t ven Paul Badane , architecture
profe sor at the College of Architecture &
Urban Planning at th Univer ityofWa hon, will discu s hi approach to proj cts
·nvolve craft men and de igner living
during construction.
r Lovins, founding profe or of
e management at th Presidio
anagement in San Franci co,
will
on "Green Development - Integrating Real E tate and E ology."
On the final day bu
will take participants on a tour of local green-building
projects.
Registration information for the conference is available at the San Diego Green
Web site, www. andi gogreen.org, or
from co-chairwoman Jean Zagrodnik at
(619) 528-1199.
- ROGER M. SHOWLEY
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Freshmen
get leg up
in opener
.vs.Azusa
By Nlcole Var9as ·
STAFF WRITER

It's rare for a true freshman to
step onto the field as a starter in his
first collegiate football game.
But when
ets Azusa Pacific tomorrow ·
er for both team
um, a pair of fres
first-string punters.
USD will rely on the le
ana product John McSorley,
the Cougars turn punting duti
over to Seattle native Andrew Lutton.
. The ability of McSorley to jump
m and start at this point in his
career speaks to the talent of the
Toreros freshman class, which
USD coach Jim Harbaugh said will
make an impact right away.
"'This is the beginning of that,"
Harbaugh said. "John's done an
outstanding job punting in training
camp,. and we trust him (with that
role)."
McSorley, who was born at
Camp Pendletoh but prepped at Indiana's Penn High, played soccer
for 12 years before taking up football. He won't be the only freshman
seeing time this year, either.
"I'm not afraid to play freshmen,"
tlarbaugh said. "I'm not scared of
that at all. We have a freshman
class that will play significantly this

WIIJFriday?
Originally scheduled for 'Saturday night, USD' season opener
was moved up
of a conflict
with an address
resident
Craig
Dr. Mary Lyons a
Pavilion.
"It worked out really
Harbaugh said. "It let us
camp earlier and gave us a
day of prep time for (Azusa
ic)."

captains named
Seniors Josh Brisco and Jon
Polk have been named defensive
· and offensive team captains, Harpaugh announced earlier this
week. Brisco is a two-time All-PFL
honorable mention cornerback
from Tucson; Polk is a running
back out of Compton Dominguez
High.

·Azusa Pacific connections
First-y·e ar head coach Victor

Santa Cruz has spent the last six
years orl--Ole Azusa Pacific staff, the
last three as offensive coordinator.
Credit a local legend, though, with
influencing his coaching style.
Before coaching the Cougars,
Santa Cruz spent five years mentoring the linebackers at El Camino
High under Herb Meyer, the winningest high school football coach
in the San Diego Section.
The game will also serve as a
homecoming for a dozen Azusa Pacific players. Among the local products penciled in to start are senior
center Steve Mejia (La Costa Canyon), junior defensive end Casey
Roel (Santa Fe Christian) and
sophomore linebacker Kenny
Simmons (San Diego).

NlceleV•tas: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com

year."
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Defending title
will test Toreros
By Nicole Varl)as,

STAFF wR;TER

Months after completing its best season ever, the
USD football team is eager to pick up where it left off.
ros kick off the 2006 season today with
camp for some 110 student-athletes on
pus.
The an
the upcoming season is only
intensified a
· er of 16 of its last 17
contests - has
to win the restructured
Pioneer Football Le
The Toreros also enter the season as the top-ranked team in The Sports Network 1-M Mid-Major Top
10.
"We know what our conference is all about,.and we
know it is really good football," Harbaugh said in
preseason interview with 1-M.org. '1bere's no
breathers. It's seven straight weeks of competitive
football."
Nearly 50 athletes return from last year's 11-1
squad, which followed an undefeated run through the
PFL North Division with a victory over Morehead
State for the PFL championship and the No. 1 final
ranking in The Sports Network 1-M Mid-Major poll.
Four preseason All-Americans lead the Toreros,
paced by junior quarterback Josh Johnson, who
passed for 3,256 yards and 36 touchdowns in 2005.
Johnson is joined -by junior defensive end Eric Bakhtiari, junior offensive center Jordan Paopao (El Camino) and Kyson Hawkins (Fallbrook), a senior linebacker who has recovered from a shoulder injury.
Their experience will be key as USD finds itself
defending its championship against a deeper lineup
now that the PFL has returned to a non-divisional
format for the first time since 2000.
Each of the eight conference members will p1ay
each other, with the winner set to face the champion
of the Northeast Conference in the Gridiron Classic
on Nov. 18. Central Connecticut State and Stony
Brook shared the NEC title last season.
USD opens with a rare Friday night game. The
Toreros are to face NAIA power Azusa Pacific on
Sept 1 at Torero Stadium.
Nlcele v-..s: (619) 293-1390;

nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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Johnson won't be passing fancy
QB aims to build on
USD's 2005 success
clkto
By Nicole Var9as
STAFF WRITER

Usually busy selling tickets at
the front gate, Rosemary Whisenton recalls she had little opportunity to watch her son play high
school football at Oakland Tech.
It wasn't until quarterback Jos h

Johnson was a sophomore last
season a~that Whisenton finally got a
see the type
d become.
of player her
And what
left her impressed . .
"It was really
ton said. "I didn't
good as he was."
Once uncertain h
play football at the c
Johnson turned plenty
last year, putting togethe

['► TOR-EROS
CONTINUED FROM PA GE 01

•

QB Johnson rejects
.big schools' offers

w

A

cent of his passes.
"It was remarkable what he was
able to do last year, grasping the of7
fense and spitting it out like a 10-year
veteran in the NFL who's been in the
West Coast system," Toreros coach
Jim Harbaugh said. "Josh did not play
his freshman year significantly. He
played no spring ball. He basically
went three, four weeks into training
camp and had it and continued to get
better."
Harbaugh, whose team opened fall
camp yesterday in preparation for its
Sept 1 opener against Azusa Pacific,
remains a staunch believer in his
young passer. The coach recently was
quoted as saying he believed Johnson
- who set a handful of season records
in his first year as a starter - is the

America season that ended with
USD winning a Pioneer Football
League championship.
"It was almost perfect," Johnson
said. "We knew we could win a
championship, but we didn't know
what it would be like. It was a
great feeling."
The 6-foot-3, 180-pounder
passed for 3,256 yards and 36
touchdowns, completing 70 perSEE

Toreros, D6

best junior quarterback in college football.
"He has everything you want in a
quarterback," Harbaugh said.
That endorsement is only solidified
when considering Johnson enters his
junior year with increased speed and
strength, not to mention a hw1ger fo r ·
more success.
"As a player and a team, we don't
want to live off last year," Johnson
said. "We want to do better than that"
Harbaugh is €}uick to point out that
his team has no choice but to improve
if it wants to make progress toward its
next goal: gaining a spot in the NCAA
Division 1-M playoffs. ribe Toreros
finished last season ranked No. 1 io
The Sports Network 1-M Mid-Major ·
poll, but it wasn't good enoug h to
crack the 16-team 1-M bracket
"If we play as good as we played last
year, it won't be good enough," Harbaugh said. ''To be a premier team in
1-M is the course we've chosen.
That's what our players want, along
with the staff, and we're going to take
our swings at it."

Josh Johnson threw 36 touchdown passes
last season. , K.C. Alfred I Union-Tribune

A good part of that begins with .
Johnson , who will be charged with
leading an offense that graduated a
pair of record-setting receivers in Nick
Garton and Adam Hannula but returns
a group that Johnson describes as explosive.
That said, Johnson is still aware that
USD's recent success means plenty of
teams will be targeting the Toreros,
and on no single player will the bull's-'
eye be bigger than on him.
Johnson, though, welcomes that.
"I play the game like I always have
something to prove," he said. "I understand teams are going to come after
me, but I like that because it's more
competitive. The more competitive it
is, the more fun it is." ,
Still, Johnson isn't willing to forget
where he came from , and what it was
like when his drean1 of playing college
football was all but dashed by an injury
his junior season in high school that
scared off every recruiter but Harbaugh.
It was that loyalty, Johnson said,
that kept him from seriously consider-

ing transferring after his sophomore
y±
· at USD when Division I schools
c , e calling with scholarship offers in
ha d.
Instead, he remains in the ~oreros'
non-scholarship program, where Johnson said he pays his tuition with student loans but believes the investment
is worth it.
"I was raised to be loyal, and (Harbaugh is) the one who took a chance
on me," said Johnson, who is majoringin business administration. "That's
why I wouldn't leave. The opportunity
was there, but I wasn't going to take it.
I've grown so much here and I'm comfortable here."
That attitude has at least one fan of
Johnson's beanling with pride.
"By Harbaugh being a football player, he will learn a lot more from him,"
said Whisenton, who raised Johnson
and his three siblings on her own.
"And he has. (Harbaugh has) made a
young man out of him."
Nicole Yar9as: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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;1awkins having
blastatUSD
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH C OUNTY TIMES

SAN DIEGO - The morning football practice had
wrapped up on the University San Diego's Manchester
Athletic Field . Players
stripped down to T-shirts and
trudged off the practice field.
Some started the walk up
a hill to the locker room for
lunch and rest before the second of two-a-day drills. Others with cars parked nearby,
cro~d the street to parking
spots.
· Toreros senior linebacker
Kyson Hawkins, a Fallbrook
High alumnus, had three
- 1 '\yers sitting in the bed of
pickup truck and two 0th-
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ers leaning on the sid .
patiently waited for Hawkin
to finish an interview without
offering a comment to hurry
up.
Yeah, football is a little
different at a Division I-AA
mid-major program such as
USD.
Do you think highly recruited Division I-A athletes
would have waited so long for
a ride? At some infamous
schools known for excesses
on and off the field, the car
and passengers would have
been long gone, even though
Hawkins still held the keys.
"This place is better than
playing for a Division I-A program," Hawkins said. ''I think

C OURTESY

USD

USD senior linebacker Kyson Hawkins, a Fallbrook High gradltate, Is the Toreros' leading returning tackler with 64.

Hawkins had
opportunities to
► USD, C-4
try Division I-A
Continued from C-1
football, but he
said he turned
we get the best coaching in the
down invitations
country. (Defensive coordinator)
as a walk-on athDave Adolph has coached more
lete at San Diego
than 30 years in the NFL <Uld colState and College. (Head coach) Jim Harbaugh Hawkins
orado
State.
played and coached in the league,
Many high school
and other coaches have a lot of ex- football prospects without a scholperience."
arship offer prefer to take a
The Toreros, who open their chance on proving they can play
season against Azusa Pacific on Division I-A football, but Hawkins
Sept. 1 at Torero Stadium, are the said he picked USD over the
preseason No. 1-ranked team in Aztecs for the chance to play soonthe The Sports Nework Division I- er and USD over Colorado State
AA Mid-Major poll. The Toreros for the San Diego sunshine.
finished last season ranked No. 1
"Kyson is a tremendous team
with an 11-1 record after defeating leader and student of the game,"
Morehead State for the Pioneer Harbaugh said. "He talks a lot to
Football League championship.
his teammates about camaraderie
Hawkins, a 6-foot-1, 230- and players trusting each other. He
pounder; is one of four USD play- brings toughness and talent to the
ers named a preseason Division I- game. He's learned a lot of about
AA Mid-Major All-American by the game under Dave Adolph, and
The Sports Network and is the he always wants to learn more."
team's leading returning tackler
His best games have come
with 64 despite missing three against the Toreros' toughest opgames with a shoulder injury that ponents. Hawkins had a seasonrequired offseason surgery. The high 14 tackles in an upset over
other All-Americans are junior Ivy League power Yale, a victory
center Jordan Paopao (El Camino that marked the first time the
High), junior quarterback Josh Toreros beat an Ivy school - sigJohnson (Oakland Tech) and jun- nificant because Harbaugh wants
ior defensive end Eric Bakhtiari to project his program as an "Ivy
(Burlingame).
League of the West."

Hawkins is part of a Fallbrook
pipeline to USD largely because
two former Fallbrook teammates
decided to drop their college baseball careers ·10 resume football at
USD. Evan Harney was playing at
UC Irvine and Philip Bretsch at
UC San Diego. Harney was a Division I-AA Mid-Major All-American
in 2004 before a head injury in a
freak accident ended his career
just before the 2005 season started and Bretsch was a first-team
All-PFL defensive back as a senior
last year.
"They told me they were coming here and when I took a look at
the school, I liked what I saw,"
Hawkins said. "I wanted to stay
close to home - I love San Diego
- and I thought the program had
potential. That's been proven since
fve been here."
Hawkins is one of the last links
still playing football to Fallbrook's
magical season in 2001 when the
Warriors won the CIF San Diego
Section Division I title under former coach Randy Blankenship. He
was a starter as a sophomore.
"One of the reasons I like playing here is we have that same excitement you feel in high school
football," Hawkins said. "I love the
guys and coaches on the teain. I
wouldn't want to be anywhere but
playing football and getting an education at this school."
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Torero lives up to family name
■

USD's Paopao
brings All-American
status to O-line
TOM SHANAHAN
Cou TY T IM ES

FO R THE N ORTH

SAN DIEGO - From
Oceanside's East side to Buccaneer Beach, from Oceanside High' s Simcox Field to
El Camino High's Herb Meyer Stadium, the surname
Paopao is recognized as the
city's First F~y of Football.

Even the pronunciation ex- .of ~u pjegg junior center
Jor an Paopao -Tony's son
claims the sport-Pow-Pow!
The past four decades - is carving out a Division Ihave seen the first football AA Mid-Major All-American
generation of Paopaos extend career for the Toreros on the
the reach of their Samoan quaint private-school campus.
The 5-foot-10, 290-pounder
surname - by Joe Paopao to
Long Beach State and the from El Camino is the poster
Canadian Football League as boy for USD's football advera quarterback and a coach; tising campaign this year.
by Tony Paopao to UCLA, Cal Paopao is pictured poised to
Lutheran, the NFL and USFL snap a football for a poster
as a running back; and the that is placed at bus stops
late Mickey Paopao to San around San Diego. The picture
also is on the cover of USD's
Diego State as a linebacker.
Among the second genera- football ticket brochure.
tion, you can add to the list
► TOREROS, C-8
Alcala Park, where University----........

USO offensive lineman Jordan Paopao (63), a retumlng AI-Ameflcal, Is the latest in a long llne of football-playing ~ -

136

► USD
'
Continued from C-1

"Oh, yeah, I know about
the Paopao family," said thirdyear USD coach Jim Harbaugh, a veteran of 15 NFL
seasons as a quarterback. "I
can't say enough about Jordan Paopao. He's our AllAmerican offensive lineman.
We feel he's one of the best in
the country at our level."
Ah, there's the rub. If he
was four or five inches taller
playing at the Division I-A
level, the "our level" qualifier wouldn't be necessary.
"He's got incredible balance, great feet and toughness," Harbaugh said. "He's
a football player."
That's what Paopao decided long ago - that he would
play a game bred into his
Polynesian genes with passion and by utilizing what he
possesses instead of lamenting what he lacks.
"fve always been underestimated because I'm short,
but I don't think there is any
substitute for work ethic," he
said. "That puts me above a
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USO features El Camino alumnus Jordan Paopao in ads.

lot of bigger players. If I worried about everything that
held me back over the years,
rd be at home doing nothing.
I accept what God gave me
and I move on. That's what
rm doing right now."
More like moving upward
with his teammates than
merely moving on.
The Toreros finished last
season with the best record in
school history and their first

outright Pioneer Football
League championship. USD
was 11-1, losing only to Princeton in a non-conference road
game. The Toreros won the
PFL North Division title, then
defeated PFL South champion Morehead State in the conferem;:e championship game.
USD, which ended the
season ranked No. 1 in The
Sports Network I-AA MidMajor poll, opens the 2006
season as the preseason No.
1 in the same poll.
Paopao snaps the ball to a
quarterback Harbaugh considers to have NFL draft pick
potential - junior Josh Johnson. Last year, Johnson threw
for 3,256 yards with 36 touchdowns.
Johnson, Paopao, senior
linebacker Kyson Hawkins
(Fallbrook High) and junior
defensive end Eric Bakhtiari
all earned preseason AllAmerica honors for mid-major schools.
The mid-major classification means USD is outside
the realm of I-AA schools
that earn berths in the
NCAA I-AA playoffs. The
Toreros would need an atlarge bid to reach the

NCAAs - a situation not unlike San Diego State and
Mountain West Conference
schools trying to crack the
Bowl Championship Series.
. "Pm not sure we can make
the playoffs, but that's a goal
everyone would love to have
up here," Paopao says, raising
his right hand above his head.
''It might make people change
their minds about our program. Our coaches run this
program like a Division I-A
school, and I wouldn't want to
be anywhere else. You can't
beat the coaching and mentoring we get at this school."
It's a school where the
Paopao name has found another football home.

•••

·TORERO NOTES -

USD opened
practice with 4 7 returning athletes, but
one player who isn't bock is RB Evll1 Harney, the Fallbrook High alum that coach
.Im Hatac,i considered a Division I-A ta~
ent The NCAA denied Hamey's application
for a medical redshirt and a sixth year of
eligibility. Harre,, missed the 2005 season
with a head injury suffered in a freak fall
days before the opening of fall camp ....
USD opens the season on Sept 1 against
Azusa Pacific at Torero Stadium. The
Cougars' first-year head coach Is VlctlOr
s.rta Cruz, a Rancho Buena Vista HWJ
AJI-CIF linebacker who played at Hav,taii.
Santa Cruz, 33, was the school's defeo.
sive coordinator the past tv.o years.
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Sports media JAY POSNER
wo years have become
oneweek.
San Diego State will play
its first football game of 2006 at
7:30 p.m. Thursday at Qualcomm Stadium. CS'IV will televise the contest to a national audience - if you don't count all
the people who don't have access to CS'IV.
Which means anyone with
Cox Cable.
Which means about half of
San Diego County.
Which means a potential
problem.
"We keep calling both sides
and say, 'How are we doing?' "
SDSU Athletic Director Jeff
Schemmel said yesterday.
So?
"It depends on the day,"
Schemmel said. "I'm encouraged. We've talked about this
being an 11th-hour deal- and
we're getting to that point. But
I'd really be concerned and upset if I knew they had broken
off negotiations."
Officials from Cox's national
office in Atlanta and CS'IV
spoke at least three times this
week. But Brian Bedol, CEO of
CS'IV, said from New York that
about two months ago Cox
"laid out terms that were acceptable" for carriage of CS'IV
and The mtn., the Mountain
West Conference's new regional network. Bedol said those
terms were used as a basis for
successful negotiations with
Comcast and other operators.
"So far Cox, even though it
those terms, has not
carry the network,"

T

w

co

Getting Cox to air Aztecs on
The mtn. reriiains uphill climb

Bedol said. "It's in their court. ..
Oris it?
"That's not accurate," said
Craig Nichols, vice president
and general manager of Coxowned Channel 4 San Diego.
"We are hopeful we can come
to a deal. The gap has been narrowed. But we're still substantially apart."
CS'IV already is on Tune
Warner Cable -which is in
more than 25 percent of county
homes- as well as Direc1V
and Dish Network. The task is
to get those operators to carry
The mtn. To that end, Bedol
said he was having "very good
discussions" with Tune Warner
and "making good progress
with the satellite guys."
Schemmel said The mtn. is
"the most important piece.
That's the one that will have the
majority of our games (six football games are scheduled) and
all of our other events."
Tune is running out, obviously, butJavan Hedlund, MWC
assistant commissioner for
communications, said no one
should be surprised. He said
the history of regional sports
networks is that deals are not
struck until the last minute even though the conference
and CS'IV signed their original
contract in August 2004.
"Look at the battle the NFL
Network is having" with Tune
Warner, Hedlund said. "We're
still very optimistic."
Schemmel won't go that far,
probably because it's out of his
hands. But nor will he panic.
"I'm in anxious mode," he

said.
That's what happens when
two years become one week.

FllppinCJ channels
• The size of the crowds at
Petco Park for this week's
showdown series with the
Dodger_s might have been a little disappointing, but now we
know why: Padres fans decided
to stay home and watch on
Channel 4 San Diego. The

three games drew increasingly
larger Nielsen ratings - 9.2 on
Monday, 9.6 on Tuesday and
9.8 on Wednesday, making
them the three highest-rated
games this season aside from
_the April 3 opener (10.5).
• Speaking of Channel 4, its
first "Thursday Night Football"
high school game comes up
next week, with Oceanside facing Helix at 7:05. It's the first of
11 weekly telecasts during the

regular season, followed by the
playoffs. Steve Quis and John
Weisbarth announce.
• If you need a high school
football fix before then, KUSI
Channel 51 kicks off its eighth
season of the "Prep Pigskin Report" with a season preview at
11: 11 tonight. Paul Rudy anchors the weekly one-hour
show.
- • The Tennis Channel has its
first Grand Slam tournament after announcing a multiyear
agreement with the French
Open for cable 1V rights previously held by ESPN2. (NBC
has the broadcast 1V rights.)
Tennis Channel is in just 10 million homes, about 80 million
fewer than ESPN2. The Tennis
Channel has the right to su~license the tournament to another carrier such as ESPN2, Versus (currently OLN) or USA.
• Good luck to XX Sports Radio alum Alan Horton, who is
moving to Seattle to work for
the Sonics as executive producer and update anchor for the
team's radio broadcasts. He1l
also be the play-by-play voice of
the WNBA Storm.
• The sister station to XX,
17~AM. will become the first
commercial radio station to carwhen the Torery~ i
none week
ros ope
will
from to ·
call all 11
SDSU coach T,
ing as a color analys·
home games.
• Maybe I'm in the minon
here, but I think the NFL Network can gain from what Bry-

-~IY

ant Gumbel said recently
about Gene Upshaw. The
league can express outrage
over Gumbel's misguided comments, but it also can boost the
network's credibility by keeping him employed. It would not
be wise for the league to deter
all dissenting opinion from its
network - especially when it
already has speak-no-evil announcers such as Joe Theismann working for its 1V ~ ners. If you missed it,
Theismann said on ESPN Radio that Gumbel "is the type of
person we don't need representing our product." Our Product? Does he work for the NFL?
• Leave it to Matt Vasgersian to liven up a dull promo
while also giving me company
in taking shots at a certain radio
station. On a recent Padres telecast he said: "Let me point
something out that's very important- the Wemdl Wire is
something that's barely audible
and it contains meaningless
transactions for third-string
DBs in the NFL The Friar Wire
is entirely more important."
• LastweekitwasJim
Nantz working a doubleheader
that included the Chargers; tomorrow it's Josh Lewin. He1l
call Yankees-Angels in Anaheim at 1 p.m. on Fox, then try
to avoid the CHP as he speeds
down 1-5 to work SeahawksChargers at 8 p.m. on Rock
105.3FM.
J a y ~ (619) 293-1834;
jay.posnertlunlontrlb.com
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Long era starts with UTEP-SDSU matchup
BERNI E WILSON
Assoc ia ted Press

SAN DIEGO - The San Diego State Aztecs are eager to beat Texas-El Paso to open the Chuck Long era, then try to
follow the Miners' blueprint for a turnaround .
Long will make his head coaching debut Thursday night when his Aztecs, who haven't been to a bowl game since 1998,
face a Miners team that has rediscovered how to win under Mike Price .
The Miners were awful before Price took over, stumbling to three stra ight two-win seasons. Price has led them to two
straight 8-4 seasons and consecutive bowl appearances .
The Aztecs could only dream of one bowl appearance, let alone two straight.
"We have a tough task in UTEP," Aztecs quarterback Kevin O'Connell said. "They're one of those teams coming back that
have been to two straight bowl games. They're kind of where we would like to be maybe two years down the line from
now, coming into a season with two straight bowl games under their belts.
"We've got this one circled. We want this one pretty bad. "
Any win would be big at this point for the Aztecs, who want to get headed in the right direction under Long, the former
star quarterback at Iowa who was an assistant coach for 11 seasons before inheriting a program desperate for a revival.

(

SDSU has gone 30- 51 since playing in the Las Vegas Bowl in 1998. Since the Mountain West Conference was formed in
1999, SDSU is the only team that hasn 't had a winning record or been to a bowl game.
"I think it's important to win this game, not only for this program, but for the community as well," Long said . "It's a
starving community for winning Aztec football. It's been a whi le."
Long thinks the Aztecs can win now and go to a bowl game.
"The feeling I've had all along with this team from day one is they're tired of losing," he said . "They want to win ."
UTEP is on a three-game losing streak. The Miners were 8-1 last year before losing their last two regular-season games
and getting routed by Toledo in the GMAC Bowl.
"We don't want to get caught reading our press clippings like we did last year in November," Price said . "We read too
much of what was being printed and thought we were better than we were. We can't be like that."
The Miners won 't be at full strength . Tight end Casey Mauch and linebacker Emeri Spence were suspended for the opener
for violating team rules .
And UTEP isn't qu ite sure what to expect from the Aztec
Iowa career, that doesn't necessarily mean he's totally ·
running backs, starting with jun ior tailback Lynell Ha
"We don't know what they're going to do," Price
game plan, because that's where the coordinat
be flexible, adaptable and expect the unexpec

ough Long threw for more than 10,000 yards in his
ith the passing game. San Diego State has four good

e were playing Oklahoma or Kansas State we'd have a better
om . We've had a lot of time to prepare for this, but we have to

"I'd rather be playing the \lniversity of San Diego than San Diego State, although the University of San Diego is a pretty
darn good Division II school, " Price joked, referring to the team coached by Jim Harbaugh , which is actually Division I-
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SDSU certainly knows what to expect. Long singled out senior quarterback Jordan Palmer, wide receiver Johnnie Lee
Higgins and running back Marcus Thomas as the players his defense will need to stop.
Palmer is the younger brother of Cincinnati Bengals quarterback Carson Palmer. He already holds nearly every school
passing record, including 7,489 career yards and 62 touchdowns.
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Anger manages to put soccer skills to use
Camarillo sen ior is one of top-ranked high school punters in the nation
BY IVAN OROZCO, Staff Writer
Inside SOCAL

CAMARILLO - Camarillo High punter Bryan Anger began developing his kicking skills in the backyard of his childhood home .
But he wasn't kicking a football.
Anger would chase alter soccer balls, kicking them back to his father. It wasn't long befor.
best athlete in the family , better than his older brothers .
"He was molded by his brothers," said Mike Anger, Bryan's father. "He's kind of a
he'll get it done."
Anger, about 5 years old when he started dribbling soccer balls with his feet, w
e
scholarship to UC Irvine, then leave to kick footballs at th$ University of San Dieg~
4

nts realized he might be the

ssin . Put a challenge in front of him,

his brother Mike Anger receive a soccer

Now Bryan, a 6-foot-4, 190-pound senior, is regarded as one of the best punters in the country . He is rated as the No. 2
prospect among punters and kickers by the national recruiting Web site Rivals .com . Billy Bennett from Torrey Pines of San Diego
is No .1.
Chris Sailer, Anger's personal kicking coach, has the Scorpions' punter No . 1 on his list.
"(Anger is) not just the prototypical punter," Sailer said . "He's very athletic . Talent like his is hard to find among high school
kids."
Sailer, a former Notre Dame High of Sherman Oaks and UCLA star and regarded among the finest kickers in state history,
started working with Anger last October. His pupil finished first in punting at a LasVegas combine in January and has trained this
year with former and current USC and UCLA punters. Sailer was the personal coach of UCLA kicker Kai Forbath, who also
attended Notre Dame .
Anger has been offered scholarships from Cal, Oregon, Washington, LSU, Boise State and Northwestern .
He visited Oregon and Washington earlier this month, but has not committed.
"The money spent on coaching will be a drop in the bucket when he signs his letter of intent," Anger's father said . "Bryan didn't
want us to hire a coach, but because Camarillo doesn't have a kicking coach, we felt he could use the help ."
The Scorpions are looking to defend their Pacific View League title, and they'll look for more than just big kicks from Anger, who
also is a wide receiver.
"You are probably thinking he's just a good punter, and that's it,''. the elder Mike Anger said . "In Camarillo, people are getting
their eyes open. He's a pretty good punter, but he's a surprising athlete at wideout."
To Anger, forcing fair catches is what matters - more than recruiters and rankings .
"It's pretty crazy," Anger said . "I 've only been doing this for four or five months. The recruiters and rankings are only part of it.
Kicking the ball is what I really like to do ."
ivan .orozco@dailynews.com
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Sacramento State defeated the Boise State gymnasts in the WAC Gymnastics Championships last year. They
are hosting the NCAA National Track and Field Championships again this year. And , their football team will be in
Boise next Thursday for their first-ever game with the Broncos on the Blue Turf of Bronco Stadium. Meet Coach
Steve Mooshagian and his Hornet staff.
Coach Steve Mooshagian, a graduate of Fresno State, leads Sacramento State . Mooshagian is entering his
fourth year as head coach of the Hornets. He believes the team is poised to make a move in the Big Sky
Conference. Members of Mooshagian's first recruiting class are now seniors .
During his tenure in Sacramento, Mooshagian has coached three Division I-AA All-Americans, including wide
receiver Fred Arney, who is now with the San Francisco 49'ers, a Freshman All-American (free safety Brett
Shelton) and 13 all-Big Sky selections .
After coaching high school , Mooshagian caught on with his alma mater, serving as an assistant coach (receivers
and recruiting coordinator) for Fresno State from 1985-1994. Mooshagian's head coach was Jim Sweeney, and
he worked alongside current California head coach Jeff Tedford as well-as current Bulldog coach Pat Hill. While
Mooshagian was in Fresno, the Bulldogs rang up 87 wins against just 29 defeats and two ties, won six
conference championships, played in six bowl games and won four of them, including a 24-7 victory in the 1992
Freedom Bowl over USC. While at Fresno, eight of his receivers went on to the NFL and six went on to start in a
Super Bowl.
Mooshagian was a head coach for one year at Fresno City College (5-5) before being hired at Nevada as the
Offensive Coordinator. Under his tutelage, Nevada led the nation in total offense with 527 yards per game,
averaged over 45 points a game, won the Big West Conference and defeated Ball State in the Las Vegas Bowl.
Mooshagian then went on to Pittsburgh serving for two years in the same capacity. Pitt made the Liberty Bowl in
1997.
Prior to being hired in Sacramento, Mooshagian was the receivers coach for the Cincinnati Bengals of the NFL
for four years and in 2002, Cincinnati was the only team in the NFL to have four players catch 40 passes.
Most of Mooshagian's assistants have California connections . One is instantly familiar to fans in Boise. He is
Offensive Coordinator Scott Criner, who also coaches the quarterbacks and receivers . Criner coached Timberline
High School in Boise to a 17-11 record over three seasons before being hired by Mooshagian .
He also coached tight ends, tackles and the secondary at Boise State from 1981-1983 and in 1997 and was the
recruiting coordinator for the Broncos .
Criner was the receivers coach for Las Vegas of the XFL for two years before joining Sacramento State. He
worked at Northern Arizona from 1998-2000 as the receivers coach and recruiting coordinator. Criner also was
quarterback and receivers coach at the University of Cincinnati from 1983-1989, running backs and receiver
coach and recruiting coordinator at Pacific from 1989-1994 and running backs coach and recruiting coordinator at
Navy in 1995.
Lou Baiz is the Defensive Coordinator for the Hornets and also oversees the linebackers . He's a former
Sacramento State linebacker himself and is in his 13th year as a coach with the Hornets. 11 of his players have
earned All-Big Sky honors at linebacker, including three I-AA All-Americans.
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Jim House is the new defensive line coach who will also handle special teams for Sacramento State. House
spent the last four years at San Diego State with the same responsibilities .
He coached the offensive line and linebackers at Wyoming from 1974-1985, helping the Cowboys to a WAC title
and a Fiesta Bowl berth . House began his coaching career in 1986 as the offensive line coach for Montana State,
moving on to San Jose State from 1987-1989 where he coached linebackers and helped the Spartans win the
WAC in 1987. His longest tenure was as Assistant Head Coach at Nevada from 1990-2001 . The Wolf Pack
defeated Boise State in a quadruple overtime thriller in the I-AA Semi-finals in 1990 and made the semis once
again in 1991. Nevada won three conference championships while House was there.
Stephan Pace is the defensive backs coach, in his third year at S~cramento State. In 2005, three of Pace's
defensive backs made All-Big Sky. From 2001-2003, he was the Defensive Coordinator for Bishop Amat High
School in California , helping the team to a 27-11 record . From 1993-2000, Pace was an assistant high school
coach at several schools with the exception of 1997, when he was a graduate assistant at Oregon State, helping
the Beavers to an 8-4 mark.
In his playing days, Pace started 44 straight games in the defensive backfield for USC, helping them to bowl
berths in the Rose Bowl, John Hancock Bowl and the Freedom Bowl against Fresno State. Pace was an AII-Pac10 choice in 1992.
Michael Orthmann is a new hire as the Hornet offensive line coach and recruiting coordinator. He came to
Sacramento via Baylor, where he served as a graduate assistant in 2005 coaching tight ends.
Orthmann was an assistant at Southern Oregon in 2004 and Associate Head Coach at Northern Arizona in 200203, helping the Lumberjacks share a Big Sky title one of those years. Prior to his promotion at NAU, Orthmann
was the running back coach in 2001, leading NAU to the I-AA national playoffs. He coached I-AA All-American
Marcus King, NAU's all-time leading rusher with 3,794 yards. Orthmann has also served as an assistant at
Montana State and Eastern Washington, as well as being an assistant high school coach at Coeur D'Alene's
Lake City High School.
Richard Sanchez is the running backs coach for Sacramento S
This is his second season with the Hornets.
For two seasons, Sanchez was an assistant at Valparai
recruiting coordinator. In 2004, he helped Valpo's def
yards per game.

will serve as Special Teams Coordinator.

mg special teams, the secondary and serving as
#1 in Division I-AA, allowing just 128.8 passing

Sanchez spent two years at the University of San Diego.where he also coached running backs and special
teams. In 2003, his teams limitea the opposition to .4 yards per punt return. Meanwhile, Sanchez tutored running
back Evan Harney, who ranked second in I-AA in rushing .
Sanchez has also coached at San Diego State, British Columbia of the Canadian Football League and as a high
school coach.
Mark Odin is another new coach, hired to tutor the tight ends at Sacramento State . Most recently, Odin served as
the offensive line coach at Claremont-Mudd-Scripps College in California.
Former Hornet Steve Roberson is entering his third season as outside linebackers coach . In 2004, Roberson was
the assistant defensive backs coach as all four starters earned postseason honors .
Adrian Ross is the Assistant Defensive Line Coach for Sacramento State; Ross is another of Mooshagian's new
hires .
Ross recorded 220 career tackles in seven seasons with the Cincinnati Bengals. He played his college ball at
Colorado State, where he is ranked fifth all-time in sacks .
Coach Mooshagian has experienced great success in his career and is now trying to bring it to Sacramento. He
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has high ambitions, but in reality, he and his staff may be a year or two away from getting a Big Sky title. On
paper, their game with the Broncos is a complete mismatch. Nevertheless, if Boise State takes the Hornets
lightly, they could get stung, similar to what Portland State did last year against the Broncos .

Story URL: http://story.Scout.com/a.z?s=20S&p=2&c= 560310
Copyright© 2005 Scout.com and BroncoCountry .com
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San Diego's Sara Mason Named PCSC Scholar-Athlete of the Year
PCSC's Highest award given to athletes
Aug. 15, 2006
SAN DIEGO, Calif. -Recently graduated Sara Mason of the ,University of San Diego has been named
the 2006 Pacific Coast Softball Conference Scholar-Athlete oi the Ye·ar. The aistinctio~, selected by the
conference's athletic directors, is the highest academic honor awarded by the PCSC.

Mason excelled on and off the field in 2006. She earned San Diego's Best Offensive Award for her team
and was named to the second-team all-PCSC after batting .341 with 10 doubles, four triples, one home
run, 22 runs batted in and 30 runs scored.
Mason graduated in the spring of 2006 with a major in sociology and minors in Spanish and philosophy
after earning a 3.71 grade point average. She was named to the 2006 ESPN The Magazine Academic
All-America third team after making the Academic All-District VIII team.
Away from the field and the classroom, Mason volunteered with softball clinics in East Asia from 200406 and was involved in Athletes in Education from 2004-05 and was a mentor for continuation school
students in 2004.
Other 2006 finalists included Jenny Brown (Santa Clara), Laura Segall (Portland State), Bronwyn
Russell (Saint Mary's), and Hilary Johnson (Sacramento State).
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2006 graduate Sara
Mason recieves PCSC
Scholar-Athlete of the
Year
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SDSU women thrash No. 21 Purdue in soccer final
UNION-T RIBUNE

Amy Epsten scored to help overtime to lift No. 24 San Diebeat visiting UC Santa go State past Rutgers 1-0 in
San Diego State's women's ,..,............ 2-0.
the final of the Soccer Post/Azsoccer team routed 21st-ranked
tec Classic. SDSU's Tally Hall
Purdue 4-0 yesterday to win the
had four saves and was named
champ ionship game of the
occer
.tournament co-MVP . . . Host
Purdue Boilermaker Challenge
scored in USD routed Albany 4-0.
Cup in West Lafayette, Ind.
The Aztecs' Erika Sutton had
two goals and an assist in the
final and was named the tournament's Offensive MVP. Freshman Lauren Leslie was named
Defensive MVP.

More women's soccer
Leigh Ann Robinson and
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Toreros Locked, Loaded and Ready for 2006 Season
Women's soccer season preview.
Aug. 18, 2006
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - After a one-year hiatus from the NCAA Women's Soccer College Cup
Tournament, the University of San Diego women's soccer team is locked, loaded and ready to make its
return to the NCAA postseason.
The Toreros are returning 17 letter winners
coach Ada Greenwood believes that the under
the experience and talent to make a good run int

ast season's squad including seven starters. Head
aden roster, mixed in with some new faces has
tournament.

"One of our goals this season is to return to the NCAA umament," said Greenwood. "I think we have
a team capable of making a good run in the tournament. Our mentality is to just take it one day at a time
and not to take any opponents for granted."
In 2005 the Toreros has a dissapointing finish due to injuries suffered in the preseason, but USD will
look to tum that disappointing finish into a positive note, and USD can rely on veteran leadership to get
them there. Seniors Veronica Ambort, Brittany Young and Joslyn Williams will be looked upon by
Greenwood to help return the Toreros to their winning ways .

FORWARDS
USD will also look for help from the front line to return to their winning ways and the return of junior
forward Amy Epsten has Greenwood excited. As a freshman in 2004, Epsten was tabbed as the West
Coast Conference's Freshman of the Year after producing a team-best 10 goals. Last season, Epsten was
battling through several injuries causing her numbers to drop a bit. Greenwood is excited about her
performance during the spring season and feels she is ready to return to her 2004 form.
"Amy is going to want to get back to the high level WCC Freshman of the Year form where she scored
10 goals," said Greenwood. "She still has that quality. She had a very good spring for us and we are
looking to her to be very strong for us up front."
The rest of the forward spots are still up for grabs, but Greenwood has a plethora of talent to choose
from. Leigh Ann Robinson, a 2005 All-WCC second team honoree, could be one of those possibilities
after finishing her 2005 campaign scoring one goal and one assist for three points while serving as a
mainstay in the Toreros midfield. Robinson has great ability, can finish well with both feet and can beat
opponents off the dribble. Greenwood perceives her as one of the "fastest players in the WCC."
Allison Wolters is another one of the possibilities the Toreros could use up front. Wolters has impressed
the coaching staff with her play during the spring as she, along with Epsten, began scoring a lot of goals.
"She had a fantastic spring and started scoring and is starting. to get confident. I am very optimistic about
what she can do up front," said Greenwood.
Christine Mock has also emerged as a possible starter for the front line. Greenwood will look to Mock to
give USD an extra scoring threat up front. Mock was a top-10 recruit for USD heading into the 2005
season and scored one goal for two points in 2005 . Mock is a versatile player who could also see some
time in the midfield for the Toreros as well as up front.
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Christina Carriaga, a 2005 All-WCC honorable mention, is another versatile Torero who Greenwood
feels can play up front, in the midfield or in the back line. In 2005 Carriaga tallied one assist for one
point while serving as a mainstay in the Toreros backfield, helping USD bolster a 1.90 goals-againstaverage.
Another returner who could also see time in the front line, or in the midfield is Ashley Kirk. Kirk, a
sophomore from Windsor, Calif., saw limited time on the filed this past season as she appeared in 12
matches with one start and registered one shot as a true freshman.
MIDFIELD
In the midfield the Toreros again have a plethora of talent for Greenwood to choose from. One constant
for USD will be the play of senior Ambort. In 2005 Ambort began the season slow as she was battling
back from injuries but as the season progressed, so too did Ambort. She finished the season strong and
posted one goal for two points en route to earning an All-WCC Honorable Mention.
The remaining positions in the midfield are up for grabs, with several newcomers as well as returners
battling it out for playing time. One of the strong possibilities for a starter is sophomore Jackie Garcia.
In 2005, Garcia was one of two Toreros to play and start in all 19 matches and recorded one assist while
taking 17 shots on the season.
The Toreros final returning midfielder, Madeline Buchanan, will also be vying for playing time in the
midfield in 2006. Buchanan played in eight matches with one start and recorded one goal and one assist
for three points.
DEFENSE
USD will look to strong leadership from two of its seniors in the back line, Young and Williams. Both
of these players have seen significant time on the field and understand what it takes to get back to the
NCAA postseason. Young is coming off a season in which she registered one assist for one point and
helped the USD defense bolster a 1.90 GAA. Williams also had a solid season helping the Toreros
defense as he provided leadership and experience to the Toreros.
With none of the positions solidified as of yet, Vanessa Vella could see time on the defensive si.de of
things as well. Last season, Vella scored one goal and two assists for four points as a mainstay in the
Toreros backfield. Greenwood feels that Vella is a top level defender and sees her competing with
Young for the center back position.
In the net for the Toreros there is a battle going on between junior Karen Cook and sophomore Brittany
Cameron. Last season each keeper took their tum seeing time in the net and both looked solid with
Cameron playing a majority of the minutes. Cameron posted a 3-8 record with one shutout and had a
GAA of 1.84. Cook, USD's starter as a freshman, posted a 3-4-1 record with one shutout and a GAA of
2.00. Greenwood said that these two will battle it out in camp to determine who will be the starter.
NEWCOMERS
The Incoming freshman class and other newcomers, according to Greenwood, are a very versatile and
talented group of athletes. He sees all of them as having a chance at making the starting line-up in 2006.
Natalie Vinti is one of the versatile players on the 2006 roster Greenwood says he can stick in anywhere
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on the field. Vinti is a four-time All-CIF player from Cathedral Catholic High School in San Diego . As a
senior she helped lead her team to the CIF Division III championship and as a junior she was a catalyst
for the team earning a share of the CIF championship.
Another versatile newcomer to the San Diego roster will be Hallie Huston from La Jolla Country Day
School, who is among Soccerbuzz.com's top-50 recruits in the nation. Houston comes to USD after four
consecutive first-team All-CIF selections, four first-team All-Costal League selections and leading her
team to a CIF Division IV championship as a senior. She was a member of the Olympic Development
Program and was named a 2005 NSCAA All-American.
Jessica Larabee joins the Toreros roster after a standout career at Palos Verdes High School in Palos
Verdes, Calif. As a senior she was selected first-team All-CIF Division V after leading her team to a
Pioneer League championship and a trip the second round of the CIF playoffs. She was a four-time firstteam All-Pioneer League selection and was named her teams Best Offensive Player as a senior.
Giuliana Longmire brings a wealth of high-level experience to the program having been a member of the
Region IV team, made the National Pool, and attended the National Camp since 2002. She has been a
formidable defender earning Bay Valley HS All League Defender from 2002-2005. Longmire currently
plays for the Pleasanton Rage club team.
Elyse Juliano is a defensive newcomer to the Toreros and will look to be an instant help to San Diego's
defense. Juliano comes to San Diego after a four-year career at Rosary High School in Santa Ana, Calif.
She was tabbed as a first-team All-Serra League as a senior.
USD's next newcomer is sophomore transfer Tara Hodgson, who played her freshman season at the
University of Washington. During her freshman season she played in 11 matches recording seven total
shots, two on goal.
Cassandra Tinyo comes to the Toreros after a standout career at Aliso Viejo High School. She was a
catalyst for her team winning three consecutive Sea View League championships en route to earning
three consecutive first-team All-Sea View League selections: As a senior she was named Division I
third-team All-CIF.
The next newcomer to the Toreros roster in 2006 is Marina Heberer, who hails from Oceanside, Calif.
While attending Carlsbad High School she was twice named to the Union Tribune's All-Academic team,
was once named All-Avocado League honorable mention and was named her team's Best Defender of
the Year as a senior. She helped her team advance to the semifinals in the CIF playoffs as a sophomore,
and was a catalist for her senior season's team in making the CIF Quarterfinals.
The Toreros' final newcomer is Esmeralda Olamendi, who comes to the Toreros from Dana Point, Calif.
While attending Dana Hills High School she was a member of the soccer team that saw her named the
team's best midfielder as a freshman, sophomore and junior. She is also a member of the FC United
Futbol soccer club team, and helped her team win the 2004 Celtic Cup Championship, while earning her
team's MVP award.

SCHEDULE
The Toreros 2006 schedule is difficult, but this is a surprise to no one, as USD has become an elite
program. Over the past 10 plus years USD has consistently made the NCAA College Cup Tournament
and has also been in the national polls. This season the Toreros will once again have to battle through a
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schedule that features seven teams that were in last season's NCAA College Cup Tournament including
the defending national champion University of Portland. USD will compete against three teams in the
Pacific 10 Conference (UCLA, USC, Arizona State), four teams from the Big West Conference (Cal
State Fullerton, UC Irvine, UC Santa Barbara, Cal Poly SLO) and play two out of region teams in
Dayton and Ohio State at the Pepperdine Tournament. USD 's final hurdle in the schedule will be to
play through the tough WCC schedule which features four teams from last season's NCAA College Cup
Tournament in Portland, Santa Clara, Pepperdine and Gonzaga. The WCC is perceived as one of the
best conferences for women's soccer in the country, so the Toreros don't get a lull in their schedule for
2006, it will be tough from start to finish.
"I am excited about our schedule and about our team," said Greenwood. "I think that our schedule is
going to be very tough, but I am confident that we can do well and get back to the NCAA Tournament."
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Amy Epsten and the
Toreros will aim to
make a return to the
NCAA Tournament in
2006.
See Also
usdtoreros.com.
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San Diego message
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t strong
By Mark Zeigler
STAFF WRITER
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USD beat a pretty good
Rutgers team 2-0 in men's soccer last night, and probably
the most surprised person at
Torero Stadium was Seamus
McFadden.
He's the USD coach.
McFadden is one of those
coaches who is perpetually
worried about his team and
isn't afraid to share his greatest fears, a master of underpromising and over-delivering, but his concern ahead of
last night's season opener, he
swears, was warranted. All
you had to do was watch practice.
Earlier in the week he had
a scrimmage with his first
team going against the second team. The second team
won !xl. •
'That gets you thinking a
little bit," McFadden said.
But even McFadden had to
admit last night that the ingredients are there for one of
those magical seasons his
lads seem to conjure every
few years. The core of a 9-6-5
team is back, plus a freshman
class that looked every bit as )
good as billed.
The gem of the class is 5foo t-9 (maybe) , 145-pound
(maybe) midfielder Ciaran
O'Brien, whose older brother,
Leighton, was a West Coast
Conference Player of the Year
for the Toreros. He didn't take
long to christen the Ciaran
era with a goal, running onto a
fabulous through ball from
captain Michael Caso and t
drilling it into the lower left
comer in the 55th minute.
"I actually dreamed about
it," O'Brien said of scoring in
his college debut "But I was
shocked that it happened. Not
that I didn't think I could
score, but I still can't believe it
really happened. It's surreal."
Which is probably the best
way to describe USD's second
goal, in the 77th minute. Forward Nick Leonard got his toe

e ball in front of the Rutgers goal just as a defender
did as well, sending the ball
bouncing and spinning toward goalkeeper Matt Vapoekel. .
Who, judging it a back
pass, tried to clear the ball
left-footed instead of pie · g it
up.
And whiffed.
_
The ball bounced into- the
net. USD 2, Rutgers 0.
It was a piece of good fortune, but it was a deserved
result. The Toreros outshot
the Scarlet Knights 12-4 and
had the better of the play. 'This team has a lot oi potential," McFadden saicr. "If
we can stay healthy and stay
committed and everyon.e is
willing to share the pie, they
can be fantastic .... That wa
a very good team we beat."
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Carlson Lifts USD to Victory
Kristen Carlson's 11th kill of the match lifted USD to a 3-2 win.
Aug. 31, 2006
IRVINE, Calif. - Kristen Carlson's 11th kill of the match lifted the 20th-ranked University of San Dieg&?
women's volleyball team to a 3-2 (3-1) (30-28, 20-30, 25-30, 30-27, 17-15) win over the UC Irvine
Anteaters in the first game of the UCI Nike Invitational Thursday evening at the Crawford Center.

With the match on the line and USD leading 16-15 in the fifth and deciding game, the Toreros (4-1)
turned to their senior left-handed outside hitter, Carlson, and she delivered with a laser strike from the
left side of the floor for the kill, as no Anteater could dig the ball off the floo, giving USD their fourth
win of the season.
Jessica Andersen led all Toreros in kills with 12, while Carlson was the only other Torero to register
double digit kills with 11. Christie Dawson and Erin Wiskar chipped in eight kills apiece to help lead
USD to victory. Jessica Nyrop had a match-high 53 assists and Laurel Abrahamson had a match-high
four blocks. As a team, USD had a hitting percentage of .188.
UC Irvine was led offensively by Lauren Kellerman who had a match-high 18 kills, Trisha White added
12 kills and McCall Miller had 16 kills. As a team UCI had a hitting percentage of .239.
In the first match, the Toreros and Anteaters battled back and forth for the lead, but in the end, USD was
too strong for the Anteaters to overcome, thus allowing USD to escape with a 30-28 win.
Game two was a different story as UCI was able to get out to an early lead and build on that
momentum to fight off a late USD surge. The Anteaters dominated the game as they won 30-20.
Game three was back to the even draw with each team taking their turn leading the match, but UCI was
able to pull away at the end and claim the 30-25 win, forcing USD to a must win situation.
USD responded in the fourth game when they came roaring back to take control of the match early.
However, the Anteaters would not go away as they kept themselves in the game. The Toreros dug deep
and were able to hang on and force a fifth and deciding game.
Game five was a battle again, as both teams had a chance to take home victory. UCI was leading 14-13,
but the Toreros would not give in and allow the upset. USD took back the point they lost to again tie the
game. UCI then retook the lead at 15-14, but USD would not allow the Anteaters to get that final point,
as they scored the final two points to claim the win.
The Toreros will return to action on Friday as they continue play in the UCI Nike Invitational against
the University of Michigan in a 4 p.m. match at the Crawford Center.
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Nyrop gives USD assist
over crosstown
cs
By Glae Thlen
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE
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With the loss of USD's alltime assist leader, junior Jessica Nyrop stepped up against
San Diego State last night and
showed that the Toreros are
still set at the setter position.
Nyrop had 50 assists to help
the 20th-ranked Toreros top
SDSU in the Aztec Invitational
women's volleyball tournament
27-30, 30-21, 30-25, 30-21 and
complete a sweep of all three
tourney matches to open the
season at Peterson Gym over
the weekend.
The task for Nyrop is to replace Lindsey Sherbourne, who
completed her USD career last
season with 6,014 career assists
to rank 17th on the all-time
NCAA list.
As an understudy for two
_seasons, Nyrop played just six
-games over six matches, compiling 55 assists. She has already surpassed her previous
total with 85 in two matches
this year after sitting out the
season opener with a leg strain.
'The first two years gave me
a lot of time to mature and
watch Lindsey," said Nyrop, of
Harrison, Idaho. "I learned a lot
from her, and I'm ready now."
Kristen Carls9n made 21
kills to lead the Toreros in returning to the form of last year
when she had a team-best average of 5.36 per game before
suffering a season-ending leg
injury. Christie Dawson added
16 kills.
"Our team is going to be awesome this year," Nyrop said.
"We played great. Everyone
played really well together."
The Toreros made their debut at the tourney under interim coach Brent Hilliard, an assistant at USD the previous five

seasons.
"Myself, I'm lost
sleep and I don't
because the team is
ing very well," Hilliard
"I'm proud of how we're
playing as a representation of
the team and the coaches."
The Toreros, who are seeking their sixth straight NCAA
Tournament berth this season,
claimed their sixth consecutive
victory over SDSU and 15th in
17 meetings since 1997 while
getting ready to play at toir
ranked Nebraska on Tuesday.
"We needed some sort of
test, and that's exactly what we
got (from the Aztecs)," Hilliard
said. 'They came out and beat
us in the first game even
though we played well. Then
we responded appropriately."
In the tightly played first
game, senior Audra Dent had six
of her team-high 15 kills to spearhead the Aztecs (1-2). They took
their first three-point lead 27-24
and soon closed out the game on
Stephanie Darnell's ace.
"Right now, USD is better
than we are," Aztecs coach
Mark Warner said. "We're trying to get to that level. So our
goal is to compete. We did that.
Now did we learn? In the first
game, we challenged their
block and rattled the ball
throu'g h, but after that we tried
to force some things and made
errors."
Darnell, a freshman outside
hitter, served notice of good
things to come with 14 kills.
The Toreros jumped to a
16-9 edge in the second game,
helped by three early kills by
junior Jessica Andersen.
In earlier play yesterday,
USD beat Cal State Northridge
30-23, 30-23, 30-22, and the Aztecs topped Hofstra 30-28,
30-24, 30-16.
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Local college soccer: The area's four NCAA Division I teams are a
combined 8-0 after opening weekend, including a pair of shutouts by the
USD men and a 4-0 win by the SDSU women at No. 21 Purdue.
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Toreros beat
Aztecs for
tourney title ·
N ORTH COUNTY TIMES

• SEPT. 14
Women's college
volleyball: UC
Santa Barbara
takes on USO
Toreros at "Slim
Gym" at 7 p.m.

Christie Dawson's 21 kills
helped lead the 20th-rariked
Universi ty of sf:n Diego
women's volleyba i
m to
their seventh co
·
over their cross-town
Diego State 27-30, 3
25, 30-21 in the final
the San Diego State To
ment on Saturday night a
tersonGym.
The Toreros (3-0) beat C
State Northridge 30-23, 30-23,
30-22 earlier in the day.
Audra Dent led the Aztec&
(1-2) with 15 kills.
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USD senio r Christi

led all players with
and teammate Laura Mu
had 32 assists.
USD will play Cal Siate
Nor thri dge today at 12:30,
then take on SDSU at 7 tonight.
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By Nicole Vargas

Former Long Beach State All-American and Olympian
Brent Hilliard will lead the Toreros volleyball
program for a season. Scott Linnett / Union-Tribune
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Brent Hilliard
Interim head coach, USO volleyball.
Education: Long Beach State, 1990- '
1993.
Collet)iate experience: Four-time AllAmerican; 1991 National Champion; '
1992 NCAA Player of the Year.
Olympic experience: 1992 Summer
Olympics in Barcelona (bronze), 1993 ·
Pan American Games (silver), 1991
World Cup (bronze).
Professional experience: 1995-1998;
Played two seaso·ns in Belgium, one
season in the Netherlands. Part of
the Maasiek Volleyball Club that won
the Belgium national championship in
1996 and competed in the European
Champions League.

Previous coachln9 experience:

USO assistant coach, 2001 ·present;
Cuyamaca Junior College head
volleyball coach, 1999-2000.

Personal: Married to wife Beth and

father to an Infant daughter Audrey.
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ing that standard again, leading the 20th-ranked Toreros to another successful season beginning this weekend with the San Diego State
Tourname nt
'This team is so solid and I am expecting so
much from them," Hilliard said. "I expect them
to win every match."
Of course, it helps that a pair of senior
attackers - Christie Dawson, a 2005 All-America honorable mention, and lefty Kristen Carlson, the WCC's top player before an injury
ended her season early - will again pace the
Toreros.
While Petrie is just a phone call away, Dawson and Carlson say they miss her daily presence. Still, they have complete confidence in
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Hilliard.

"I don't think there's another coach out there
that works as hard as Brent does on the court,"
Dawson said.
Added Carlson: "We see the competitor in
him come out."
The mix of his stellar playing resume, promising coaching talent and loyalty to the Toreros
made elevating Hilliard the best choice for the
program, said Petrie, who also has a two-yearold daughter with her husband Mark.
Still, Hilliard's tenure will not come without
challenges.
USD's schedule is difficult. A trip to preseason No. 1 Nebraska and visits from No. 9
Wisconsin and No. 15 Ohio are followed by a
WCC schedule that features six teams ranked
or receiving votes in national polls.
The Toreros are predicted to finish just third
in the wee this season. Some of that, Hilliard
said, is due to the graduation of All-America
setter Lindsay Shelburne and libero Jackie Bernardin, a three-time wee Defensive Player of
the Year.
Some, he said, is a result of the coaching
change.
Hilliard refuses to let any of that discourage
him.
"Anybody who knows me from my playing
days knows I don't take to losing too well,"
Hilliard said. "I'm anxious to see our team
perform well in front of everybody. "
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The players feel the same.
"It pumps me up," said Dawson. "We are the
most underestimated team this year. We have a .
very deep team, the deepest we've ever had,
and we're ready to get going from the begin- ·
ning."
That kind of emotion not only adds to Hilliard's confidence, but that of Petrie, who will
be among the Toreros' most supportive fans
from her place in the stands.
Said Dawson: "I just want her to see us win
and know we're OK"
Nicole V•tas:-(619 ) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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Top-Ranked Nebraska Sweeps No. 20 San Diego
Toreros get swept by top-ranked Cornhuskers
Aug. 29, 2006

Box Score
LINCOLN, Neb. - The 20th-rankeq University of San Die¥§ women's volleyball team was swept, 3-0
(18-30, 25-30, 29-31), by the No. 1 ranked University of Ne raska (1-0) Tuesday evening at the
Nebraska Coliseum.

Kristen Carlson had a double-double for the Toreros with her match-best 13 kills and also had 12 digs.
Christie Dawson chipped in with nine kills and Jessica Nyrop had a team-best 26 assists.
Nebraska had a team attack percentage of .192 with Jordan Larson matching Carlson's match-best 13
kills and Sarah Pavin was the only other player in double digit kills with 12.
In the first game, the Toreros (3-1) had a case of nerves hit them as they fell behind early with the
Nebraska lead reaching 11 at 20-9, but USD settled down and launched a monster comeback outscoring
the Cornhuskers 8-2 to pull to within five.
The two teams then traded points back and forth, but the momentum swung back to Nebraska after the
two questionable calls that cost USD two valuable points. The first call that went against USD was an
apparent kill by Carlson, who had a nicely placed ball on what appeared to be the inside of the court.
But the official called the ball out, much to the dislike of the Toreros players and coaching staff, giving
Nebraska a 24-18 edge. Then Nebraska had an apparent attack error as the ball was clearly out of
bounds and it appeared as though no USD player had touched the ball, however the officials claimed a
Torero player did touch the ball, thus moving the score to 26-18. The Cornhuskers then scored the final
six points of the game to win.
In the second game, the Toreros kept things close throughout the match. NU took their biggest lead at
12-7, but USD began to chip away at the lead and brought the score even at 14-14. The two teams then
sea sawed back and forth for momentum with Nebraska taking a 23-19 lead. The Toreros then dug in
and tied the score at 23 all before Nebraska outscored USD 7-2 to claim the second game.
Game three was a nail bitter as the Toreros were able to stay with the Cornhuskers throughout the game
and even tied the match up late at 29-29, but USD just could come no closer as NU took the next two
points to claim the three-game sweep over USD.
The Toreros will return to the court on Thursday as they open play in the UC Irvine Nike Invitational
against the host Anteaters at 7 p.m. inside the Bren Events Center on the campus of UC Irvine.

/cs--body.html"> Home
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~V-grad
adds local
flavor to
Toreros
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH C OUNTY TIMES

SAN DIEGO - One asset the University of San
1 Diego women's volleyb.all
team enjoys is a strea
. five straight trips to
NCAA tournament, incl
ing a Swe
Sixteen appearance in
2004.
I.
Another
1L•
feature the
.~-:, ...
Toreros
boast of is
;- ',"
perennial
residence in
Andrea Csaszl the national
rankings,
which is rare for San Diego
collegiate sports, men or
women.
The Toreros, who open the
2006 season Friday against
Hofstra in the two-day, fourteam San Diego State Tournament at the Aztecs' Peterson Gym, is again a top-20
school. They are ranked No.

► USD
Continued from C-1

20 in the nation in the American Volleyball Coaches Association preseason poll.
The roster also is highlighted by the usual All-America
candidates. Christie Dawson,
a 6-foot-1 senior middle from
Apple Valley, was All-American honorable mention as
well as first-team All-West
Coast Conference last year.
Kristen Carlson, a 6-2 senior
outside hitter from Vrrginia, is
considered an All-America
candidate despite missing the
ond half of last season beuse of a knee injury.
But something that's been
· ng from the school's sucul program is a local

~

•·
.....

►

USD, C-2

e.

...c

''That's the one thing that's
been lacking," acknowledged
Brent Hilliard, USD's top assistant the past five seasons who
was named interim head coach
while Jennifer Petrie takes a
semester_J)ff to spend with her

newborn son, Charles, and 2year-old daughter; Jane.
"We've been in the NCAA,
and we've been ranked in the
Top 20," Hilliard added.
"We've been pushing the envelope and feel we're on the
cusp of being a top-10 program. But we haven't had that
top local recruit."
Until now, that is.
The Toreros landed one of
San Diego County's top recruits last year when Rancho
Buena Vista High's Andrea
Csaszi passed on opportunities to play at Pac-10 schools
Arizona, Cal and USC not to
mention Georgia of the
Southeastern Conference.
Csaszi was a first-team AllCIF choice last year for the
Longhorns as an outside hitter, but she'll begin her career
as a defensive specialist at
USD.
"I think Andrea has the
ability to contribute right
away as a defensive player,"
Hilliard said. "She plays defense at an extremely high
level. How much she plays
will be determined by how

much success we have. We'll
get a good view of her the
opening weekend. She'll start
out in the back row, and that
can change."
The defensive role is fine
with Csaszi. All through her
high school and club playing
days, she recognized she's not
the 6-footer that plays at the
net in the college level.
"I know my role on this
team," she said. "I think it's
important to be a well-rounded player. One of the reasons I
picked USD is I think it's a
well-rounded place to be with
the volleyball program and
the academics."
Csaszi said once she started hearing recruiting pitches,
she realized her sophomore
and junior seasons that she
didn't have to leave San Diego
to play for a top-20 program.
''I love San Diego and didn't want to leave," Csaszi said.
"I can work an internship in
San Diego and be 10 minutes
from campus. I know a lot of
girls want to go away for college, but rve talked to a lot of
girls rve known from clcb vol-

leyball who say they wish
they hadn't left San Diego.
The success of the program
and the quality of the coaching at USD made it an easier
decision for me."
Although the Toreros hope
a successful career from Csaszi
opens the door to more local
talent staying home, Hilliard
emphasized he and Petrie
don't recruit local players just
to have a San Diego girl on the
roster. If a top San Diego recruit doesn't want to play for
the Toreros, they know they
can recruit top-100 players
from around the counny.
Jessica Nyrop, who takes
over for All-America setter
Lindsey Sherburne, is from
Idaho. Carlson picked Washington State out of Loudoun
Valley High in Purcellville, Va.,
before transferring to USD.
"The last three years the
face of our program was Jackie Bernardin," Hilliard said of
the graduated three-time
WCC defensive player of the
year from Bakersfield. "We'd
love to have to that with a
player from San Diego."
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After vacationing in Spain this summer, Kelsi Myers went through three security checkpoints before
being allowed to board the plane that would bring she and her mother home to the United States.
Myers knows that was nothing compared to what it takes to make the Class 3A state volleyball
tournament.
After four consecutive state tournament appearances, her Middle Park team failed to qualify for the
event last season, a bitter end considering its previous accomplishments.
The Panthers had an 18-5 record, were playing on their home court and were the No. 3 overall seed
heading into the regionals, but they lost out to Valley and Lamar.
Middle Park's absence from state, plus some other issues, unleashed a firestorm of recriminations and
resentment, coming to a boil in a highly contentious school board meeting after last season that resulted
in the firing of head coach Roger Kuntz.
"Last year, we were all injured and one of our key players ... she got kicked
some bad choices a couple nights before (regionals)," middle blocker Jeena
having to play a lot of the (junior varsity) girls who hadn't played (varsit

team for making
said. "We ended up

Kuntz's replacement is Kris Newberry, who coached the level C tea
with most of the seniors this year.
Myers, a 5-foot-8 senior, has a scholarship to the University of San Diego awaiting. Kinney, recruited
-•
by Air Force, Regis and Montana State, intends to get more serious about volleyball by playing for a
club team for the first time after the high school season.
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Myers and Kinney certainly are the Panthers' best players, but there are others with promise, especially
sophomore Nina Palm, who has shown serving excellence and defensive ability.
Newberry said Palm will have to improve her hitting before becoming an offensive threat, but any
player who can pass well to Myers will reap the rewards.
Kinney tripled her repertoire of hits this summer under the tutelage of former Baylor assistant Frank
Gray at a skills camp and said Myers already can set anything she runs. Newberry said Kinney will be
hitting all along the net, plus in the back row.
"We're going to be creative," Newberry said. "We have one of the best setters in the country, and we're
going to use her."
Myers has been a front-row hitter in the past, but Newberry is using an offense where Myers will set all
the time.
"I'm really excited that I'm actually going to run a 5-1 (offense)," Myers said. "Even though I love
hitting, I like setting even more. I know I can concentrate on getting the ball to my hitters."
Myers has high hopes.
"I think we learned from last year, because we had a rough ending," she said. "Even though we lost
Kristen (Kuntz, a setter who is Roger's daughter), we still have a strong team.
"Probably the best thing we'll have this year is our speed and defense. Nina Palm is very fast and she
can fly all over the court. She was a libero, so her passing is really good."
If Middle Park makes it back to state this year, there is one major challenge waiting. The Panthers never
have advanced beyond pool play.
Also, it's likely that there is going to be an elephant in the room. Colorado Springs Christian is the twotime defending champion in 3A. The Lions have lost only one match during the past two seasons.
"After playing with some of them (in club), I know how to get in their heads," Myers said. "But, they're
still very good and they have more than one or two good hitters. They are very hard to stop, because
they can hit from all over the court."
INFOBOX
3A at a glance TOP 10
1. C.S. Christian

2. Faith Christian
3. Manitou Springs
4. Lamar
161
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UCI to hold dinner to honor Mulligan
The Orange County Register
Former basketball coach Bill Mulligan will be honored at a dinner and roast Sept. 16 at the
University Club on the UC Irvine campus.
·
The evening will begin with a no-host bar at 6 p.m., followed by dinner and the program at 7.
Mulligan coached at Long Beach Poly High, Riverside City College, Saddleback College, UC
Irvine and Irvine Valley College and also was an assistant coach at USC.
Mulligan was the UCI coach from 1980-91. He guided the Anteaters to first-round victories in
the NIT in 1982 and 1986.
Mulligan was inducted into UCl's Hall of Fame in 1998 and was selected the Orange County
"Sportsman of the Year" in 1982.
The cost for the evening is $60 per person . For more information, call Linda Schermerhorn at
949-856-2726.
BITS & PIECES : UCLA women soccer No. 1
The UCLA women's soccer team not only is the favorite to win the Pac-10, but the Bruins have
secured the top spot in Soccer Buzz Magazine's preseason rankings, too.
UCLA has been selected as the preseason conference favorite in seven of the previous eight
seasons.
UCLA is No.2 in the preseason NSCAA/adidas poll.
The Long Beach State women's soccer team will hold its third Golden Goal Fundraiser on
Friday in The Walter Pyramid's Ukleja Room at 6:30p.m.
All proceeds will benefit the 49ers' soccer progr
Kelly Markle (13-under) and Haley McNam
Niguel won gold medals in their respectiv
Championships last week in Mission Vi o

For more information, call 562- 985-2528 .
nder) of Crown Valley Divers in Laguna
oups at the AAU National Diving

Women's volleyball player Jaimarie _ , _,__ land (Fullerton High) has transferred from UC Santa
Barbara to the Unjversity of San Dieso. Sutherland appeared in 12 matches last season for the
Gauchos.
The Anaheim Bomb Squad girls 10-and-under softball team placed fourth out of 52 teams at
the ASA National Tournament in Moline, Ill.
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Volleyball Tickets Sold Out For 2006 Season
POST ED : 5:38 pm CDT A ugus t ·16 . 2006

For Husker volleyball, one record setting streak is guaranteed to continue this fall, as the Nebraska Ticket
Office announced that the entire regular season home schedule is officially sold out.
The final tickets for the 17-home match schedule were sold Wednesday morning, and the season opener
against the University of San Die~o on Aug. 29 will be the 72nd straight sellout at the 4,030-seat NU
Coliseum. The streak began in the 2 1 ason and will reach 89 at the end of the regular season.
Single-match tickets went on sale on /\.
of the first 17 matches sold out within thre
For Nebraska Coach John Cook, Wednesday's a
Husker volleyball receives from across the state.

fans camped out overnight waiting for tickets . In fact, 11
the ticket windows opening.
ement is an example of the unrivaled support that

"Our fans continue to set the bar high for college volleyball and there is no other school in the country that
supports their volleyball program like that."
"When I talk to groups across the state, we talk about riot only the financial support our program receives
with groups like the Match Club, but more importantly, the emotional support we receive from fans across
the Husker Nation. Their commitment to our program is what makes Nebraska a special place."
The Huskers, who are ranked first in the preseason CSTV/AVCA Coaches Poll, return five of their top eight
players from last season's NCAA runner-up squad, including two-time All-American Sarah Pavan and Big
12 Freshman of the Year Jordan Larson.
Nebraska will host its Red/White Scrimmage and Alumni Match on Saturday, Aug. 26, beginning at 5 p.m.
Tickets for the scrimmage are available on Huskers.com or by calling the NU Ticket Office at 800-8BIGRED.
**Info provided by UNL
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Will youth once again be served?
Sullivan will defend championship, while collegian
Barry makes his debut appearance
By TIM TROWER
Mail Tribune
Mike Barry was on his cell phone last Labor Day while away at college in San
Diego.
D Brodie Sullivan pumps
his fist after sinking a
putt to win last year's
Southern Oregon Golf
Tournament. (MT file

On the other end was his father, John, who was following the men's
championship match in the Southern Oregon Golf Tournament.

Mike Barry couldn't see the drama unfold at Rogue Valley Country Club, but
photo)
he was still privy to one of the most stirring victories in the 76-year history
of the tournament. It nestled into the annals when fresh-faced Brodie
Sullivan drained a curvy, 18-foot putt on the 36th and final hole to defeat heavy f
White.
Three months out of South Medford High and before a giant gallery, Sulliv
hero in becoming the youngest champion in 23 years.
"I heard everyone yell and it was just an awesome phone call," recall
a longtime friend of
Sullivan's and now one of the top players on the, University of San Djeao.golf team. "I tried to get
on the phone with Brodie right after he made that putt, but he was surrounded. He called me later
and we talked about it. I couldn't have been happier for him ."
r

,

The win came in Sullivan's first-ever match-play event and may have signaled a youth movement.
He's primed to defend his championship this week, and one of his chief competitors could be close
friend Barry.
"We want to meet each other in the finals," says Sullivan . "I'm rooting him on ."
Until last year, Barry had caddied in the Southern Oregon every year since he was 10, looping for
Bret Breeze, annually a threat to win the most prestigious crown.
Freshman orientation prevented Barry from making his debut last year, but his desire to participate
was further stoked by the magical ride Sullivan enjoyed .
"Ever since my first year of caddying, I've been counting down the days until I could finally tee it
up," says Barry, who in 2005 became Medford's first prep golf state champion in 23 years.
The tournament begins Tuesday with qualifying for local men. Qualifying continues Wednesday for
women and out-of-town entrants. Match play begins Thursday and runs through championship
matches Monday.
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In addition to Sullivan, Bob Harrell and David Boals return to defend their senior men's and juniorsen ior men's titles, respectively.
Abby Fowler, like Sullivan a former South Medford High golfer who won her inaugural Southern
Oregon, won't play. She is on the Cactus Tour, a professional minitour in Arizona. Carmen Akins
won the senior women's division last year, but that flight is defunct and she'll play in the women's
division.
Should the youth onslaught continue, an intriguing match would be between Sullivan and Barry who are playing their qualifying round together along with Kelly Rasmussen and Justin Wise. It
would be South vs. North, buddy vs. buddy.
They've known each other since the seventh grade.
"We used to go up to the club and hit balls all day long, nonstop," says Sullivan, whose junior golf
and high school days paralleled Barry's, even if he didn't have quite as much success. "I think it's
awesome he's playing since he didn't get to last year. He knows how big this tournament is and
how much fun it is. Especially with his talent, he has a chance to get in the finals, I would think."
Barry is comfortable at RVCC. At age 18 last summer, he won the men's club championship by 12
shots over runner-up Brad Bills.
Barry didn't fare as well this year, placing third despite having Sullivan as a caddie.
"I had a few flaws I was trying to fix on the course," he says, "and that's never an easy thing to
do . But I was satisfied with how I battled ."
At San Diego last year, the rookie Barry ranked fourth on the Toreros in stroke average at 74.39.
His 23 tournament rounds were tied for third on the team ~ which made it to the Western Regional
for the first time in history.
Sullivan, who works at Copeland's Golf Superstore, hasn't played much competitive golf since his
monumental win a year ago. Work commitments prevented him from entering the club
championships and this past weekend's city championships.
But he practices and plays in the mornings and is pleased with his game .
He earlier had a stretch of five rounds in the 60s at RVCC but hasn 't scored as well lately.
"I haven't been able to get a low round in, " says Sullivan, "but I'm hitting the ball pretty good. It'll
come around. All I really need is my confidence to be high, and I'll be fine."
His biggest competitive event was the U.S. Open qualifier this summer at Juniper Golf Club in
Redmond, where unfamiliarity with the course proved a hindrance.
That won't be the case at RVCC, where he knows a strong short game is paramount.
"Your wedge game means more than anything out there because it's not a long course," says
Sullivan. "If you pretty much put the ball in play off the tee, you have little SO-yard wedge shots
into most greens . If you can put those in close, you can shoot some low numbers."

C

Like last year.
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Sullivan had to battle nerves early in the day against White, a 23-year-old former University of
Oregon player. But that became moot after Sullivan grabbed an early lead .

"It showed me I could hang in there with him, if not beat him," says Sullivan.
White rallied and was 2 up with six holes to play. Then Sullivan showed moxie beyond his years by
birdieing four of the final six holes, none sweeter than that last memorable putt on a green ringed
by supporters .
"I like all the pressure with all the people there," says Sullivan, "especially when I'm hitting good
shots .. . Making that birdie putt to win was just awesome. That was the best part of how I won it."
And if it wasn't a shot heard 'round the world, it was at least heard in San Diego.
Reach sports editor Tim Trower at 776-4479 , or e-mail ttrower@mailtribune .com.
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Area Code Games Report
So Cal's Stock Shoulders Summer Workload
By Alan Matthews
August 10, 2006

See also: Thursday's Area Code Games Report

LONG BEACH , Cal if.--As the Area Code Games came to a close Thur~day at Blair Field in Long Beach, Calif., there
was one big name noticeably absent from the mound : Stock.
Baseball America's 2005 Youth Player of the Year, Robert Stock was in good spirits , enjoying his final days of
summer like most other kids his age. And he spent time showing off his powerful lefthanded swing this week in Lon
Beach before departing for San Diego, where he will appear in the Aflac All-American Classic. But the rising seni
from Westlake Village, Calif., who has been clocked at 95 mph off the mound , wasn't practicing what primarily
made him the talk of scouting circles since he was a 14-year-old.
This spring as a junior at Agoura (Calif.) High, Stock came down with a shoulder injury and decided it w
concentrate on hitting and catching while he gave his arm some rest.
''The rotator cuff got inflamed and irritated," Stock said after completing a workout at Unjyec§ity of San Djeai.
Thursday in preparation for Saturday's Aflac game. "It feels fine now. I've just been focusing on catching because I
don't want to risk it again . Catching and throwing feels fine."
Since Stock carried a no-hitter into the sixth inning of the California Interscholastic Federation Southern Section
Division I championship game in May, he's toed a rubber less than a handful of times. He missed several weeks
during his junior season when his shoulder began bothering him, and his velocity hasn't been the same since.
Stock's last outing was in Joplin, Mo., in June when he pitched well enough to make the preliminary roster for USA
Baseball's junior national team , but he acknowledges he hasn't been his usual dominant self this summer.
"In my first inning (in Joplin) I got roughed around , and then I went to the junk pitches and I did fine from there ," Stock
said . "I might not have the same velocity on the hill anymore. I don't know, just because I haven't tried it in a while.
''This summer I've been spending much more time behind the plate working on my defense, because I felt like I am a
little raw behind the plate. So not pitching has given me more time to work on the defense part."
Stock's catch and throw skills are unrefined, but his arm strength serves him well as a catcher. He turned in times of
2.09 and 2.15 seconds from home to second base on a pair of stolen base attempts this week in Long Beach . His
footwork and exchange can be cleaned up, which would improve his pop times from home to second. He's athletic
and agile enough to block balls adequately at present. His instincts, work ethic and championship-caliber makeup
should serve him well as he continues to develop. The tough part for.Stock this summer has been learning on the
job ... not to mention doing so in front of hundreds of scouts at almost every stop along the way.
"Sometimes it's tough because you know when you make a mistake you know there's going to be every scout there
taking note of it when you misplay a ball ," he said . "Wher·eas in a high school game, it's mostly parents there
watching . So yeah , it hasn't been the easiest thing to do , but I like catching . . . and there's no other way to do it."
USA Baseball still considers Stock a two-way player, and he's scheduled to pitch the second inning of the Aflac game
for the West Saturday afternoon at Tony Gwynn Stadium at San Diego State. He has narrowed his potential college
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choices to Southern California and Stanford, and those two schools, as well as 30 major league organizations, will be
monitoring Stock closer than traders on Wall Street.

Copyright© 1999-2006 Baseball America Inc. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed . All rights reserved .
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Playing Baseball with a Regal Name
Yes, he's a surfer and his dad, Bill, owns Rocky's, an Ocean Beach surf shop. But,
no, Bill Stonecipher didn't saddle his son with some off-the-wall surf-dog name.
By Tom Shanahan
Tuesday, August 8, 2006 I His name is Sequoyah Stonecipher, and the San Diego kid with the
unique identity and uncommon baseball talent is one of the best high school players in the nation. A
year from now he could be a high draft pick and a rich young man.
No, he wasn't named for a California tree. That's a question he often hears, never mind the difference
in spelling.
Yes, he's a surfer and his dad, Bill, owns Rocky's, an Ocean Beach surf shop. But, no, Bill Stonecipher
didn't saddle his son with some off-the-wall surf-dog name.
"Sequoyah" has a much more regal history than any identity taken from Southern California beach
culture.
His full name is Sequoyah Trueblood Stonecipher. He was named for his great grandfather on his
mother's side n Sequoyah Evonne Trueblood, a Choctaw and Chickashee Indian from Oklahoma.
In Oklahoma and parts of Arkansas, Sequoyah is a familiar name for an historic figure. In the early
1800s, Sequoyah created the Cherokee syllabary an<l taught thousands of Native Americans to read
and write their language.
"Everyday people ask me about my name," said Stonecipher, whose father's German surname
coincidentally has an Indian ring to it. "I think it's a cool name."
I do too. And I think -- if Stonecipher continues his rapid rise up baseball's ladder toward pro
opportunities -- other people will increasingly ask him about Jim Thorpe, Louis Sockalexis and the
use of Indian nicknames and mascots for American sports teams.
Sequoyah, an outfielder from Mission Bay High, and Nick Noonan, a Francis Parker shortstop, are
two San Diegans named among the top 38 players in the nation for the Aflac All-American High
School Baseball Classic at noon on Saturday at San Diego State's Tony Gwynn Stadium.
The Aflac game is for seniors-in-the fall and is baseball's version of the McDonald's All-American
High School Basketball Game. You don't get picked for the Aflac game unless you're projected to
have major league potential.
Thorpe played some major league baseball, although he's better known as the 1912 Olympic
decathlon champion and a Carlisle Indians football player. He was later stripped of his gold medal
when it was learned he had played some semi-pro baseball, but upon presenting Thorpe with his gold
medal, King Olav of Sweden told him, "You, sir, are the greatest athlete in the world."
Sockalexis batted .338 in 1897 for the then-Cleveland Spiders. In 1915, two years after his death, the
Cleveland team renamed itself the Cleveland Indians. Years later, when the franchise first came
under fire with charges of racism for using Indians as a nickname and a Chief Wahoo as a mascot,
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the club claimed it took the nickname to honor Sockalexis. Critics contend it's a convenient story
used by the team.
Ann Stonecipher, Sequoyah's mother, was born in Oklahoma but moved to San Diego with her family
when she was 12. She said her father is passionate about Native American history. He has taught her
two boys -- Sequoyah's older brother is named for their father -- about Indian culture. He has served
on local and national Indian boards and participated in many conferences. Ann also took the boys to
powwows on Barona land when they were younger.
But Ann said her father doesn't have strong feelings either way concerning Indian mascots and
nicknames. He concerns himself with other Indian issues. That attitude has been passed down to his
daughter and from mother to her son.
Sequoyah would like to be someday questioned on these subjects, because that would mean he made
it to the major leagues.
"There haven't been too many Native Americans who have played in the major leagues," he said. "I
think it would be an honor for me."
Last summer Stonecipher, who doesn't turn 17 until Nov. 19 of hiss
National Team for players 16-and-younger. The Americans brou
World Youth Championships in Monterrey, Mexico.
This summer Stonecipher also made the cut at tryouts fo
that will play in the World Junior Championships in
months shy of his 17th birthday while competing ag

·or year, made the USA Youth
e a silver medal from the

aseball Junior National Team
tember. Remember, he's four
ers who have already turned 18.

Stonecipher already gave the University of San Diego an oral commitment, and his young age
suggests he's better off spending time in college than in a rookie league with some not-too-bright
teammates in the hinterlands.
Dennis Pugh, who coached at Mission Bay 27 years before leaving for Cal State San Marcos next year,
is the head coach of the Aflac West team. Pugh has coached Stonecipher, a 6-foot-1, 185-pounder, on
the Mission Bay varsity the past three years.
"Stoney has a baseball body with wide shoulders," Pugh said. "He has a very athletic body that is
going to fill out. He's got an arm and he can hit for power. He probably had more outfield assists
than any player I've ever had. He not only has a strong throwing arm, he's accurate."
Newspaper writers look for the easy angle and TV reporters for a quick sound bite, but I don't think
he's the type to feel pressure from attention. When he tires of baseball he lets off steam by hitting the
waves.
"You never know which kids are going to make it to the majors," said Pugh, who has had his fair
share of players drafted. "But he has other interests, so he's not going to burn out on baseball."
His friends call him Stoney or Q. Mom, of course, calls him Sequoyah.
The more he masters the game of baseball, the more his name will force him to examine the history
of Native Americans in sports. History's Sequoyah would approve.
Tom Shanahan is voiceofsandiego.org's sports columnist. He is the media coordinator for the San
Diego Hall of Champions. Send a letter to the editor.
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Riordan's new football coach didn't unearth his team's most telling weakness while
watching tapes of last season's games. No, Mike Langridge discovered the greatest obstacle
in overcoming three winless seasons in the West Catholic Athletic League in the weight
room in the spring.
As he watched early-morning workouts, he saw more cliques than a high school lunchroom.
Worse, though, he discovered that some of his returning varsity and junior varsity players
didn't even know each other's names.
"Football is so physical. It takes a lot of pounding and you're asked to do a lot of things that
are uncomfortable," Langridge said. "If you appreciate the guys you're playing with, it's
easier to do the hard things."
So what did Langridge propose to unite his team?
He decided to put the camp back in football camp. Sure, there was training in hot conditions
at a three-day camp in Grass Valley (Nevada County). But at night, while other teams
stayed in hotels, the Riordan players slept in tents and prepared for early-morning quizzes
from their coach.
Langridge demanded that his players know where their tent-mates lived, the grammar
school they attended and if they had any siblings.
"It gets them talking about other things," he said.

Like blocking and tackling, perhaps, two things the Crusaders (3-7 in 2004, 2-8 in 2005)
have struggled to do the last two seasons when they allowed an average of 37 .8 (2004) and
39.8 (2005) points per game in the WCAL.
So why would Langridge, 33, come to the rescue of an ailing football program? Because he
knows the all-boys school attracts athletes -- Riordan won a WCAL title as recently as
2000.
Besides, he enjoys a good underdog tale. He lived one.
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After he played at Serra and College of San Mateo, the defensive end decided to go to
Arizona State even though the Sun Devils didn't offer him a scholarship. After one
semester, coach Bruce Snyder awarded him a scholarship. Two years later, he captained the
team and played defensive end on the same squad as Jake Plummer, Derek Smith and the
late Pat Tillman.
He returned to his alma mater, where he served as a Serra assistant the last 10 years, most
recently as the defensive coordinator for Patrick Walsh's teams.
"He's very energetic," Walsh said. "He believes in young kids and he believes in their spirit.
And the kids relate to him. He'll certainly make our lives difficult."
Langridge hopes so. But first, he had to challenge his own group with a new commitment
and mind-set.
"We have a lot of catching up to do," Langridge said. ,;When you've been down, they (the
players) feel like a little bit of improvement is a lot. We're fighting that feeling of comfort
right now."
The coach can take solace in a few names on the roster.
De La Salle-Concord transfer Louis Baltazar (6-foot- l, 245 pounds) brings experi
winning mentality to the defensive line. Drake-San Anselmo transfer Darius Bel
is in a quarterback competition with senior Sal O'Brien.

1

Then there is Rob Jones, the only returning two-year starter. The 6-6 tight e
end had 31 receptions last year and has committed to the JJnjyersity of San 1ego on a
basketball scholarship. His sophomore brother, Ryan, should get time on the offensive line.
Riordan will replace Tyrone McGraw, who rushed for 1,519 yards last season and is now at
Stanford, with juniors Osa Aigbuza and John Marman. Receivers Jordan Wood and Daniel
Cannon will be good targets for Bell and O'Brien.
Langridge will lean on his younger brother John, 27, a former Serra and Portland State
player who is the more vocal of the two, to run the def~nse.
"It's a good-cop, bad-cop thing," said John Langridge, who heads a list of assistants that is a
mix of Serra transplants and others with WCAL experience.
The defense will feature a formidable front line, with Baltazar, junior Errol Tu'ufuli (6-2,
340) and senior Maurice McClure (6-3, 280). McClure, a Division I prospect, has latched
onto the coaching staffs plan.
"He (Langridge) believes in us," McClure said. "Not that our last coach (Frank Oross)
didn't. But he's making sure that we do the extra things .. .. It's a fresh start."
E-mail Will McCulloch at wmcculloch@sfchronicle.com.
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The RC Starz Sliver "A" lacrosse team won the USO Smackdown championship, reinforced by
members of the RC Starz Carolina "B" team. Left to right, front row: Sean Chenoweth, Trey Scott,
Bennett Shafer, Cameron Gless, Jake Kennedy, Mike Reed, Ell Suhadolnlk, Nick Sarkisian, Christian ·
Fanning, Shane Deetman, Nolan Crosson; Middle row: Cobl Emery, Trent Cady, Conner Parnell,
Cameron La Belle, Kyle O'Meara, Chris Carter, Matt Cartwright, Ian Rigg, Zack Wood, Sean Doyle,
1
Lucas Gradlnger, Assistant Coach Casey Price; Back Row: Head coach JD Moyer.

RC Starz Lacrosse dominates USO
Youth Smackdown Tournamen
The local RC Starz Silver lacrosse team swept
the competition at the recent Smackdown tournament
held at University of San Diego July 13-16. Comprised of 5th and 6th grade boys mainly from Carmel
Valley, Del Mar and Rancho Santa Fe, the Starz went
undefeated and outscored their opponents 117 to 15
over the course of the four day event.
In the seeding games, the RC Starz beat the Oregon Starz by a wide margin of 14--1, outplayed the
ATX team from Texas 17-1 , pummeled Orange
County's B team 18-1 , outscored South Bay 16-1 ,
and dominated the LaxDawgs 21-3.
Once the tournament games began, the RC Starz
Silver ("A" team) was matched up against the RC
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Starz Carolina ("B" team). While Caroli
great fight, Silver won 15-0. In these
Starz Silver was pitted against the Orego
outscored Oregon 9-3.
The RC Starz faced Orange County's
a formidable opponent, in the championshi
number of boys from the RC Starz C
joined their Silver teammates on the sidelin
gforcements. The championship was a more
ing game than the team had played over the course of
the tournament, and the lead changed hands multiple
times. The RC Starz pulled out a well-earned victory, beating Orange County 7-6.
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